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A NEW PROPOSITION IN 

os HAND POWER veges . 
% 

| ELEVATORS 

$75,00 TO $g5 00 

CAPACITIES—1500, 2000, 2500 LBS. 

SPECIFICATION 

paren’ 

PLATFORM WINDING MACHINE 

STEEL FRAME CAST !1RON DRUMS 

SAFETIES STEEL SHAFTS 

COUNTERWEIGHTS ROLLER BEARINGS 

200 LBS IN EXCESS GEARING 

OF WEIGHT OF CAR ROPE OR PULL WHEEL 

GUIDE STRIPS BRAKE 

ROPES 

TWO 4% in IRON LIFTING CABLES 

ONE \% in IRON WEIGHT CABLE 

ONE! in MANILA HAND ROPE 

ONE %iIn BRAKE ROPE 

SUPPORTS FOR MACHINE 

DRAWINGS FOR SETTING UP 
yen) 4 A id j 

A oh 

me 4 LLL ve IS 

NOTETHE STEEL FRAME PLATFORM 

OTIS _ ELEVATOR COMPANY 

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO 

AND ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES 

SEND FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE 

STANDARD SIZES READY FOR SHIPMENT 

ws 
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Do Your Own 

MILLWORK: 

This portable saw rig will rip 

and cross-cut 24-inch lumber, has 

a DADO head which will do plow- 

ing of window and door frames, 

emery wheel for sharpening tools, 

strong 3-horsepower 

water-cooled engine, 

iron table fitted with 

gauges, the entire out- 

fit strongly built, ready 

to start when it reaches 

you. Can be moved 

from job to job, total 

weight 615 pounds. 

THE 

“Little Shaver’’ 

Floor Scraper 

has all the weight on the blade 

and not on the handle, as in 

other scrapers. Nothing 

but a large hand scraper. 

A boy can do the 

scraping. Simplest 

and most satisfac- 

tory machine to 

work on the 

market. 

WRITE US 

for folder 

and prices 

on these 

two time 

and money 

savers. 

Do it today 

Inter-State Equipment & Engineering Co,, %4Gelow Fite 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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The American Floor Surfacing Machine 

is the original and only two-roll, self-propelling, dust collecting machine, protected by U.S. and Foreign 
patents, and the only one that will satisfactorily surface any kind of a wood floor, and has been in general 

use by contractors, hardwood floor companies and others for over five years. 
Its work is rapid, regular, smooth and even, because the power that drives the rolls 
lla the machine at the same ratio of speed. . 

Its work has established the standard for surfaced floors, and the only machine whose 
work is specified by leading architects and meets the requirements of contractors, owners and 
hardw floor companies for finely finished, smooth, even floors. 

It has surfaced and polished millions of square feet of the finest floors in America and 
Europe. 

Don’t be fooled with an imitation, but get a machine that does work in paying quantities, 
and can be operated in small rooms. 

The only one whose construction is guaranteed and sold on its merits. 
Write for our book ‘‘Surfacing Floors as a Business.’’ 

Manufactured by 
") The American Floor Surfacing Machine Company 

TOLEDO, OHIO 

Allith “Reliable” 
| | Miller’s Lock Mortiser 

Barn Door Hangers 
IS SCIENTIFIC 

The regulation of the feed by the s 

screw in the head is what makes . wierp ticad? 
the cutting of hard or soft wood 4 
easy. 

The actual use of the tool to cut 
an opening for a lock is 4 minute. 
The whole job is done in 3 minutes. 
Cutters for five sizes of locks 4” to 
14” is furnished with each machine. 

Simple, Efficient, Durable ie merit has been demonstrated 

Frictionless thousands of times. Sent on Trial. 

Butt Mortiser 

Cuts the seats for butt 
hinges in doers, jambs 
and other work. It does 

The most Popular Outfit made. 

Impossible to Derail, Easy Running, Great 

Strength. the work in one-third the 
Other styles of Hangers for all kinds of ‘ time and makes a neat, 

Sliding Doors. clean, accurate job. Price, including rule gauge, 75 cents. 

SEND FOR CATALOG ‘*A” 

A. W. Miller Mfg. Co. 
ALLITH MANUFACTURING CO., Peale lo 

43rd and Taylor . - CHICAGO, ILL. RIVERSIDE, CALIF. CINCINNATI, OHIO. 

COMPLETE 

OUTFIT 

my: Hand and Foot-Power 

MACHINERY 

Our No. 3 Wood 
Turning Lathe 
can be_ speeded 
from _ 1,000 to 
2,000 ‘revolutions 
a minute with 
perfect ease. 

- Stopped or re- 
eee = versed at will of 

aT ——— operator. 
| The L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass., U.S. A. =. — 

L. S. STARRETT SAYS: Fao eee 
ae 

“If you find any 

tools better than 

Starrett Tools, 

buy them.” 

Send for free 
Catalogue No. 186. 

= = SS “ Write for Particulars 

W.F. & Jno. Barnes Co. ic.ttora, ti: 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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tere Perfect Results Easily Obtained 
Attachment 

intertenseatte SCAlueter Rapid Floor ae, 
to either side of 
== papa aly Built on the only correct principle. Guaranteed to be THE BEST mac hine with which to P TO- 
t 5. duce an even, smooth surface on any kind of wood floor old or new. hard or soft, and in all buildings; 

. Residences, Stores, Factories, Bowling Alleys, Roller Skating Rinks, Reception and Dance Halls, etc. 
THE SCHLUETER will remove all joints or warped edges, and leave the floor perfectly smooth. 
Will remove shellac, varnish, oil, wax, lime stains or the ‘‘muck”’ from skate wheels in a most satis- 
factory manner. 

AND BUILDER 137 

Type “B”” 
5 WE SELL MACHINE OR SURFACE $ d h 0 | * f W Machine YOUR FLOOR andpaper the Only Perfect Way 

x8 in. EASY TO OPERATE. NO DUST. The SCHLUETER RAPID FLOOR SURFACER 
Roller Over 500 contractors are now using our is so constructed that a roller, to which a sheet of 

Machines. Made in two sizes. We will sandpaper is quickly adjusted, is brought in contact 
Type ‘‘D” surface your floor. Mail us size of floor, with the floor surface while re volving ata — ‘ “> f 600 
YP new or old, and kind of electric power. fn revolutions a minute. It is guaranteed to do the 
Machine eight hours will sandpaper 4,000 to work cheaper and smoother than any other machine 
16x7 in 6,000 sq. ft. once over. Writefornew or method. This machine will surface from one to two 

° prices, catalogue and our FREE TRIAL thousand square feet in eight hours. Cost of sandpaper 
Roller proposition. and electric power from $1.00 to $2.00 per day 

FREE Illustrated booklet containing full id L SCHLUETE 28 S. Canal St. 
information sent free to contractors. r 8 CHICAGO 

Remember— THE FOX 

PAYS FOR ITSELF 

“Your hardware dealer will order it for you. They 

Fos all handle the Fox Floor Scraper because it does 

Floor better work and more of it in less time than any Fox Cabinet Scraper 

Scraper other machine on the market and is con= 

ceded by all to be the easiest running 

No. I machine ever built.” 

A Perfect Fox Cabinet Scraper works like a 

Machine =~ _ A FINE TOOL for fine 

om work. Price, express prepaid, 

Perfect $1. 25. 

Work. (Write us for Catalogue.) 

“THE PORTER” Wood Turning Lathes 

for wood turners and pattern makers. Furnished complete 
with countershaft, rests, steps, bolts, center and face plate. 
A high grade machine at a reasonable price. We also make 
Hand Jointers, Shapers, Swing Cut-off Saws, Pony Planers 
and Post Boring Machines. - - Better get our Catalog. 

C. O. Porter Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
WOOD TURNING LATHE.» 

BLAKE QUICK ACTING VISE PERFECTION DOOR LOCK MORTISER 
The Bit moves up and 
down while boring 

U

p

 

Carpenters ees range | ry en Re my ~ yg - 
nters an uilders cannot afford to without it 6 inc it wit 

Por Oabinet Makers and Wood Workers. Simplest—Strengest machine; any size furnished. Set the cam for any size mortise wanted, 
—Cheapest—-Best clamp on door, turn crank until finished. 

Sen4 for Catalogue of all kinds of Vises Price of machine can be saved on 50 doors. 
ay VISE COMPANY, MAKERS PERFECTION MFG. CO., 48 W. Patterson Ave., Columbus, O. 
44 Barniay Street, ork, Rehm Hardware Co., 354 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Rew ¥ U. 8. A Lee-Laumer Lumber Co., Birmingham, Ala. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 



ACKERMANR’S coco OFFER 

“More Work, Easier Work, Better Work than any 

Other Floor Scraper Made or the Entire Outfit is Free”’ 

You run no risk in ordering Ackermann’s Rapid Floor Scraper sickinie ienmeiien 
sent on Free Trial. You don’t have to pay a dollar down, not even — J Jos. Woodwell Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 

: Tallmadge Hdw. Co., Columbus, O. 
the express charges. John F. Baker, Dayton, O. 

i i : ss = anes — & tf SO Newark. oO. 
s aS : 7 y 7 aymer He o., St. Pau nn Besides this you receive free with the machine, a complete nae Figor Co. Minneapolis, Minn 

Ackermann Knife Sharpening Outfit which insures the successful | ¢.4.Baeuerien Hdw. Co., Winona, Minn. Saginaw Hdw. Co., Ae 
»¢ achi rey ‘his kni ne : Stambaugh-Th Co., Youngstown, O. use of the machine by even an amateur. This knife sharpener prac Stambaugh-Thompeon Co. Youngstow 

Se , " wen ats y 4 ‘ al xy > > Pi H-Eng t C F kil Ind. tically works automatically and will put an absolutely perfect edge on | Finnell Fngier Lumber Co., Franklin, In 
the knife blade in less than two minutes without removing the blade Holt Lumber Co., Oconto, Wis. ‘i arner Hdw. Co., Minneapolis, Minn. 
from the machine. Morley Bros.. Saginaw, Mich. Clements & Smith, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Driscoll Bros. & Co., Ithaca, N Ackermann’s New Knife Sharpener works perfectly on the 
blade of any floor scraper. It cures all ‘‘Knife Troubles.”’ 

Real success in the use of any floor scraper depends largely / 
upon the cutting edge maintained on the knife blade that Machine in 
actually does the work. No machine will do the work well position, ready 
unless the blade is kept constantly sharp. Up to the present to Sharpen 
time the average operator of any floor scraper made, has Blade 
had much trouble in do ing good work, quick, because 
sharpening the blades Sb was very difficult. Arrows 

Send for Booklet 
and Information. 

point to the 
Knife Sharpen- 

ing outfit which 
fits compactly 
into machine, 

out of the way. 

K nife sharpener 
sold separately if 

desired. Price, $5.00. 

Great Free Trial Offer~ 
We will ship you on free trial, prepaying all charges, 

ooth the Ackermann Rapid Floor Scraper and Ackermann’s New Knife 
Sharpener. If they prove satisfactory, you purchase the machine, and the 
knife sharpening outfit is given you free. If not, return both at our 
expense. It costs you nothing to find out whether or not our claims 
are true. Write today. 

J.B. ACKERMANN CO., crannnarips, MICHIGAN 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER [ May 

PLATE GLASS CUSTOM MADE 

Bath Room Fixtures ||F LY SCREENS 
POR RESIDENCES, HOTELS, OFFICE AND APARTMENT Our work is far superior to the usual output of local 

BUILDINGS mills and has a style and finish not obtainable from those 
: é 2 who do not make a specialty of fine screens. 

Absolutely sanitary, require no cleaning, never wear eut Our mogouns nae Sees coped jelats and the ees 
are weather proofe ore the finishing coats are applied. 

er shew the effects of use. Not affected by hot or cold Best grades of Wire Cloth,enameled, galvanized, genu- 
water. The modern 20th century toilet and lavatery ine bronze, fastened by the most approved methods. 

e Intending purchasers may have free, by mail, samples 
fittings. of Fes —, wire cloth, and . a | a catalogue 

and price list. Agencies in nearly all large cities. 
PLATE GLASS TOWEL BAR Agents wanted in smaller cities. 

Special terms to Contractors and Builders. 

A. J. PHILLIPS @ CO. 
FENTON, MICH. 

25 Years’ Experience 34 Acres of Floors 

Ne. 141 24 inches, adjustable. Also made im 30, 36, 42 

. ne PLUMBERS’ SUPPLIES 
AT WHOLESALE 

Round glass towel bars, $2.00 oO 

Adjustable glass towel shelves, $3.50, $4.00, $6.00 
antemeamsmaneiiapenes my line and wish to 

We also sell plate glass with polished edges for table SAVE 

teps, any size, and glass push plates for use im fine 
residences and apartments, manufacture and re-silver 
mirrors, etc. 

CATALOGUE SENT FREE ON APPLICATION 

Geo. H. Anderson & Co. 
Manufacturers and Jobbers of Plate Glass Specialties 

of guaranteed goods. 

281-291 W. Superior Street - - CHICAGO B. B. KAROL, 233 W. Harrison St., Chicago, Ill. 

If you need anything in 

20 to 40 Per Cent 

on every article, write for 
my free illustrated Catalog. 
Shipments promptly made 
from a very complete stock 

Small orders are as care- 
fully handled as large ones. 

WHEN WRITING AJVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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A WORLD BEATER FOR THE 

Contractor ana Builder! 

The five cuts illustrated on this page will 
give you a fair idea of the construction of the 

Famous Universal Wood Worker, 

the only machine that has ever been placed on 
the market which will fill all the requirements 
of the contractor and builder. This machine 
was brought out after many years of practical 
experience in the contracting and building 
trade, and has all of the latest, up-to-date at- 
tachments useful for all kinds of work which 
needs to be done on all different kinds of jobs. 
In the surrounding cuts you will see the ma- 
chine as a band saw, boring machine, jointer, 
two side molder, single end tenoner, planer, 
molder and matcher. Wecan also furnish with 
this machine a hollow chisel mortising attach- 
ment, which is one of the most useful attach- 
ments on this machine If you will write us 
and state the kind of work you wish todo, we can 
equip you with a machine which will be success- 
ful in every way, and will give you an iron-clad 
guarantee with each and every one of these 
tools, that they must do as we represent, or 
we will refund you your money We can furn 
ish you a great number of testimonials from 
contractors and builders who are now using 
this machine, if you wish them 

Do not fail to install one of these machines 
for your summer work. 

Write us at once for catalogue B, giv- 
: ing you a complete description of the 

Famous Universal Wood Worker, 
explaining all of the different attach- 
ments which we can furnish with this 
machine, some of which are shown on 
the cuts above. If you are a con- 

tractor or builder you cannot afford 
to do without a tool of this kind, the 
only thing on the market which will 

save you froin 15 to 20% on every 
job you do and pay for itself the 

first season. 

mes 
Seth 

We should also be pleased 
to send you one of our cata- 
logue E, illustrating and 
describing the machines 
shown in our general cata 

logue, consisting of Band 

Saws, Saw Tables, Joint- 
ers, Shapers, Planers, Bor- 
ing Machines, Turning 
Lathes and Saw Arbors. 

SIDNEY TOOL 

SIDNEY, OHIO. 

CO. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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The Adjustable Floor Scraper 

(Patent applied for.) 
Distinctive Features 

Adjustment of Handle to height 

of operator. 

Adjustment of Blade to any verti- 

cal or lateral degree. 

Adjustment of Weight over Blade 
anywhere from 15 to 50 lbs. 

Adjusted Weight over Blade per- 
manent; not governed by pres- 

sure upon the handle, insuring a 
uniform cut, absolutely free from 

“chattering.” 

Any workman can do, with ease, 
more and better work than with 

any other mechanical scraper, 
and several times what can be 

done by hand. 

Let us tell you 
more about it. 

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE MFG. CO., SOUTH BEND, IND. 

MONITOR 

SASH LOCKS 

(PATENTED) 

NEVER BREAK 

BECAUSE THEY ARE MADE OF VERY HEAVY GAUGE 
METAL AND PERFECTLY CONSTRUCTED 

if the upper sash drops, the Monitor “Never Break" Sash 
Leek will pick It up from a lower point than any other; adjust 
the sashes perfectly, prevent all vibration, and look seeurely, 
se it ean net be opened from the outside. 

MADE IN TWO SIZES AND ALL FINISHES BY 

The Champion Safety Lock Co. 

Geneva, Ohio 

GRAND RAPIDS 

All-Steel Sash naneys 

Are sold DIRECT to Bullders, Con- 
tractors and Mills at prices under the 
common ordinary goods. 

If you make tem or ten 

thousand window frames, 
we can save you money 
and give you a superior 
sash pulley. We are the 
largest sash pulley makers 
im the world. We ship 
direct, or through dealers 
aud jobbers everywhere. 

Write for catalogue and 

free samples and prices 
em gross, barrel, or any 
quantity. 2 | IN| 

Direct from the makers 

te you. Inquiries wel- GRAND RAPIDS 
come. 

GRAND RAPIDS 

HARDWARE CO. 

34 Pearl St., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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“Little Giant” 

Floor Scraper 

Sent on Free Trial 

20,000 ‘Little Giants” ¥= i, throughout 
this country and abroad. These were purchased 
because they were better; because they did 

Special more work—did it quicker, cleaner and 
cheaper—than any other machine made. 

Terms So great is our faith in its ability to prove 
its worth to you that we are making 

the following liberal proposition. A request 

from you brings 

a “Little Gaint” 

to your door— 

you send no 

money and we 

pay all expenses. 

After you have tested 

it as thoroughly as you know 

how, and have found it satisfac- 

tory, pay for it. If you don’t consider it the best 

floor scraper in existence, return it at our expense. 

That's all. Won't you give it this chance today ? 

CATALOG AND FURTHER DETAILS ON REQUEST 

HURLEY MACHINE COMPARY, 
155 South Jefferson Street, CHICAGO 
71 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO 
1010 Flatiron Bidg., NEW YORK 

No. 225 C. E. Tenoner 

Th S ith Tenoner is today acknowl- 
e om edged the standard because 

of its rigid design, accuracy and simplicity. There 

is no vibration as the frame is heavy and cast 
whole. The carriage is mounted on rollers and 
can not be lifted or tilted, and you will find it an 
all ’round high grade machine. A postal request 
will bring circulars and prices. 

H. B. Smith Machine Company 

Smithville, N. J., U.S. A. 

NEW YORK CHICAGO ATLANTA MEMPHIS 

141 

GOOD SHAPERS 

OU never heard of a Cordesman-Rechtin shaper failing to produce 
good work and lots of it. You never heard of them giving any sort 
of trouble during the past fifty years. The reason is plain—they are 

BUILT RIGHT from the ground up—the spindles revolve at lightning 
speed, yet there is not the slightest vibration. 

Good work and a large quantity of it must result. 

The Cordesman-Rechtin Co., Cincinnati, O. 
Chicago Office, 2714 W. Lake St. 

Carry 

A Ton, >, Ss 

Last C5 

A LIFETIME— “*5 

A pair of our smallest size “@ 

Wall Brackets. rS) 

There isn’t room here to tell you a Pay 
how cheap or how convenient they are. * 

Write for Catalogue and Special Trial Offer. 

ARE YOUR CLAMPS 

CIVING BEST RESULTS? 

Do you know about our improved gripping device? 

it Saves Time, 

the special grade of steel we use? 

Our Clamps are warranted unbreakable in use 
Catalogue showing 19 styles sent on request. 

I THE TAYLOR 

=n, * 
| 

JAMES L. TAYLOR MFC. CO. 

BLOOMFIELD, N. J. U. S.A. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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SARGENT’S sreev souane 

The difference between good and indifferent Carpenters’ Squares lies in omer more than ex- 
cellence of material and workmanship, which are, of course, among other “Sargent” features—it is in 

the qualities that increase its all-round efficiency. That is why the practical “Sargent” Standard Steel 
Square is the universal favorite wherever Squares are used. 

Our latest model has the scales and markings which enable the carpenter to lay cut all kinds of work and to cal- 

culate quantities with an ease and accuracy never before thought possible. “A practical treatise on Steel Square” 
is what several recipients have declared our little publication. Copy free simply by mentioning you 
saw this ad in the American suusuiais Carpenter and Builder. 

Sargent & Company 

1149 Leonard Street New York 

The Best Ever 

You Will Never Regret Buying One 

Wide Heel Brick Trowel Philadelphia Pattern 

Made of Best Quality Crucible Trowel Steel. Best Quality Crucible Trowel Steel. 
Leather Handle. Wood Handle. 

Send For 

Catalogue 

Send An 

Order 

Za Ma 

Genuine Marshalltown Trowel 

Straight Edges Always. Best Quality Spring Steel Blade. Hardened Mounting 
Ten Rivets. Imitated because they are good. 

Marshalltown Trowel Co., . * Marshalltown, Iowa 

STEEL 

TAPES 

and RULES 

ARE INDISPENSABLE 
FOR ACCURATE WORK 

MADE BY 

The Lufkin Rule Co. 

Saginaw, Mich., U.S. A. 
ew York London 

For Sale Everywhere. 
Send for Catalogue. 

and Save Money 

““Sterling’’ Builders’ Level. 
Price, $50.00. 

““Sterling’’ Builders’ Tran- 
sit. Price, $90.00. 

The best made and their cost 
can be saved in one season! 

Let us tell you about them 
and how you can save time and 
do better work by their use. 

Our Circulars and Instruction 
Book sent on request. 

ISZARD-WARREN C0., Inc. 

1122 Vine Street, Philadelphia, U. S. A. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Floor Scraper 

oe 

A floor scraper isn’t an at | 3 

article vou buy every day 

——-in fact, one of 

them ought to last you a life-time. And a good 

one will. 

If there is one thing I’m proud of, it’s the 

fact that I can look squarely in the eye of any 

man I ever sold a Weber Double Acting Floor 

Scraper and tell him it’sa good one. But I don’t 

have tc-——-the machine told him that long ago. 

THE WEBER CABINET 

SCRAPER and SANDPAPERER 
PRICE $1.50. If your dealer doesn’t 

And I tell you, I’ve sold a good handle them, send for one direct. 

many of them in my time, too. 

I'll let you try one of them free of all charge—all you have to do is to give 

me your dealer’s name, and if he does not handle them I will ship direct to you. 

You're under no obligation to buy—I’m willing to let 
the scraper convince you. 

Write me today telling me that you wish to try a Weber Floor 
Scraper FREE. But don’t forget the dealer’s name. 

Send for the 1909 price list of our 10 different priced machines, 
weighing from 78 to 112 pounds. 

JOHN F. WEBER, President 

WEBER MFG. CO., We ‘aiiis*”° Wis: 

Lack Of Investigation 

is generally the cause of a poor investment. 

It is too late to investigate after your money 

has been spent. The time to do so is before 

you invest. Apply this rule when you are in 

the market for a floor scraper and you will 

then be sure of getting the best. 

I don’t want your money unless you are 

entirely satisfied with the ACME FLOOR 

SCRAPING OUTFIT, and in order to give 

you an opportunity to fully investigate into 

the merits of the ACME FLOOR SCRAPER, 

ACME BLADE SHARPENER and SAND- 

ER, I offer to send these machines to you on 

ONE WEEK’S FREE TRIAL. 

I do not ask you to deposit any money, 

neither do I expect you to pay any charges. 

Simply write me if you want to try the 

machines and I will ship them to you at 
‘ ; ‘ g N 
~ , sll once. Does this sound fair to you? 

The Acme Floor Scraping Outfit consists of the Floor 4 : : - : 
Scraper, Blade Sharpener, Sander, One Dozen Further information and booklet mailed 

Blades, File, Gauge, Oil Stone, Two Wrenches, 
Two Bolts, Burnisher and Box of Tallow on request. 

JOS. MIOTHE, 247 Lake Street, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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3 Styles 

“YANKEE Screw Holder 

A Tool You often Need 

and then you want it quickly. Here you have a ‘‘Yankee”’ Ratchet Driver 
with a real, practical, self-releasing Screw Holder that takes a screw 

quick as a wink, holds it firmly, yet releases itself as the screw 
is driven home. Slipped “ ppg back out of 

your way when not in— we “use but right 
at your fingers’ ends ready for business when you 

need it. The tool complete is only one ounce 
heavier than our regular Ratchet, and 

costs but a trifle more. At 
your hardware dealers. 

Have you seen 

all our New Tools? 

Get our Tool Book full of new ideas in reliable 

time and labor saving tools for all classes of 
mechanics. Illustrated with photographic reproduc- 
tions of the tools in use. It’s worth having. FREE to 

mechanics who mention the ‘‘American Carpenter and Builder.” 

All hardware dealers sell ‘‘Yankee’’ Tools 

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

STANLEY 

Adjustable 

Beading, Rabbet and Matching Plane 

PHGCENIX 

supine BLINDS 

WILKES BARRE, PA. 
The Pheenix Sliding Blind Oo. 

Enclosed find my check for blinds. I am pleased with them 
and sorry I did not have them put throughout the whole house. 

0. W. MILLER. 

Comfort! = Zhai gered rate 
Economy! less improved styles. Write for Catalogue °C” 

and free samples, showing construction. 

Convenience! pHa:NIXx SLIDING BLIND CoO. 
BRIDGE & CANAL STS. PHGNIX, N. Y. 

This Plane embraces (1) Beading and Center Beading 

Plane; (2) Rabbet and Filletster; (3) Dado: (4) Plow; 

(5) Matching Plane; (6) Sash Plane; and 
(7) a Superior Slitting Plane 

No. 45 Nickel-plated, with Twenty Tools, Bits, 
etc., each 

For full description, write for 
Catalogue No. 34 

SOLD BY ALL HARDWARE DEALERS 

PFu 
FoR Quick, Laber-Saving Fastenings that HOLD in Brick. 

Stone and Masonry. Drill hole, place STAR SHIELD 
then put lag screw thro’ material to be attached and wi 

inte STAR 8 8 and fasten tight. A positive inside lat- 
oral expansion insures s fastening PERMANENTLY DE. Stanley Rule & Level Co. 

Oatalog, Samples and Prices upon request. ali 
STAR EXPANSION BOLT CO. New Britain, Conn., U.S. A. 

Cor. Cedar and Washington Sts. New York City 
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Chicago Hand Jointer 
8, 12 and 16 in. 

"ine No. 35 Pony Planer ii C QC ! 

. _ Every carpenter and builder can afford to invest in one, or more, of these machines. "2% 
“d From our stock of 500 new and rebuilt machines contractors can obtain sufficient machinery 7 

f°" .. make them independent of local mills and their attendant delays and high charges. 

c Stop paying somebody else profit——put it in your own pocket. Be in a position to estimate under 7 
competitors. You can do this by installing your own machinery. All our machinery is of special construction “3 

to secure fine finished surfaces and to reduce sandpapering to a minimum. “4 

¥ Prices are lower than you think. Send today for our month- ¥- 
: ly list of rebuilt machines (free to carpenters and builders). ¥ 

' Chicago Machinery Exchange _ | 

4 7-11 No. Canal Street, CHICAGO q 

| 
Chicago No. | Band Saw 

27, 32 and 36 in. 
‘4 he 

Wood Turning Lathe and Countershaft 
16 and 20 in. 

Chicago No. 10 Tilting Table 
Improved Variety Saw Bench 

* Oe 90 e. oO * 2d 4 Oe G4 e of ooh a Ooo Seah an ta ane we eee 2° 

Raynesford’s Improved Bench Stop 
will hold any thickness of work equally 
well from ¢ inch up to 2 inches and hold 
it firmly. Can be operated more quickly 
than the wooden plug you are used to. 
Does not stick out to get broken off, to 

Ah celal ciel Me's tal 

hurt vou, or tear your clothes. 
Try one and be convinced. 

Write for circular or sent Post 
Paid for $1.00. 

RAYNESFORD & SONS, Ellis, Kan. Raynesford's Improved Bench Stop at Work 

PERFECTION 

ELEVATORS 

**BEST BY EVERY TEST’’ 

For PASSENGER or FREIGHT SERVICE in Factories, Stores and 

Dwelling Houses. 

Our Elevators are noted for their Easy Running and Serviceable Qualities. 
cally self contained and can be erected by any carpenter in a few hours. 

They are practi- 
We furnish Plans fer 

erecting. When writing, state your requirements. 

Sidney Elevator @ Mfg. Co., Sidney, O. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Here is a (jjmlet 

Equal in quality and usefulness to any Brace Bit 

THREE SIZES ONLY 

Cutting 4-32, 6-32, and 8-32 Holes 

Price Postpaid J 5) Cents 

HANDLE OF 

SELECTED 

COCOBOLO 

Wood 

Q =a 

H. H. MAYHEW COMPANY 

SHELBURNE FALLS, MASS. 

Seopa ——— ee ——| 

RAD EF TR DOO 
NS WH hae Py rarerete. Zora! 
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COLUMNS 

CONSOLS ZZ 

In quality and price our 
work is not surpassed. 

You will make no mistake 
in writing us before ordering 
elsewhere. 

Send for 48 Page 

Catalog No. 15 

It contains many fine de 
signs of modern Grilles, Col- 
umns and Consols. 

Illustration at right shows 
half-section of Column design 
No. 552. 

Northwestern Grille Works 
CURISTENSON BROS., Props. 1452 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 

‘ iT \' | 

Oe ten. a e+ — 

I \ 
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Standard 

Shutter 

Worker 

New and im- 
proved patterns 
and designs. 

Opens and closes the blinds without raising the window. 
Automatically locks the blinds in any tion desired. 
Made of gray and malleable iron. The best and most durable blind 

hinge. Incomparable for strength, durability and power. Can be ap- 
lied to old er new houses of brick, stone or frame. Send for Illustrated 
ircular. If your hardware dealer does not keep them send to 

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO. 
204 Flemington National Bank Building, FLEMINGTON, N. J. 

DON’T PUT SASH WEIGHTS IN YOUR 
WINDOWS—THEY ARE OUT OF DATE 

The “AUTOMATIC” 

SASH HOLDER 

The ‘‘Automatic’’ Sash Holder is the new, 
modern, up-to-date device that dispenses with 
cumbrous sash weights, kinking cords or rib- 
bons, useless weight pockets, misfit pulleys and 
reluctant baiances, and saves all the time, labor 
and expense of fitting them in place. 

Prevent rattling and permit the window to 
be moved up and down with ease. Hold it safely 
at any point desired. 

A sample set of four sent, postpaid, for $1.20. 
Ask your dealer, or write to us direct. 

Automatic Sash Holder Company 
277 Broadway, New York City. 
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HAMILTON— OHIO—LINE 

WOOD-WORKHING MACHINERY 
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR 

Furniture, Cabinet and Coffin Factories, Plan- 
ing Mills, Sash, Door and Blind Factories, 
Railway, Car, Bridge and Agricultura! Imple- 
ment Shops, Carriage, Buggy, Wagon and 
Wheel Factories, Spoke, Hub and Handle 
Works, Arsenals, Navy Yards, Technical 
Schools, Pattern Shops, Schoo! Desk, Piano 
and Organ Factories, etc. 

INCLUDING 
Planers, Matchers, Jointers, Molders, Universal 
Wood-Workers, Mortisers, Tenoners, Shapers, 
Friezers, Boring Machines, Sawing Machines, 
Sanders, Gaining Machines, Groovers, Turning 
Lathes, Lock Corner Machines. 

Write for prices or additional information wanted. 

The Bentel & Margedant Company 

Hamilton, Ohio, U. S. A. 

Mention 
American 
Carpenter 
and Builder 

Descriptive 
Circulars on 
Application 

Hamiulton}9-inch Economy Wood Worker No. 9 Hamilton Mortiser No. 155 Hamilton Four-Roll Double Planer and Matcher No. 73 

SAVE TIME, WORRY AND MONEY 

Do your own mill work. Let us tell you how good and 

cheap we can fit you out with machinery to do your 

work. Large stock of New and Second-Hand Wood- 

working Machines to select from. Catalog and 

Monthly Stock List Mailed on request. 

WILLEBRANDS MACHINERY CoO. 

160-162 W. Larned Street . - DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
Combination Saw Table 

FAR AHEAD fet Smooth, easy werk and holding edge will be YOUR VERDICT ON TRYING 

CHAPLIN’S IMPROVED PLANES 

We want you to have a ecepy af 
booklet 

Patented Feb. 14, 1899; Oct. 30, 4 
1 . , 1902 ow 900; Dec. 24 

“A ‘Plane’ Talk About 

We invite the a Good Plane!” 

Ww h copy. 
Severest tortd Ta belied pour ee 

Comparative We'll gladly send you this 
Tests booklet with our complimenta, 

promptly upon receipt of year 
request. 

Tower & Lyon Company, 95 Chambers Street, New York 
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GEO. H. BISHOP & CO., inaiinsurs"&: 

Fine Hand Made Hand Saws 

EThe Purest off Quality OurZ 
“GREYHOUND” EHand [Saw: 

N_ introducing our 
“ GREYHOUND ” 
brand of Saws to 

the trade, we have de- 
parted from our usual 
custom in naming in- 
stead or numbering the 
saw. This saw will be 
known as our “GREY- 
HOUND” and will be 
the only Bishop brand 
of saw known by name. 

We have had a Chemist experimenting for years to originate a purity of steel with a fine grain and 
tough — would stand up under such a fearless warranty as we place on our “GREYHOUND” brand 
of saws. e now have it. We know its worth as well as its value. As workers of steel we understand it. 
We had to name it and we have christened it Bishop’s Refined “GREYHOUND” Steel, associating our trade 
mark with its name. We have in this “GREYHOUND” Saw blade a purity of steel that is tough, tempers 
accurately and even—together with the special way it is made—enables us to guarantee that this “GREY- 
HOUND” brand of Saws will cut faster and run easier in all kinds of wood, hold its sharpness and set longer 
than any other makes of good Saws in the world. We Refund the Money if 30 days’ trial does not prove 

som Beeor dco 

<a 

AAMAS AA A A A 

our guarantee. Our pride is quality with an honest opportunity for the purchaser to judge. Each Saw is 
tagged with our warranty on it. © expense has been spared to make this Saw the most perfect in the world. 
We invite correspondence with anyone who has our “GREYHOUND” brand of saws in use. 

Made in both straight and skew back. Packed One in a Box. 
In workmanship this saw possesses all the skilled mechanical features known to the art of saw making. 

The hang of the blade has been carefully studied and adjusted, to suit the fancy of the most critical. 
If this saw cannot be found in the Hardware Store and they will not order it for you, write to us. Price 

for 26 in. saw, $3.00 delivered. We make anything in Carpenters’ Saws. 

j 

Rs I AN + A ce NL CENT a a 

MADE ON OUR 

Universal Turning and Variety Machine 
It is the wide range of its work that makes this machine, 

wherever sold, one of the busiest and most profitable in the 
shop. It will quickly pay for itself in making balusters and 
other turnings at a big saving in cost, and as a general handy 
machine its variety feature gives it a value that only use can 
thoroughly demonstrate. 

May we show you, without obligation on your part? 
Then we have a proposition to submit—when you are ready. 

Cc. MATTISON MACHINE WORKS, 
879 FIFTH STREET, BELOIT, WIS. 

THE TRUE MITER BOX 

raised 
about two inches 
above bed and is 
held there until ready 
for use. When ready 
to use the saw, all that 
is necessary is to touch 
the lever or to take 
hold of the handle and the saw will drop down to 

the stock. This miter box is so constructed 
that any piece broken or stolen can easily be replaced 

NICHOLLS MFG. CO., : OTTUMWA, IOWA 

Ball-Bearing Spring Hinges. 

THAT ARE PRACTICAL 
The Shelby Chief Double Acting Floor Hinge has solved 

the problem of easily get-at-able, hinges, impervious to water 
and dampness. 

Doesn’t go in the floor but rests on top. 
Easily applied, and very economical. 
The labor saving feature is being appreciated by car- 

penters and builders everywhere. 
Send for our free catalog which contains some sensible hinge 

talk, and also shows our full line of Double Acting Ball-Bear- 
ing Spring Butts and Builders 
Hardware. Free on request, 

Write Today. 

The Shelby Spring 

Hinge Co., 

_ Shelby, Ohie 
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FOR THE WOOD WORKER 

The Crescent Variety Wood Worker 

is the machine you need to help you 

earn more money. It is the most 

substantial combination machine ever 

offered at a popular price. With it 

you can do sawing, jointing and 

boring without making a single change 

in the machine. 

Crescent Variety Wood Worker, 
showing Jointer and Borer 

Send for special circular giving 
complete description of this ma- 
chine, also ask for complete catalog 
describing Band Saws, Saw 
Tables, Joiners, Shapers, Borers, 
Swing Saws, Disk Grinders, Plan- 
ers, Planer and Matchers, Band Pole Rounder + ~ 
Saw Blades. Emery Grinder Crescent Variety Wood Worker, show- 

ing Jointer and Saw Table 

THE CRESCENT MACHINE COMPANY 
224 Main Street LEETONIA, OHIO U.S. A. 

WNORKING 

s MACHINERY 

THE “DUTRO” 

Sash and Door Holder 

A Practical Tool for Practical Men 

Will hold any Sash or Door in an 

absolutely rigid upright position. 

WILL NOT SLIP. EASILY ADJUSTED. 

ALWAYS READY. FITS ANY TOOL CHEST. 

The “Dutro’”’ will not mar any highly finished door or 

floor, as the jaws and feet are rubber lined. Will pay for 

itself in the saving of broken glass alone or in fitting and 

hanging 25 doors. 

If your dealer does not 
handle them send us 

$3.00 
and we will deliver one, on 
Our Money Back Offer. 

Send for Booklet anyway. 

DUTRO MFG. CO. 

331-333 So. Main Street MASON CITY, IOWA 
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Just Off the Press 

ASHBY’S 

“ Designs of Schools and Libraries 

display a composition of utility, durabil- 
ity and good, pure architecture without 
any ‘‘gingerbread.”’ 

No buildings are too large or too small 
| for our personal and prompt attention. 

We develop your own ideas into a 
practical set of plans and specifications 
which can be executed to the smallest 
details-into a building that can be built 
within your means and to your entire | 
satisfaction. 
Ashby’s “‘Designs of Schools and Libraries’’ will 
be sent to parties interested in the erection ol 
a school building or library for which plans have | 
not yet been procured. 

G.W. ASHBY—ARCHITECT ; 
11th Foor, Medinah Bldg. c 

CHICAGO, ILL. 
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DISSTON SAWS 

TM Meter made Tae wae KXMBLEMATIC iegitccrertguait worantig a 

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, Inc. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

BUTTS Contractors and Material Men | _ JOIST HANGERS | 
Fer Wood Timbers, 

Concrete Blecks, 
er Irena Beame 

Many Sizes in Steck 

Special Shapes te Order 

Steel Post Caps Wire Fleor Clips 

STRAPS, BOLTS, PIN ANCHORS 

BLACKSMITH WORK AND 
IRON FOR CARPENTERS’ 
REQUIREMENTS 

Telephone Yards 403 

Chas. Mulvey Mfg. Co. 
35th and Ashland Ave. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

Now is the time to buy 

your Builders Hardware. 

We carry a large assort- 

ment of locks and trim- 

mings in many different 

styles and finishes. Free 

Illustrated Catalogue and 

Net Price List. : 

Per Pair 
3 34, Jape 1. .09 33x31, Japanned- 09 Rehm Hardware Company 

Packed with Screws 420 Blue Island Ave. Chicago 

Henderson’s . . 
Straight-grained cedar that 

Straight- Edge Level cuts like cheese; smooth, tough 
Have you ever used a straight-edge 

level? If not, you should use Hen- leads that make clean-cut, derson’s. 
fireproof buildings, setting frames, 
plumbing partitions and leveling up strong marks—that’s the way 
foundations in frame buildings, these 

wifes ctookelny of edhemanet te Dixon’s Carpenter. Pencils are 
the main feature of these levels; they 
can be removed and replaced as often described. Send l6c for gen- 
as desired with only the first adjust- 
ment, and it will not throw them 
out of true, making it the most con- erous sample lot 183 J. 
venient tool of its kind in use. 
Price, $1. No Stamps JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO., We have a proposition for you. 

Drop us a postal. JERSEY CITY, N. J. 
Henderson @ Co., 204 N. Main St., Memphis, Tenn. 
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and Handles are of malleable iron with an inserted anvil of hardened steel and jaw of the same mater- 

ial. It is so constructed that Saws of any width can be set and the guide is adjustable so that the 

amount of set can be easily adjusted. This Saw Set is of sufficient strength and power so that Cross- 

Finished in Dull Nickel. 

GOODELL-PRATT COMPANY 

Sevlomiths. 

_—_ ee 

GREENFIELD, MASS., U. S. A. 

Cut Saws can be set with it. 

GOODELL-PRATT 

Saw 

Set 

This is one of our newer 

tools, but is nevertheless of 

very high merit. The Frame 

**OHIO” TOOLS are the product of nearly a century of active 
experience and progress in the edge tool business. Carefully 

made from the best materials, treated by the 
most improved methods, they are Economical 
Tools for the User. 

Every tool covered by a broad’guarantee. 
Write for Catalogue No. A. 

Ohio Tool Company, Slu™>=« 
REGISTERED 

THE AMERICAN 

Combined Level and Grade Finder 

<2 SS ee 

éj
1@
).
 

All Progressive and Up-to-date Mechanics as well as Manufacturers 
having use of a Level, are getting one 

An instrument with which at one glance you can get the true slaat 
on any line or grade either in degrees, inches or percentage, or all at 
the same time, and will at once give the exact distance need to plum 
up to a true levs!. 

A Civil Engineer that you may have with you at al) times. 
The most practical, durable and convenient instrument of the day. 
The longitudinal recess which is shown in cut is well worth the 

low ice of the instrument. 
rite at once for large list of testimonials from all over the United 

States. and special introductory price given only to first applicants 
with privilege of taking agency. 

Address Edward tlelb, P. O. Box No. 55, Railroad, Pa. 

PARKER VISES 

CHAS. PARKER CoO. 
MERIDEN, CONN. 

SELF-SETTING PLANE 
See December number of this paper pages 261, 320 and 322 for facts. No 

plane like it. Inexperienced man can use it. A child can set it. It sets itself. 
Works easier, better, quicker. THE BEST ALWAYS THE CHEAPSST. Saves price every month used. 

None Cheap but the Best. Striking knot won't move bit. 
All Want the Best Five seconds sets it to 1-1000 

Sent on 30 Days’ Trial as per Circular, ofaninch. Cap and bit not 
if Dealers do not keep it screwed together. Both set 

when dropped into place. Cap 
stationary when bit moves up 
ordown. Bit warranted to 
stand knots or anything else 
to user's satisfaction. rial 
costs nothing, if returned at 
our —- hould be - 
every kit, in every manua 
training school,in every home. 
Get one for your bey, So, help 

SHOTIONAL VIEW—showing ADJUSTABLE IRON THROAT. Bim to becomes gpd | Amer 
him to use the old style plane, He deserves the best. Get it for him if you 
don't want it for yourself, then return it if you want to. Circulars and a 
carpenter free on receipt of addresses of ten or more plane users. 
for a plane now, and return it if you don’t like it. Circulars and a carpenter 

free on receipt of addresses of ten or more plane users, and the name 
of this paper. GAGE TOOL CO., Vineland, N. J. 
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Coming right down to the 

economy question Clincher Lath 

has got everything beaten. 

As a practical man you can 

understand the principle by the 

illustration. Notice the level 

plastering surface—the construction that’s different. 

Sagging between the studding is rendered absolutely impossible if Clincher Lath is used. 

Read what progressive carpenters have to say about it. 

Easier to handle and easier to erect than any other lath on the market. Prove this by 

sending to DepartmentR. C.for samples. Free to anybody interested. 

The American Rolling Mill Co. 

MIDDLETON 

OHIO 

153 
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COMPO-BOARD 

A substitute for Lath and Plaster. 

Can be put on by any Carpenter. 

It is Warmer, more Durable, 

Quicker and more Easily Applied. 

Manufactured all 4 ft. wide, 8, 9, 10, 

11,12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 ft. long. 

For Sample, Price and 
full Description, Write 

Northwestern Compo-Board Co. 

4800] Lyndale MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

TRADE] MARK Be sure that the cord you buy has SAMSON AND) THE (LION 

on the label, and that the braid is marked with the 

COLORED SPOT. You may be sure you'll get the best. 

7 WE'RE GLAD TO SEND SAJIMPLES AND FULL INFORMATION. 

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS. 
|
 —— | 
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A Bit Of Utility’ 

Guided by its circular rim—instead of its centre—the Forstner 

Labor-Saving Auger Bit will bore any arc of a circle, and can be 

guided in any direction. 

Doesn’t matter how hard the wood is, no consequence whether 

it is full of knots, or the grain awkward to negotiate. The Forstner 

Bit works with equal smoothness under any condition and leaves 

a true polished surface on every job. 

Unequaled for Delicate Work 

Supersedes chisels, gauges, scroll-saws, or lath tools combined, for all kinds of delicate work. 
Cabinet and pattern makers and carpenters are enthusiastic because th: ‘y do more work than 
other bits and cost no more. 

We can offer something special in the 
matter of price on sets packed ina sensible reign 

box. Send today for particularsandcataloy _—innhiionin 

MACHINE BIT. 

BRACE BIT. 
The Progressive Mfg. Go. 

Torrington, "ss . rar ° Conn. 
os SEP.2257 

FER23 8 

TRADE MARK 

f 
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The Celebrated Barton Planes and Edge Tools for carpenters and all other condumhen are unequaled by any other make for keen 
herd, smooth cutting edges. If your hardware dealer does not handle 

The Celebrated Barton Tools, send direct for Catalog. Be sure and specify ‘CARPENTER’S CATALOG” 
MACK Qa co., 20 Brown’s Race, Rochester, N. Y. Guu 

We Want You 

to know us; to get our catal and see what we 
have to offer in goods or A { Get a cata- 
log and look it over. ll put you under ne 
bligation and you tll om be bot by a let 

of advertising matter that is no good to you 

ORDER CATALOG BY NUMBER 

Number 371 
WOODWORKERS’ TOOLS—Contains tools for the cabinet maker, 

car builder, carpenter, carriage builder, cooper. draftsmaa, 
furniture maker lather, manual training school, millwright, 
pattern maker, ship builder, wagon maker, and for carvers, 
engravers, turners and all workers in wood. The only com- 
plete catalog ever issued of this line. 

Number 372 
BUILDERS’ HARDWARE—Contractors’ Edition. 198 pages of 

the finest hardware in the world. Shows everything necessary 
ee eh pe De me free to contractors, architects er The Worl d’s Bes : im 

Number 376 
REFRIGERATORS, HOUSEHOLD—An abridged catalog which 

explains the reasons for the superior ice-keeping qualities of ms Heavy, finely constructed — a 
quality machine throughout. our “A” Refrigerators 

Equipped with every conven- 

You Will Sell More Windcw- 
Screens If You Hang 

Them With 

GOSSETT HINGES 

No experiment. Eight years of 
growing sales prove them the best. 
Find out for yourself. 

Write for Free Samples Today 

F.D. KEES MFC. CO. 
Box 523 

| BEATRICE - NEBRASKA 

Number 377 
DUMB WAITERS AND HAND ELEVATORS — Giving details ience and graduation for quickly 

required to enable us to quote you intelligently. Sent free. and accurately getting out work. 

Number 3714 No time lost — no chance for 
mistake. CONTRACTORS’ TOOLS — Showing tools for the bricklayer, 

cement contractor, mason contractor sewer builder, lather 
plasterer, slater stonecutter, stone mason. Is the most com- 
plete work for contractors ever issued 

To make money—save it by 
installing the Crescent Double Re- 
volving Arbor Saw bench. 

Positively the only Full Uni- 
versal Saw Bench built. Send for 

ORR & LOCKETT HARDWARE CO. ' —_ complete catalog. 

Betab. 1872 CHICAGO || | The CRESCENT MACHINE WORKS, 38:59 $2. Front St 
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FOOT. HAND and POWER 

i\Wood-Working Machinery 

FOR WORKING WOOD IN ANY MANNER 

Complete Outfits 

4 * eo” 
No. 5 “‘Union’’ Self Feed Rip and Cross-Cut Saw 

“Rex” Moulder No 6 “Union” Combination Saw 

“‘Diamond” Mortiser 

Carpenters, builders. cabinet- 
makers and wook-workers generally 

can successfully compete with the 
large shops by using our labor saving 

machinery. With any one of our 
machines one man will do the work 
of four to six men using hand tools. 

They are built for hard work, 
accurate work and long service. 

Each machine is carefully tested 
before leaving factory. We guaran- 

tee them to give entire satisfaction, 
and they may be returned at our 
expense, if, after ten days’ trial you 
prefer your money back. 

Ask for Catalog ‘‘A’’ 

Seneca Falls Mig. Co., 

218 Water Street 

SENECA FALLS, N. Y., U.S. A. 

Saw compound as well as plain mitres any width 

with a back saw 4 inches wide 

SEND FOR BOOKLET 

IT TELLS THE STORY 

MANUFACTURED BY 
Co o,0und Mitre 

Braunsdorf-Mueller Company 

1093 E. Grand Street, ELIZABETH, N. J. 

UMPS, DOOR-HANGER 
Double-acting 
Lift, Tank and 
Spray 

Store z adders, 

larsand prices. 

with steel roller bearings, 
ws S 2 easy to push and to pull. 
iN . eannot be thrown off 
D the track — hence its 

name—“*Stayon.”’ Write 
for descriptive circular and 
rices. pe ane tena Ge 
ven who 

oil buy in quantity. 

hiand, Ohio. 

A PUMPS! 

yers Stayon Flexible Door Hangers | 

P. E. MYERS & BRO. 

S, STORE L 

Oe” 

DUMB WAITERS?) 

HAND ELEVATORS 
OF THE MOST /MPROVED 

AUTOMATIC CONSTRUCTION 

| INVALID LIFTS 

|||, TRUNK, CARRIAGE, 

Emit SIDEWALK AND 

SDz FREIGHT ELEVATORS 

SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS 
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. 

AND 
I28LIBERTY ST. NEW YORK 

CATALOGS AND 
ESTIMATES FURNISHED 
SEE SWEET'S /NDEX oy 
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Modern Cement Sidewalk 

Construction 

A PRACTICAL TREATISE FOR THE WORKMAN 

By 

Charles Palliser 

64 Pages (5]x 7 inches) 

Fully Illustrated 

Handsomely bound in cloth 

PRICE, 50 CENTS 

Sent post-paid on receipt of price. 
Your money maa * — are - 
pleased. 

HE construction of cement sidewalks, curbs and gutters is 
thoroughly explained in this book full directions being given 
regarding the selection and testing of the cement, sand, stone, 

gravel, etc.; the special tools used; the laying, finishing, seasoning, 
coloring, etc.; ; together with advice on dealing with customers, and 
data regarding the actual cost of several jobs, with the complete 
specifications of each. 

The methods of work have been tried over and over again by 
the author in his many years of experience, and always with 
success; and anyone following these directions will be able to lay 
a cement sidewalk that will last for years without rearing up, 
cracking or crumbling. 

The simplest language has been used throughout the book, 
all technical terms, etc., being fully explained. Contains many 
valuable pointers for the experienced cement-mason as, well as 
the beginner. 

INDUSTRIAL PUBLICATION CO. 

16 Thomas Street New York 

GOODELL MITRE BOX 

Made of STEEL - Cannot Break 

First in Quality 
and 

Improvements 

Automatic Stops 
or 

holding up saw. 
Corrugated Backs. 

Graduated. 

other features. 
— 

QOODELL ura. 00, Greenfield, Mass. 

The HOLDALL 

BRACE 

[ts NEW and has jaws which adjust themselves to 
the shape of the shank. They grasp and hold securely 

straight, tapered, round and square shanks. The sleeve is 
correct in shape for comfort to the hand and to obtain 
the firmest grip. Every part of the Brace is made with 
greatest care. We say without hesitation that the Holdall 
is the most perfect tool of its kind yet offered. Made in 
usual sizes, with 8, 10, 12 and 14 inch sweep. Ask for 
circular giving further description. 

Millers Falls Company 
28 Warren Street, NEW YORK 

EVERYTHINC IN 

PLUMBING .° STEAM aan 

Pe SAVE YOU 

‘— TO EVERYBODY 

“ae qe 

_+—+— 30 to 75% 

ed 56 and up $7.50 al up 
This White Enamel Sink Artistic Lavatories 

Cast in one piece. Various 
The latest ee designs. 

$10.95 oul up 
White Enamel Bath 
Tub of guaranteed $3. 00 and up 
quality. Will wear — te Bath Room Laundry Tubs 
forever. Outfit. all styles and sizes. 

None better. $35. 00 

Hot Water and 
Low-down and Steam Boilers. 

| high combination A complete 
Closets. Guaran- line of 
teed to be equal Radiators, 

——+ to the best in Pipes and 
= ~ the market. Valves. 

$11.50 $65.00 and up 

JOHN HARDIN CoO., 
ONE-QUARTER CENTURY AT 

4549 Cottage Crove Avenue - 
Send for Catalog M. 

CHICAGO 

This DUMB WAITER 

to erect for Qt O.00 

SELF RETAINING MACHINE 
HARDWOOD CAR 

SECTIONAL WEIGHT 
ROPE, GUIDES, HARDWARE, 

knocked down and shipped with the only 
complete directions for erect- 

ing ever issued 

SEND FOR SPECIAL PAMPHLET 

R. M. Rodgers & Co. 

174 Washington Av., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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The “UNIVERSAL” 

ADJUSTABLE HANGER 

ean be used anywhere. It forms sa 
perfect, practicable leck; sash h 
with i¢ eannot be be opened or remov 
from the outside; it cannot be 
blewn open by storms; 
| neg ong oe the ae, Sabr ccna 

Sot eae aro ok 
any other way trade de- 
mands; indestructible; wil! 
wear out a dosen screens. 

Ask your hardware dealer or 
~— for free sample and cata- 
og. 
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Don’t Ask the Dealer for Sash Cord. Ask ter | 

“SILVER LAKE’ 

and see that he gives it te you. It is impossible te 

BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND COMPANY 

. substitute, as our name is stamped in red en the cord. 

ee Silver Lake Sash Cord ts the Original Solid 

416 a _ Onie, Braided Cotton Sash Cord and has been the standard 

since 1868. No other is just as good. 

BURLINGTON 

Venetian and 

Sliding 

BLINDS 

Screens and 

Screen Doors 

Equal 500 miles north- Venetian Blind for . . “3% . ; e 1 7 “s ‘ inside window and ward. Perfect privacy Sliding Blinds om : 71 
ae be: pee with doors and windows tos inate use. ws ‘ 
Any wood; any on. Darkness and uire no. P 7 P * . 

finish to match trim. Sreasesinslecsing rooms. one. hay This machine is for stretching wire cloth on door and window 
Write for our catalogue, wood; any finish. frames; it does the work quickly, evenly and without waste. 
price list and proposition 
to you. write 

H. W. SCHAFER, Mt. Pulaski, Ill. 
341 Lake Street, Burlington, yVermont 

THE ONLY MACHINE 

You would not be without it if you once used it. For prices 

A VALUABLE NEW BOOK JUST ISSUED 

SHORT CUTS IN CARPENTRY 

A COLLECTION OF NEW AND IMPROVED METHODS OF LAYING OUT 
AND ERECTING CARPENTERS’ WORK 

By ALBERT FAIR 

O LAY OUT and erect carpenters’ work accurately and quickly is an accom- 
plishment desired by all progressive carpenters. In this book, not only the 
simple rules for the short cut are given, but also the “reason why,” so that 
— can apply his knowledge to many problems besides those given in 

is 
The book contains 90 large (5x7-inch)} pages, illustrated by 75 engravings in 

the text and a large folding plate, finely printed on ivory-finish paper and hand- 
somely bound in green art canvas. You run no risk in ordering this book as we 
will cheerfully refund your money if you are not pleased. 

PRICE ONLY S50 CENTS POSTPAID 

This eneiel, practical and unique instruction book contains remarks about the carpenter and his work; the 
difference between carpenters and joiners. Description of the various carpenter and joiners’ work about a house 
illustrated with a large folding plate giving the names of the various parts of doors, windows, trim, etc. (This 
chart alone is worth the price of the book.) The practical use of geometry in laying out carpenters’ work ex- 
plained in a different way so the reader will know “why.” How to obtain various miters, both for straight and 
curved work. How to make a miter box. Descriptions of different kinds of moldings. Bending moldings around 
circles and the art of kerfing explained simply and accurately, telling why it is done and how to do it. Rake 
moldings and how to lay them out fully explained, and several short-cut ways of doing it. How to find the corner 
brackets for coves. The use of the steel square in finding various pitches, degrees, miter cuts for polygons, 
etc. Use of the 2-foot rule in describing various figures when_no other tool is at hand. The selection and use 
of glue. Hints on saving time when working on hardwood. The art of blind nailing. Setting door jambs, 
fitting and hanging doors. Fitting windows. How to cut pockets in window frames. Remarks on framing. 
Short cuts in placing siding. Siding a circular tower. Shingles required to cover a given roof area. Laying 
out octagon shingles. Quick method in finding bevel of shingles for gable. Framing a floor with short tim- 
bers. Building up a beam. Laying floors. Laying wood carpet. Constructing dished floors. The art of 
veneering on a small scale. Hints on inlaying. Roof framing explained on a new principle whereby you know 
the reason why the square is used and how to use it for different forms of roofs. How to find the sizes and 
cuts of braces. Bevels for hoppers. Making wheat bins. Quick method for beveling fence posts. Shaping a 
flag pole. Quick method of obtaining the bevel of tank staves. Making and placing well curbs, etc., etc. 

INDUSTRIAL PUBLICATION CO., [16 Thomas St.," New York 
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Chicage Ball-Bearing Fleer Ninge 

Chicago Spring Bult Company 

CHICAGO NEW YORK 
CATALOGUE ON REQUEST 

The Peerless Nail Set Holder 

- 

ACTUAL SIZE 
ABSOLUTELY OF PLATE 

NOISELESS 
OOES NOT RATTLE 

DON’T LOSE YOUR NAIL SET 

It is NOT wearing out the pockets of your clothes. 
NOT mixed up with the nails in your apron 

pockets. 
NOT in the basket or tool chest when wanted. 
NOT lost among the shavings. 

It is always in your hand available for instant use. 
To Operate—Hold hammer in right hand, press spring 

with thumb of left hand. Nail Set will drop into your 
palm ready for use. To replace, simply place N: ail Set 
in hole and give a quick shove. The attachment can 
not be injured by falling or striking on end of hammer 
handle. 

Ask your Hardware Dealer for it, or mailed to any 
address upon receipt of 25c. Stamps accepted. 

THE PEERLESS SPECIALTY CO., 
77 N. Water St., ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

AGENTS WANTED. 

STOP! 

LOOK! 

LISTEN! 

“Duliman” Spring Sash Balances 

ASK US ABOUT THEM 

PULLMAN MFG. COMPANY 

(Center Park) ROCHESTER, N. Y., U. S. A. 

FOR PEACE OF MIND, 

GOOD WORK, AND A 

WELL SET SAW, USE 

MORRILUS NO. 11 SAWSET. ‘IT WILL 

ae HELP YOU 

monaeey coves.” TO DO 
ALL 

THREE 

CHAS. MORRILL 

283 BROADWAY NEW YORK 

| May 

“The 

Nickel-plated Marsh-Ayer” 

The patent lock for fastening the 
swinging lever at any angle is only 
one of the many clever devices 
found on this box. Get your dealer 
to order one so that you may see 

the others. 

Circular Upon Request 

H. C. MARSH COMPANY 

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 
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Ghe 

World’s Greatest 

Building Paper 

enclosed in your final copy. 

the June number. 

Important Notice 
When your subscription expires, renew at once, using the blank 

If it expires with this issue your 
renewal must reach us before May 25 to avoid missing 

Use P. O. or Express Money Order if 
possible, but bills or 2-cent stamps may be sent at our risk. 

Ghe 

World’s Greatest 

Building Paper 

American Carpenter and Builder 

Batered as second-class matter July 1,1905, at the postoffice at Chicago, III. 
under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879. 

Published monthly by 

American Carpenter and Builder Company 

185 JACKSON BOULEVARD, CHICAGO. 

No. 2 VoL. VII 1909 MAY, 

The AmERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER is issued promptly on the 
frst of each month. It aims to furnish the latest and the most practical 
and authoritative information on all matters relating to the carpentry and 
building trades. 

Short practical letters and articles on subjects pertaining to the 
carpentry and building trades are requested, 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES. 
One year $2.00; six months, $1.00; payable alwaysin advance. Single 

opies, 20 cents. Canadian Subscriptions, $2.50. Foreign subscrip- 
tions, $3.00. 

SuBScCRIPTIONS may be sent by check, express or money order, or regis- 
tered letter. Make all remittances payable to the American Carpen- 
ter and Builder Company. Postage stamps are not desirable, but if 
necessary to remit them, two-cent stamps are preferred. 

IMPORTANT TO SUBSCRIBERS.—Do not fail to notify us promptly if you 
wish your magazine forwarded to another address than that orig- 
inally ordered. We will not guarantee to furnish missing numbers 

cases where subscribers have neglected to inform us of their 
change of residence. We will be meng to change the address of 
any subscriber at any time, but have no means of knowing that 
they have moved unless they notify us of the fact. The postoffice 
authorities will not forward newspapers or magazines from one 
address to another unless extra postage is paid by the subscriber. 
Write us as soon as you move, giving your new ad , and we 
will correct our mailing list and there will be no delay in your getting 
your magazine. 

ADVERTISING RATES. 
Furnished on application. The value of the AMERICAN CARPENTER 

4ND BUILDER as an advertising medium is unquestioned. The char- 
acter of the advertisements now in its columns, and the number of 
them, tell the whole story. Circulation considered, it is the cheapest 
trade journal in the United States to advertise in. Advertisements, to 
insure insertion in the issue of any month, should reach this office not 
later than the 20th of the month preceding. 

HE elevator to Success is usually stuck. Try the 

stairs. 

+ 

N O MAN ever acquired a lasting brand of popular- 

ity by knocking. 

od 

HE time to advertise is when you want more 

business. That’s very old, but very true. 

Help Stamp It Out 

W E WANT to call the attention of every reader 

of this magazine to what Dr. John E. White, 

medical director of the Woodmen Society tent-sani- 

tarium at Colorado Springs, has to say in this num- 

ber concerning the prevention, treatment and cure of 

tuberculosis. This is a matter of especial importance 

to carpenters and builders; for it touches them di- 

rectly in a number of ways. 

In the first place, tuberculosis, or consumption, 1s 

a disease of the masses; it levies its greatest toll on 

the workingmen and their families. Statistics com- 

piled by the United States Census Bureau show that 

one out of every six of our people dies of tuberculosis. 

So self-preservation demands that every workman 

give the prevention and cure of this dread disease his 

careful study, taking it to himself as a personal matter. 

In the second place, it has been conclusively proved 

that proper ventilation—fresh air—both in our homes 

and in our workshops is consumption’s greatest foe. 

The carpenters and builders must see to it that proper 

arrangements are made to this end in every building 

they put up. Prevention is better than cure; carpen- 

ters and builders, using their influence wherever pos- 

sible, can do an immeasurable amount of good in 

this way and so protect the whole people from the 

terrible ravages of this disease. 

More specifically, however, Dr. White describes the 

benefits to be had from the now well-known “tent” 

treatment and cure of tuberculosis, and points out the 

astonishing opportunity it offers. The great fraternal 

organization whose tent sanitarium he describes has 

found that it is not only good fraternalism but also 

good business to cure its afflicted members. An actual 

saving of money has been made by fighting this 

His suggestion that all labor organizations, 

fraternal societies, churches, clubs, benevolent socie- 

life insurance 

should seriously take up this question deserves con- 

sideration. 

With a view to making this article as practical and 

valuable as possible we have had prepared, and are 

publishing, drawings which show the construction and 

disease. 

ties, companies, municipalities, etc., 
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arrangement of one of these sanitarium tents of the 

approved type. It is said that the “tent” treatment 

is exceedingly beneficial in any climate. Carpenters 

will do well to recommend it in special cases in addi- 

tion to the wider organized movement. The work 

can be carried out following these plans or along the 

lines described in our January number—‘‘A Success- 

ful Open-Air Sleeping Room.” We must all work 

to help stamp out this terrible disease. 

ale 

For Machine Woodworkers 

FTER a machine is bought, the price fades from 

memory to some extent, and nothing remains 

but the machine and its work. If the work is not 

satisfactory, no matter how much of a bargain the 

machine may have been considered, there is dissatis- 

faction as long as the machine lasts. This is one of 

the strongest of arguments for buying only what you 

are sure you need, regardless of the price, and not 

get a machine at the least price per pound when you 

start in. And, it is as well to remember that it is 

still an open question which is worse, to put a good 

man at a poor machine, or to put a poor workman 

at a good machine. Of course, the good man will win 

out in the end, no matter where he is placed, but these 

sort of economical experiments don’t make any money 

with the machine, and it is supposedly the making of 

money that induces the buying of a machine. 

ob 

Crisp and Sharp 

The successful business-getter 

Never writes a lengthy letter, 

Curbs his speech with prudent fetter, 

Well boiled down! 

He refrains from needless shouting, . 

Empty, effervescent spouting, 

Senseless blowing, silly touting, 

Cuts he out! 

But to facts adheres he closely, 

To the point, but not jocosely, 

Fraught with wit, but not verbosely, 

Crisp and sharp! 

Thus the sapient business-getter 

Writes a strong, convincing letter, 

Goes his rival many better— 

\nd wins out! 

+ 

Whetting Your Wits 

ID it ever strike you that it is just as important 

to keep your wits sharp as it is to keep your 

tools with keen edges? Every man knows two or 

three old and true sayings about the importance of 

sharp tools, and there being no time lost in whetting. 

We might turn around and apply these same things 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER [May 

equally well to the whetting of our wits. To apply 

them, of course, calls for a different set of appliances. 

It is the difficulties you meet in your business that 

furnish the abrasive material, and it is persistence that 

turns the crank and furnishes the motive power to do 

the grinding and whetting. 

Nobody likes a quitter; yet there is a long stretch 

of difference between the quitter and the extreme of 

dogged persistence. This dogged persistence which 

pulls you through difficulties will not only keep your 

wits sharpened, but it has probably made more suc- 

cesses than genius alone ever made. In other words, 

the man who has a fair share of talents and genius 

can, by dogged persistence, attain prominence, and 

the man who has nothing but persistence is really bet- 

ter off than the one who has an abundance of genius 

and no sticking qualities. 

To get started straight on this idea, take into con- 

sideration the various annoyances you have and the 

difficulties that obstruct your way from time to time 

all through the year; difficulties of every kind, includ- 

ing cranky people to work for, as well as the things 

you call “bad luck.” If you will take these things and 

look at them from the right angle they should add 

zest to life instead of bringing discouragement. There 

is a sort of keen pleasure in being able to finally please 

the crankiest man in the community whom no one else 

has been able to do things for satisfactorily. You have 

got to whet your wits and keep them in action; but 

the more trouble it takes, the more satisfaction there 

will be in the end. It is the easy road that leads to 

indolence, both mentally and physically. If we don’t 

have to overcome difficulties of one kind and another, 

fight against bad luck, and try to please people who 

don’t know what they want, there are many of us who 

never would amount to anything in the world. 

So try getting in the habit of regarding all the diffi- 

culties that come your way as simply abrasive material 

with which to whet your wits and keep them sharp; 

apply enough dogged persistence to furnish power to 

pull you on over these things; and you will find in the 

end that there is a great deal more satisfaction in life 

because of these things than there would have been 

without them. Instead of getting discouraged and 

calling it bad luck every time the cranky customers 

come your way and everything seems to be against 

you, just keep at it and keep smiling. Keep taking a 

cheerful view of life and you will find in the end that 

these things are the means of assisting you on the way 

to greater attainment. The more difficult things you 

hold your edge against the better off you are, just as 

the harder the wood your tool holds an edge against 

the better the metal in the tool. And just as you do 

with the tool when you have some hard work to do— 

that is, whetting it to put a keen edge on it—get busy 

and whet your wits to meet and overcome difficulties. 

The better you are prepared in advance the less worry 

you will have. 
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Signs of Spring 

— thea aie uM pips pilt La alll + sabate® SU CTINMTE Ei 
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May Ist with the Man who Rents and The Man who Owns his Home 
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HIS month we are showing the four sets of 

house plans placed highest by the commt- 

tee of judges in our recent prize competi- 

tion for house and bungalow designs. After 

careful study and deliberation, the committee :nade 

the awards as follows: 

COMPETITION—CLAaAss A, Houses 

First prize, $50—A. G. Donaldson, Flint, Mich. 

Second prize, $25—H. A. Creager, Grand Rapids, 

Mich. 

Third prize, $15—Ira F. McMinds, Urbana, III. 

Fourth prize, $10—W. I. Bell, Jamaica, N. Y. 

Just as with the prize-winning bungalow designs, 

published last month, the central idea of these house 

plans—and the feature of greatest weight in the judg- 

RIZE WINNIN 

HOU SE=PLANS 

ing of them—is in answer to the question, “Is it prac- 

tical?’ All of these designs solve the problem of the 

complete, compact and convenient house at moderate 

expense. In exterior appearance they have a distinc- 

tive character, attractive and pleasing, without being 

over-ornate. Complete specifications and detailed 

estimates of cost, in each case, showed the construc- 

tion practical and the design capable of being carried 

out at the figures stated. It is a matter of regret 

to us that limitations of space have prevented our 

giving everything connected with each of these prize 

winning designs—details, specifications, bill of mate- 

rial, itemized estimate. Sufficient material has been 

selected from the exhibit of each design, however, to 

properly show what it is; also different features have 

been emphasized in each. 

First Prize—House to Cost $2,800 

Designed by A. G. Donaldson, Flint, Mich. 

BRIEF specification of this house, arranged 

alphabetically, is as follows: Basement is to 

be divided by rough partitions of 2-inch boards 

on 2 by 4 inch studs and sills; rough doors. 

Exterior; rough cast dark gray below belt course ; 

grout wall rough finish to sill. Stained shingles, ex- 

tra Star A Star in quality, above belt course, weath- 

ered gray finish. Roof green. , Wood trim, belt course, 

Front Elevation. 

eee oe 
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window and door frame. Porch finish outside ivory combination fixtures. Piped for fuel gas in kitchen. 

white, barge board and show rafters. Plumbing; white enamel bathroom fixture, all 

Interior; oak finish and floor in hall, living-room vented. Laundry tubs, kitchen sink white enamel 

and dining-room, also stair. Hall rack built in. Floors cast iron. Coil in furnace connected tank in basement. 

er 

a 5 
$ 

T a 
| || yi 

oe 5 oy ae aITITTTH 1 ) ‘ j . rid i} / 
taaedied | Ye LL a % 

. ri . ° ; oe — { 

ae aes See FAG. Sa 

Jide Lievafion. 

natural finish in living-room and hall, flemish green. Estimate of Cost 

Dining-room silver gray. Kitchen natural finish, yel- Excavation ...................2-00 000005. $ 52.50 

low pine, maple floor. Rear hall same as kitchen. loundation (and wall above grade)........ 235.52 

Interior finish upstairs; white enamel paint, yellow Masonry (chimney and footing)........... 58.00 

pine floors. Walls finished tinted above picture mold. Carpentry (material) ................... 946.00 

Bed Room 
t+ io-« Kitchen 

Liviag Room. 
le + -e, 

a — 

Tirur Floor Plan 

Cartridge paper and burlap finish below. ee ee ee 678.20 

Hardware dull throughout. Glass American plate. Plumbing (including bath fixtures, hot-water 

Heating, hot-air furnace. tank and coil, eaves trough, drain)....... 203.24 

Lighting; combination gas and electric, dull brass Plastering (lathing included).............. 224.00 
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Painting (including stain for shingles)...... 92.80 

PINE a 0a navies een ebeanes fae 175.00 

| Ee Te Seer a as eee ee gee 24.00 

Te EO eT Cee OTe rT rn 18.00 
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Bavement Plan 

ef een 46.64 

PNG .S.\-s k eee eee en ee a ee eee 41.00 

TUE: «cc cee cpen tesa $2,795.72 

Labor costs used for these figures are as follows: 

Carpenters 25 to 30 cents per hour. 

Masons 40 to 60 cents per hour. 

Painters 25 to 35 cents per hour. 

Excavation 25 cents per cubic yard. 

Decorators 30 to 40 cents per hour. 

These figures include contractor’s profit and there is 

still a remainder of about two hundred dollars for the 

N 

Roof Pian. 

incidentals that are always to be counted on. Figures 

are based on local costs with a considerable allowance, 

as local costs seem to be quite a bit less than those of 

neighboring places. 

The estimator is certain that the house could be built 

and well finished for the above cost (ready for occu- 

pancy). 

Second Prize—House to Cost $2,700 

Designed by H. A. Creager, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

whole house and contains furnace-room, fuel- 

room and fruit cellar. Concrete foundations are 

to be made of 1 part Portland cement, 2% parts sand 

and 5 parts gravel. Two courses of paving brick are 

to be laid at grade line. Exterior of building is to be 

covered with expanded metal lath and plastered with 

Portland cement and lime mortar in rough sand finish. 

Framing timber and sheathing is to be of hemlock ; 

shingles red cedar; exterior finish and window frames 

of cypress. The kinds of lumber used in interior fin- 

ish are indicated on the floor plans. The dining-room 

is to be provided with a neat molded plate shelf 4% 

inches wide. The kitchen dresser is to be provided 

with flour bin, drawers and cupboards. The mantel 

is to be built as shown on plans and detail. 

The exterior finish of first story is to be painted 

two coats of lead and oil; color ivory white. All wood- 

work above second story is to be stained dark brown. 

The interior finish of the entire house, except 

kitchen, is to be stained, shellaced and waxed; this in- 

cludes the floors. The kitchen finish is to be filled 

with pine wood filler, shellaced and varnished. 

Exposed plumbing is to be installed with suitable 

fixtures as called for on plans. A boiler is to be placed 

in cellar and connected with coil in furnace with hot 

and cold water to each fixture. The house is to be 

TL cellar of this house is to extend under the piped for gas but no fixtures to be installed. 

A suitable furnace is to be installed, capable of 

warming the house to 70 degrees in any temperature. 

Hardware trimmings to cost $45.00. 

Front Elevation 
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Estimate of Cost 
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Interior plastering (lime, sand, lath, etc., $73, 

ee rere rere aera $ 37.00 a a ee ee ee $ 167.00 

Concrete work (cement and gravel $100, la- Exterior plastering (cement, sand and lath 

| eT er peor yes ee 175.00 Bs BI oo 0b hoo sp Saaicewvaks 192.00 

7 on cg se Carpenter work (rough 

r = lumber, shingles, 

| flooring, etc., $494, 

labor $210) ........ 704.00 

Millwork (doors, man- 

tle and trim $500, la- 

ge) 700.00 

Painting (lead, oil, 

stain, etc., $60, labor 

Skea ah eenwes 110.00 

Plumbing (materials 

$190, labor $90).... 280.00 

4 a PON, ken secexans 115.00 

Ce: ee, El Hardware ........... 95.00 

ai ae ene | rn ree ee 40.00 

“4 pees 2 i, See 40.00 

CS Fem Porch and cellar floor 

= | re | fey (cement and_ sand 

‘ *< ie : taone: $30, labor $22)..... 52.00 

a \; os ] s Total cost of house. . $2,685.00 

Side Elevation 

Chimney, etc. (brick, lime and sand $50, la- 

ED aii sis k Seoul hanes eeereres 78.00 

Dining Room 
a KITCHEN 

12! Ox 140" g 
10°Ox12'6" RED OAk FINISH STAINED 

BrecHFioorn STAINED 
ANDWALE D 

YX. PINEFINIS HAND FLOOR VARNISHEO 

DRESSER 

HALL 
BS2'xIl'6" Living Room 

a RE DOAKFINGSH ] 
15'O'y 16°6" AnoFioor ( 

STAINEDANO | < 
REDOAK FINISH STAINED WAXED 
ReDOAK FLOOR STAINED 

AND WAXED 

VEST BULE 

First Floor Plan 

The above prices are based on the following schedule 

of labor prices per hour: Carpenters, 35c; i 

Tin DECK 

CHAMBER 

10° x12 4° 

| eit 

1O 
= 

| BATH Room 

ENTIRE (SECOND FLooR 
GUM Wooo Finisx 
Y. PINE FLoors 
ALL STAINED ANDVARNISHEL DRESSING RM, 

yrick ma- 

— 

CHAMBER f Cos, 
11@"x 15.3" 

4 7 _— ae — 

Second Floor Plan 

sons, 50c; plumbers, 40c ; laborers, 20c ; plasterers, 50¢ ; 

painters, 40c ; concrete workers, 30c. 

ee 
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Third Prize—House to Cost $2,900 

Designed by Ira F. McMinds, Urbana, IIl. 

XCAVATING for this house is to be made 41% 

feet deep. The dirt is to be retained on the 

lot, and after masonry is completed and mortar 

has set, the dirt is to be graded around to the wall. 

The wall shall be made of concrete up to the grade 

line, and brick from grade line to top of wall. 

Chimney.—Make where shown on plans an 8 by 16 

inch flue of good flue brick. Same is to be lined with 

good earthen flue lining. Top to be a cement cap and 

projecting brick courses as shown in elevation. Pro- 

vide same with clean-out hole in basement with cast 

iron door, and a large flue thimble to connect furnace 

pipe into. 

Concrete Work. The whole of the cellar floor shall 

tehyppadeady 

Front Elevation 

be laid with a 3-inch concrete floor and also in grade 

entrance way. Concrete steps to front and back porch 

as shown. 

Carpenter Specifications —The whole of the timber 

used in and throughout the building is to be the best 

of its respective kind, free from large or loose knots, 

shake, sap or other imperfections impairing its dura- 

bility or strength. All sills to be made’ of what is 

termed “box sill,” using a 2 by 8 inch wall plate and 

2 by 10 inch on edge, set flush with face of wall plate. 

All frame lumber must be of good yellow pine. Sizes 

are to be: First and second floor joist, 2? by 10 inch; 

attic floor joist, 2 by 6 inch; studding and rafters, 2 

by 4 inch; sheathing for roof work, 1 Ly 4 inch; storin 

sheathing, 1 by 8 inch. All joist and studding shall 

be spaced 16 inches on centers. Rafters shall be 

spaced 20 inches on centers. All joist, studs, rafters 

and sills shall be well fitted and spiked in place with 

No. 16 common nails. 

Double studs shall be placed around all window and 

door openings. All doors and windows 4 feet wide 

and over shall be trussed over with 2 by 4 inch studs, 

triangular shape. All partitions parroled with joist, 

same shall be doubled. 

All first and second floor joist having spans over 7 

feet shall have one row of cross bridging cut to fit, 

made of 1 by 4 inch strips nailed at each end with 

two 8-penny nails, and all spans over 14 feet shall 

have two rows of bridging. All! joist must be 

brought to line at place of nailing of bridging. 

Cover the entire first floor with No. 2 6-inch 

D. P. M., laid at an angle of 45 degrees with 

joist, and joints must be made on joists and 

===} nailed at each bearing with two 8-penny nails 

after floor has been driven tight together. The 

attic floor shall be laid with joist, nailed at each 

bearing with two 8-penny nails, joints being 

made on joist only. 

The entire outside wall surface is to be cov- 

ered with No. 2 8-inch decking boards, laid at 

an angle of 45 degrees with the studs and mak- 

ing a brace for each corner, making a joint up 

the center of each span, nailed with three 8- 

penny nails at each bearing and drawn tight to- 

gether at all joinings. 

Cover the entire roof surface with 1 by 4 inch 

strips laid with 3-inch cracks. All joinings must 

be made on rafters and nailed with two 8-penny 

nails. Cover with best red rosin-sized paper be- 

fore laying shingles. Same to have at least 3- | 
a inch lap. Then cover the main roof with best 

5 to 2-inch red cedar shingles laid 5 inches 

to the weather, nailed with two 3-penny galvanized 

nails to each and every shingle. 

The main cornice shall run around the entire house 

and shall project 24 inches from main wall to outer 

edge of facia; the gable cornice is to be same width as 

main cornice; the cornice across at base of gables to 

be shingled and the gable cornice set on, gables to be 

sided and shingled as shown on elevations. 

Interior Fintsh_—Front room and dining-room to be 

finished in red oak, also stairway to first landing. Fin- 

ish in the front and dining-room to be molded cap and 

round edge side casings with base blocks at doors, base 

to have mold at top, and shoe at floor base will be of 

three members 9% inches high. There is to be a beam 
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ceiling in sitting and dining room. Odak floor in sitting inch bevel plate glass door 3 feet by 7 feet 6 inches, 

and dining room made of 3% by 114 inch matched floor- 134 inches thick, glass size 26 by 48 inch and one panel 

ing well nailed and polished to a smooth surface. below glass. Back porch and grade entrance doors 

to be made of good solid stock white pine, 134 inches 
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Side Elevation 

Windows.—All double hung windows to be filled thick, and have one light 26 by 36 inch D. S. glass. 

with D. S. American glass, unless otherwise specified All other doors throughout to be 5 cross-panel doors 

or marked on plans. Transom sash at front and stair 13 inches thick. All doors shall be No. 1 white pine 

window, also one-light windows in dining-room to be unless otherwise specified. All doors and windows 

art glass set in copper. All double hung windows to’ must’be placed where marked on plans. 

be fitted with balance sash weights hung by good Bathroom.—The bathroom shall have three large 

braided sash cord, fitted with good sash locks and drawers where marked on plans, 7 inches deep, and 

lifts. All single sash windows, other than those in as long as will go in the space. The wall shall be 

+ spe 4 plastered with Keens cement 4 feet 6 inches high from 

oe aed the floor and a molded strip put over the joining of 

2 bg 1 hp #00 rare a , 
shes ame 2008 sat 
Second Floor Plan 

Sanne Soper Saae the cement plaster and other white mortar, the rock 

dining-room to be hinged and locked. Cellar sash to wall plaster making the first coat for all. 

be hinged at top and fastened at bottom with a good Painting. —All woodwork shall be kept primed as 

French window catch to fasten at bottom of sill. Front fast as put in place. Window and door frames must 

window to have plate glass in bottom sash, same to be be primed before set in place, also corner and outside 

48 by 4o inch. Sash to be stationary. base boards must be primed before siding is put on. 

Doors.—Front door to be of oak veneer with a 2- After all work is up and prime coat has been on 
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at least seven days, the second coat may be applied. 

This coat must stand ten days before last coat is ap- 

plied. All outside paint must be good white lead and 

linseed oil paint well brushed out on the surface when 

applied. 

All shingles shall be stained with a dark green creo- 

sote stain by dipping the shingles in the stain to a 

depth of 13 inches from the butt of the shingle and 

allowed to dry before applying to roof and wall sur- 

face. 

All inside work except oak floors to have one coat 

liquid filler and two coats interior varnish. The filler 

coat must be well sanded after it has dried for two 

days. Then apply the first coat of varnish. The first 

coat of varnish must be thoroughly dried before the 

last coat is applied to insure a good gloss finish. 

The floors, where of oak, to have one coat of filler 

and two coats of floor wax applied with a cloth and 

polished with a heavy polishing brush, giving time be- 

tween coats so that the first coat is hard before the 

second one is applied. 

Inside Hardware.—All 134-inch doors are to have 

three 4 by 4 old copper finish butts ; all 13¢-inch doors 

to have two 3% by 3% inch old copper finish butts; 

all attic and cellar windows and doors to be hung 

with good japanned steel butts, 2 by 2 for window 

sash and 3'%4'by 3% for doors. 

All windows double hung to have old copper sash 

locks and lifts, also of pressed steel. All door locks 

to be metal knobs and long escutcheons making both 

knob and key plate, all to have brass striking bolts 

and key bolts, all to be old copper finish, except front 

door lock, which is to be a good front door lock with 

night lock attachment, also of old copper finish. All 

cupboard and wardrobe hooks to be made of copper. 

Tin Work.—All gutters where marked on plans to 

be of galvanized iron. All coping and hip shingles to 

be of good galvanized iron, also ball ornaments as 

shown on elevations. All valleys to be of tin 14 inches 

wide, painted on both sides before laid in place. All 

flashing tin to be of same quality, front porch roof 

to be laid with same grade tin and painted on the 

under side, before laid, also cover roof with felt paper 

before laying. 

Electric Wiring.—W ire the house for electric light- 

ing, putting drops where marked on plans “E. L.” 

Put two 3-wire switches to operate the center light in 

living-room and hall light upstairs. Put a switch at 

front door to turn on porch light, also living-room 

light on beams; also a switch to operate lights at- 

tached to ceiling beam crossings, both in living-room 

and dining-room, both to be on separate switches; a 

switch in dining-room to operate main light. All 

other lights to turn on at light only, all switches to 

be flush switches in steel boxes. All wiring to be in 

accord with underwriters’ specifications. 

Plumbing.—The plumbing is to be according to lay- 

out furnished by architect. Soft water is to be pro- 

vided at the sink in kitchen. There is to be a force 

pump to take water from cistern and force same to a 

supply tank in the attic; then the soft water is to be 

carried to bath tub, lavatory in bathroom, and also 

sink in kitchen. The soft water is to be attached to 

range boiler in basement, and hot water carried to both 

tub and lavatory in bathroom and to sink in kitchen. 

City water is to be brought from street and run to 

sink in kitchen, and to toilet and washstand in bath- 

room; a faucet in the basement and a sill cock with 

hose attachment to be located to suit owner. 

The sewer is to be brought from street main to 

within 4 feet of the foundation wall and then con- 

nected to the drain with 4-inch cast iron soil pipe and 

same run to toilet in bathroom. This pipe is to extend 

through the roof for vent stack. The cellar drain is 

to connect to main sewer tile. Same to have bell trap 

in concrete floor and a large S trap before reaching 

sewer tile. The main sewer is also to have a house 

trap just inside basement wall. All fixtures are to be 

vented and same carried to main vent stack, which will 

connect above closet in bathroom to main soil pipe. 

There shall be a 5-foot bath tub C. I. porcelain lined, 

2¥%-inch roll rim; lavatory 24 by 18 inch, 15-inch 

high back, oval bowl, 5-inch curtain cast in one piece 

and porcelain lined. Toilet to be a low-down tank, 

siphon washdown stool. All of the above to have 

nickeled trimmings; and S trap to lavatory, and a 

drum trap to bath tub. Sink in kitchen to be 18 by 

30 inch, 15-inch high back. Back may be separate, 

but a drain board must be provided for at end of sink, 

all to be porcelain lined, cast iron. Use an S trap 

to. sink. All faucets at sinks and lavatories to be 

self-closing patterns and nickel finished. 

Estimate of Cost 

165 yards excavating at 20c........ $33.00 

225 lineal feet concrete footing, 6 by 

eee eer ee 17.00 

987 square feet concrete wall...... 130.00 

ge eee Tee eee ee 99.20 

690 square feet basement floor..... 37.75 

Front porch floor, caps and steps... 32.35 

Total for excavating and concrete, 

cementing and masonry ....... —- $ 349.30 

ai foe We sss eee 64.39 

ee $25.05 

re 26.84 

Total tor hardware ............ — $ 51.89 

RO TUNE. 5-5 ake a rnp eee baw alk 592.44 

SE hk xii s wa Saas es aed 359.01 

Carpenter work, 982 hours at 4oc.......... 398.40 

Plastering, 720 yards at 900. v6.5 ss... 060 216.00 

ie a SE eT Te en FE ere 250.00 

Electric work, wiring for lighting.......... 35.00 

Pamiting, $05 yards Of S7C.....65 6.065 0005 136.35 

Fieating, hot-air furnace .......6.0.00000- 225.00 

incidentals, 6 MOT COME. 2. 6. oc cec cans sane 123.84 

SE axed es kkk $2,807.62 
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Fourth Prize—House to Cost $3,000 

Designed by W. I. Bell, Jamaica, N. Y. 

BRIEF specification for this design includes the 

following: Foundation walls and porch piers, 

up to level of first beams, are to be local stone 

18 inches thick, laid up in Portland cement mortar. 

a 

at 
a 

. —_+1 6} 

= sa 

Cellar floor to be 2-inch Portland cement. 

Chimney to be brick lined with 1-inch fire clay tile. 

Framing timber is to be all spruce, as follows: 

Girders, 8 by 12 inch; sills, 4 by 6 inch; 4rst and sec- 

ond floor beams, 2 by 10 inch; studs and second floor 

323-0° 

~Lrrimg Reorr — 
(POxn/eO 

—~ Fiesk - SLoor - Plarr — 

ceiling beams, 2 by 4 inch; hips and ridge, 2 by Io 

inch; rafters, 2 by 6 inch; sheathing, 7% by 6 or 8 

inch tongued and grooved spruce; siding, from water- 

table to belt course, 6-inch beveled siding; shingles, 

from belt to roof, cypress shingles; floors, 7% by 34% 

inch tongued and grooved N. C. pine; exterior trim, 

all cypress (as detailed) ; interior trim, all cypress (as 

~— Fron ¥k~ Eleva Frorz — 

detailed) ; dining-room mantel, to be Colonial brick. 

Plastering to be good grade hard wall plaster. 

House to be heated with hot-air furnace having 

separate pipe to each room. 

Piumbing.—Bathroom to have basin, closet and bath. 

Kitchen to have sink, two-compartment stone tubs and 

as 3507 nes | 
i- 

202 /eo 

— Secorral— Froor — larr. — 

small range. All fixtures to be porcelain enamel. 

Boiler to be 35-gallon galvanized iron. Water system 

throughout to be of 34-inch galvanized iron pipe. 
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Gas Fitting —House to be piped with ™%-inch pipe 

with outlet for each room and cellar. 

Metal Work—All roof shingles to be metal of 

standard approved make. Gutters to be galvanized 

iron troughs with adjustable hangers. Leaders to be 

3-inch corrugated galvanized iron. 

—~.S7ae - Eleva Frorv — 

All exterior woodwork (except wood shingles and 

softs of roof) to have three coats of paint. Wood 

shingles to be stained. Soffits of roof to be varnished 

with two coats of spar varnish. Metal shingle roofs 

to have two coats of paint of dark tile color. 

Estimate of Cost 

Labor Material [Both 

Excavation- 

150 cu. yds. at 30c...... $ 45.00 

Footings— 

(Concrete) 10 cu. yds.; 

Proportion 1:2:4. Bbls. ce- 

ment in I cu. yd., 114.$3.00 

Bbls. sand, 3... ; 75 

Bbls. gravel, 6...... 2.00 

Lwet-of 3 uc ods .o64 $5.75 $ 57.50 

Labor, at $1.08 per cu. yd. .$ 10.80 O8.30 

Stonework—37 perch. 

I perch stone .......$1.25 

4 bbl. cement, at.... 1.00 

1/6 load sand, at $1.75 .29 

Material cost 1 perch. $2.54 93.98 

1/3 day, mason......$1.83 

14 day laborer,at$2.00 .50 

Labor cost of 1 perch. $2.33 86.21 180.19 

Bluestone— 

5 window sills 4 feet by 4 

by 10 in. at 60c_ per 

1 window sill, 2 ft. 

by 4 by Io in., at 60c 

ie. Ae TC 1.20 

Labor setting, at 

he eee 

Chimney— 

4,000 brick. 

Cost of labor 

per M ....$09.00 

60 ft. 8 by 12 in. 

flue lining at 22c 

Chimney cap 

Colonial brick 

membel .....ks. 

Cellar Floor— 

(Portland). 

50 sq. yds., at 

Girder Columns— 

4 3-1n. concrete 

filled pipe col- 

eee 

to to e) 

30.00 

2.00 

I.0O 

9.00 

II.20 

3.00 

LLathing and Plastering— 

586 sq. yds., at 4O0c....... 

Sheet Metal— 

105 ft. 3-in. leader at 

WES: se ccaea ve we eas $15.75 

5 elbows, at 30c.... 1.50 

50 conductor fasten- 

OM M22e neopets 1.00 

1360 6ft. galvanized 

won gutter. ......., 24.00 

75 shanks and 

ae 4.00 

Pe ay 25 vee ee ee 

$47.95 

eS eee ee roe 

Metal shingles, 12 sq., at 

a $60.00 

130 ft. hip and ridge 

ree, at Ft... ee Q.10 / 

$69.10 

Labor, at $2.25 per sq.... 

Heating— 

Steel furnace ...... $50.00 

Piping, cold-air box 

and registers ...... 40.00 

EAAOT o..c.b-a. ree ee 

147.00 

30.00 

5.00 

a4 27 OO 

30.00 

[May 

Labor Material Both 

13.20 

13.20 

6.00 

20.00 126.52 

22.40 33.60 “ 

6.40 9.40 

88.00 235.00 

47.95 
5.00 

69.10 

184.05 

90.00 

120.00 
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Labor Material Both Labor Material Both 

Plumbing and Gas [itting l‘loors—Cost of a square of 

Cyos fisctaves. ..2.%.. $25.66 flooring—Joists 2 by Io in., 

I 2-section stone tub. 25.00 16 in. o. ce. equals 127 bd. 

Irange with 24-gal- ee |. rer $ 3.75 

Scion bacaaw es 60.00 Labor, per sq. 1oo ft. 1.50 

118 by 24 inch por- PU sy Woe ae 2% 10 

celain enamel sink 0 eee .50 

with drain board.... 27.00 Flooring, 100 ft. N. 

I porcelain enamel C. pine at $50...... 5.00 

eT Sher 20.00 Waste, 1/3 of stock.. 1.67 

I porcelain enamel Se ree eS 1.50 

siphonic closet ..... 23.00 Nails, 5 lb., at 4c... = .20 

I 4-ft. 6-in. porcelain Total, per sq..... $14.22 
enamel bath tub.... 30.00 Total squares first and sec- 

Pipes and fittings... 40.00 ond floor, 10 sq., at $14.22. 30.00 112.20 142.20 

$250.66 250.06 Porch floor, 1% sq....... 4.50 1683 21.33 

RN hd hse pte oe 125.09 375.66 Roof—Cost 12 sq. .......... 70.00 96.80 166.80 
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Carpenter Work— Sidewalls— 

34 ft. girder, 8 by Io in, i a 54.00 117.90 171.90 

114 bd. ft.; 113 ft. sill, 4 by Siding and Paper— 

6 in., 226 bd. ft.; 113 ft. eg f | Sa 20.09 45.00 65.00 

plate, 4 by 4 as i bd. it. ; Shingles and Paper— 

8 posts, 4 by O in., 22 It., oe en 17.60 34.40 52.00 
352 bd. ft. Total, 843 bd. ft. fate j 
843 bd. ft., at $30 per M 24.50 Inside Studding ............ 16.00 20.00 36.00 

Labor, at $12 per M.:.... 10.20 34.70 Millwork—6 Cellar Windows 3.09 17.10 20.10 
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Labor Material 
Windows—First and second 

floors. Window frame.$1.20 

nr a 1.75 

MEE: oe beda contac 38 

a .20 

See .25 

Inside casing ....... .70 

Stop beads ......... .28 

Labor, 8 hrs., 4334c. 3.50 

Cost window in place.$8.26 

22 windows, at $8.26...... 77.00 104.72 

Both 

81.72 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

I vabor Material 

oo err 5.00 

Porch columns, 4 at $8..... 8.00 

Porch pilasters, 2 at $6..... 4.00 

Porch balustrade .......... 3.50 

SN I ink 6 nav ins 8.00 

Porch cornice, 39 ft. at 75c.. 8.00 

Main roof cornice ......... 23.00 

Belt course, 85 ft. at 15c..... 5.00 

Water table, 85 ft. at 15c.... 5.00 

Lattice, 42 sq. ft., at 1§¢..... 3.30 

| eee eee ee 5.80 

7.00 

24.00 

8.00 

3-50 
7.00 

22.00 

64.00 

7-75 

7:75 
3.00 

[May 

Both 

12.00 

32.00 

12.00 

7.00 

15.00 

30.00 

87.00 

12.75 

12.75 

6.30 

10.80 

Belt- Covrse- ~- 

~ .secftorr_#Fr0 
na her Fer Ver B Je 

Doors—Cost per door. 

Door, 2 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 8 

in. by 1% in., price. .$2.40 

WES a ee eee 1.00 

Oe ee re 1.33 

CB ere 15 

ae eT 05 

Se re 1.25 

Labor, 8 hrs., at 4334¢ 3.50 

Cost of door in place. $9.68 

is doors, at $59.66........ 

Front Door— 

Cellar stairs 

Main stairs 
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LA ROOI 6c cchiwiariak sn 10.00 10.00 20.00 

Picture mold, 225 ft. at 5c... 3.00 9.25 12.2 

Bese, 900 tt at 806. .....5. 15.00 15.00 30.00 

PN oes dk ete cee kw Os 160.00 40.00 200.00 

Summary 
ON iets. x NDR PIR ORE RR ESS $ 45.00 

eee See eee eee ee oe 433.41 

Carpentry aud hardware. .. 2.506005. .0see. 1,406.93 

ere te ere ee ee 184.00 

a ee ree rere eS 235.00 

Plumbing and gas fitting.................. 375.06 

s2.90 8230 05.90 “Dee BOO «0 nc 55 cciics sea swnurrn’s 120.00 

ee a a ry ery Seer rs ee pre nr . 200.00 

5-00 7.40 12.40 

15.00 20.00 35.00 oe ee ee $3,000.00 
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The Tent Cure for Tuberculosis 

WHAT ONE ORGANIZATION IS DOING FOR UTS) STRICKEN MEMBERS— WHAT OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
SHOULD!;DO—CHEAPER TO CURE PATIENTS THAN TO LET THEM DIE 

By John E. White, M. D. 

HE fight against consumption, tuberculosis, the 

white plague, or whatever name you may 

choose to call it—it is equally destructive and 

horrible by any name—has always been considered 

well-nigh hopeless and any money spent in that direc- 

tion has been charged to pure benevolence—in which 

the giving is its own-reward. It now appears, how- 

ever, that, with our modern knowledge and methods, 

what was formerly judged just good fraternalism now 

proves to be good business. 

Tuberculosis can be cured. Moreover, the cure is 

economical—actually cheaper than to let the patient 

die. 

About two years ago the Modern Woodmen of 

America conceived the idea of building an up-to-date 

tent sanatorium, with the thought that money could 

be saved by preventing deaths from tuberculosis. In- 

vestigation of their records developed the fact that 

during the last eighteen years they have paid 5,280 

death claims on account of this disease. This society 

has, in other words, paid out over $10,000,000 to 

tuberculosis. The disease has constituted 14.1 per 

cent of all their deaths. In the way of explanation it 

should be stated that these figures are very low as 

compared with other societies. The general statistics 

of the United States Census Bureau states that over 

16 per cent or one-sixth of our people in the United 

States die of tuberculosis. 

These figures of the Modern Woodmen of America 

attracted the attention of the executive council of that 

order and they decided to build a sanatorium at Colo- 

rado Springs. The subject was fully discussed and 

finally the council was authorized to take from the 

general per capita fund ten cents per member per year 

to build and maintain this sanatorium. Something 

like $80,000 had already been voluntarily contributed. 

With these funds a tract of 1,380 acres was procured 

about nine miles from Colorado Springs, Col. The 

first colony was ready for the reception of patients 

January I, 1909, and was equipped to care for 60. 

A very good idea of the lay-out and the construc- 

tion of this camp may be gained from the photographs 

and plans. The tents are octagonal structures, 12 feet 

wide and 6 feet to the eaves, with shingle roofs, can- 

vas sides, hardwood floors on solid cement founda- 

tions. They are equipped with all modern and sani- 

tary conveniences, and each tent will accommodate 

one patient. Each tent, completely equipped, repre- 

sents an expense of $250. An administration building 

F 

One of the Tents 
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for physicians, nurses, dining-hall, baths of all kinds, 

etc., stands in the center of the colony. During the past 

eight months a great deal of work has been accom- 

plished. Water works have been constructed, roads 

built, and much general work done. On January Ist 

the first colony of 60 tents was opened and rapidly 

filled. Other colonies will soon be constructed, as it 

is the hope to carry the building up to a capacity of 

500 beds. 

In the last few years humanity has become better 

acquainted with tuberculosis in its various phases, its 

almost universal prevalence and its fearful death loss. 

We have come to realize that it is the disease of the 

masses. It is especially the poor man’s most frequent 

and most fatal disease. Individually the poor man has 

but small chances of curing it for it takes money to 

get well of tuberculosis. Someone has said that there 

is but one cure for consumption and that is gold. By 

this is meant that when one has the disease he must 

stop work (which usually means the income stops ) 

and devote all his time to the treatment of his disease. 

He must have the best of food; in fact, he must be 

put on Easy street and make a fight for his life. How 

many wage earners can meet these requirements in 

establishing a cure? 

In order to contract tuberculosis two factors are 

necessary, the seed and the soil. The seed is the germ 

called the tubercle bacillus. It is a very small micro- 

scopical parasite. Ten thousand placed end to end 

measure approximately one inch. This parasite is 

man’s greatest destroyer, killing in the United States 

liver, lung, kidney or, in fact, in any part of the body 

with the exception of the hair. We then speak of the 

disease as tuberculosis of that part. 

In order to have the germs produce the disease in 

one it is necessary for him to have the 

Tt right soil conditions. If he be in perfect 

health the seed falls upon rock soil and 

the disease is not produced. No doubt, 
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each year. ‘Tuberculosis is nothing more nor less than 

an implantation of this vegetable parasite within some 

part of the body. Any part of the body may become 

infected. The parasite may lodge in the skin, bone, 
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we all inhale the tubercle bacilli, but many of us throw 

it off and it does not implant itself. But suppose the 

soil conditions are favorable, what do we find? In 

the wage earner we find him very often overworked, 

poorly nourished and with the home lacking in fresh 

air and sunlight. Anything, in fact, that tends to re- 

duce the vitality of the individual invites the implan- 

tation of the germs of consumption. 

It has been known for several years that tubercu- 

losis was preventable; preventable by education as to 

how the disease is spread from one to another; how 

it is avoided by making the consumptive in the home 

careful of what he raises or spits out, and destroying it 

by fire and not letting it dry; for then it can be blown 

about more easily. It is still further preventable by 

teaching the great value of fresh air, first, last and all 

the time, especially in the workshop or factory and in 

the bedroom where he sleeps. The windows should 

be wide open in the sleeping-room, not just a few 

inches top and bottom, but wide open summer and 

winter. 

We are told that tuberculosis is decreasing, that it 

has decreased something like 15 per cent in the last 

15 years. New York City reports that the disease has 

been reduced 40 per cent; Boston reports a reduction 
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of 45 per cent in 15 years. Much of this can be cred- 

ited to the improved living conditions of workingmen, 

both at work and in their homes. Shorter working 

hours, better pay, better food and more intelligent 

living have had their beneficial effects. 

Carpenters, builders and other progressive work 

men of this country stand today in a position to do 

much good in the crusade against the ‘Great 

White Plague.” They must be more _ fully 

informed how to prevent this disease. very 

ivan should become personally interested in the 

crusade. He must see to it that he has more fresh 

It is very difficult to cure a patient in the home, and 

for this reason sanatoria have become a necessity. We 

have already stated that the average wage earner can- 

not successfully combat this disease because he has not 

the means. Our only hope for these unfortunates is 

in giving them organized help. The burden upon any 

one individual in thus helping his fellowman will be 

very light, while an immense amount of good will be 

done toward the complete stamping out of this scourge. 

Which prompts this question: If the Woodmen so- 

ciety finds it to be “good business,”” as well as good 

fraternalism, to fight consumption in this way, why 

Interior of Tent with Furnishings 

air. Air costs nothing. He must have more nourish- 

ing food. In order to have workmen understand these 

plain facts they must be told, they must be educated 

upon this tuberculosis problem. 

It is a live question. Prevention is of far more im- 

portance than cure, but since we have so many among 

us that have already contracted the disease and want 

to get well we must take that side of the question. 

Consumption is curable in the earlier stages. This 

fact cannot be denied. Every sanatorium in the coun- 

try will testify to this fact. Sanatorium care is rather 

expensive, but such institutions are practically the only 

place where a goodly percentage of cures can be made. 

should not other fraternal societies, life insurance com- 

panies, labor organizations, the national and interna- 

tional church bodies, etc., find it profitable, from the 

viewpoint of business or benevolence, or both, to take 

such action? 

Each life saved to the Woodmen society, by means 

of this sanatorium, will, it is stated, represent a sav- 

ing of $1,700—the average amount of the Woodmen 

policies in force—at an expense for treatment of ap- 

proximately one-twentieth of that sum. In the broader 

sense, each life saved means the preservation to the 

family of its head and bread-winner, and to the state 

of a useful, self-sustaining citizen 
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An Artistic Bungalow for $2,900 

FINE EXAMPLE OF WHAT SKILLFUL DESIGNING, GOOD TASTE, AND A SMALL AMOUNT OF MONEY CAN 
DO IN PRODUCING A MODERN COTTAGE 

HIS exceedingly attractive bungalow was de- 

signed by Charles P. Rawson, architect, for his 

own use and was erected under his personal 

supervision at Fort Worth, Texas. The exterior of the 

house up to the window sills and above the windows 

is covered with rough boards laid 10 inches to the 

weather and stained a rich brown, the space between 

the windows being filled with narrow siding, painted 

white. All chimneys are finished in cream-colored 

plaster. The pergola at the side has a floor of red 

brick. 

The interior of the house is unusually attractive. 

The living-room is of ample size and is finished in 

yellow pine stained green; it has a beamed ceiling 

and a brick mantel; and an imported, hand-colored, 

landscape frieze running around the entire room. The 

walls below this frieze are of plain rich blue, and the 

panels of the ceiling cream or light yellow. The 

dining-room has a high wainscot capped with plate 

rail and is finished throughout in browns and yellows, 

and has a built-in china closet with leaded glass doors. 

The bedrooms are in white enamel, with the walls 

hung with rich flowered paper. 

Two bedrooms are provided, each with a good-sized 

clothes closet. There is also a closet for table linen, 

extra bedding, etc., off the back hall. So the charge 

that is sometimes brought against the bungalow—that 

it gives no chance to lay anything away—does not 

hold good in this case. 

The arrangement of the rear portion of the house 

is unusually convenient, and the large attic gives 

plenty of space for storage. This house is an un- 

usually good example of what can be done in an 

artistic way without excessive expense, as the total 

cost of the house and decorations did not exceed 

$2,900. Just to show that to build such a bungalow 

as this is not a bad investment it might be stated 

that it was sold recently for $4,000. Thus special 

thought and care in the plan- 

ning of a residence pay for 

themselves. 
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The Living-room Looking Toward the Right 
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Artistic and Homelike Five-room Bungalow 
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The Living-room — Looking Toward the Left 

A View of the Dining-room 
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Possibilities of the Steel — 

USEFUL THINGS TO KNOW—HOW TO RECKON THE CONTENTS OF BOARDS—HOW TO DRAW CIRCLES, 
OVALS, ETC., ALL BY MEANS OF THE STEEL SQUARE 

OST all of the steel squares manufactured 

nowadays contain a board measure stamped 

on the blade; but very few carpenters ever 

think of referring to it, and a larger portion do not 

even know how to use it. Be that [ 

as it may, here is a board measure 

based on the square that is not gen- 4 2D 

erally known, and is more com- \208 

plete than any stamped on _ the i 

blade. It is as follows: 179 

Draw a line, A-B, as shown in / 

Fig. 243. On this line place the / : 

square as shown. 

Now suppose the 7 

board we wish to aR ere 

measure is 17 feet J . 4 

9 inches long. a , 

Draw a line from 7 ! 
4 

! a | 
i 

; 
| 

: 
! 4 

| 1 | | ee | 1 ! Bill Ral 1 i ee! lL : a oe B 
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Fig. 243. 

12 on the tongue, passing at 17 9/12 inches on the 

blade, continuing same indefinitely. This line we will 

call C D, C being at the point of intersection of A B. 

Now, if the plank be 7% inches wide, slide the square 

F1a.244 

along the line A B, letting 7% on the tongue rest at 

C, and we find that C D passes at 11 2/12 inches on 

the blade, representing I1 2/12 feet. If the board be 

14 inches wide, let 14 on tongue rest at C, and we find 

the line passes at 20 and eight and one-half twelfths 

feet of 

I inch 

and 

inches, which represents a little over 20 2/3 

lumber in the board, which is reckoned to be 

thick. method fractional lengths 

widths as readily as in even inches and feet. 

Here is another problem that can be readily solved 

It often happens that a com- 

This solves 

with the steel square. 

pass is not at hand when a true circle is required for 

Suppose a circle with a 

it may be found as fol- 

some special piece of work. 

15-inch diameter is wanted 

lows: 

Drive two small brads 15 inches apart, as 

| shown in Fig. 244. Place the inside edges of 

| the square against the brads and with pencil 

Fig. 245. 

}- 

= 

point in the angle, slide the square around, always 

keeping the edges against the brads and the pencil 

will describe a true half circle. Reverse the square to 

the other side and repeat the operation and the desired 

circle will be formed. 

A circle may be formed by using all straight lines, 
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as shown in Fig. 245. The lines are run to the inch 

divisions on the square, but they could be just as 

well run to the half or quarter divisions. In fact, the 

more lines used, the more true the circle will be 

formed, as will plainly be 

seen by referring to the il- 

lustration. C 

The oval may also be laid hae 

off, as shown in Fig. 246. ‘ 

A B represents one-half of . 

the short diameter, and A \ 

C the same for the long See 

diameter. Take a straight- ie 

edge and on it lay off these 

measurements, as a-b and 

a-c. Drive brads at a and 

b and make a hole at 

c large enough to in- se 4 

y, a a a a yf a a a oe | | | ! 
\ 99 > ge--------- 

Fic. 246. 3 

i 
sert a pencil point. Now, by moving the straight-edge 

so that the brads will slide along the outer edges of 

the square, the point at c will describe one-fourth part 

of the oval. By turning the square over, letting the 

blade rest along the line A C as before and 

repeating the operation, one-half of the oval 4 

will be outlined. Proceed in like manner for 4 

the other half. » 

Oval-shaped arches are quite commonly used in 

building construction and interior decoration; but the 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER [May 

workmen often lose in architectural effect by trying 

to form them with parts of true circles. While such 

arches may be more easily arrived at, they are a fail- 

ure from an architectural point of view. 

In Fig. 247 and 248 are shown how such arches 

may be formed. In the former, the oval is formed 

by four full quarter circles of two sizes. The cen- 

ters being at a a a a and the intersections at the 

dotted lines. The parts are quadrants of 90 degrees, 

and so placed as to make the least perceptible irregu- 

larity in the curve. In the latter, the oval is formed 

by two large quadrants of 60 degrees, and two 

of 20 degrees; but as we said before, ovals 

formed in this way are lacking in that grace- 

ful ever-changing curve of the true oval. 

This should not be overlooked, even in 
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what may be classed as cheap work, for the sake 

of a little easier way of arriving at the construction 

of the work regardless of the after-effect. 

+ 

To Remove Rust from Steel 

Cover the rusted part with any non-drying oil or 

fat. Allow this to remain about three or four hours, 

then wipe off with a clean dry cloth. Now mix four 

ounces of opodeldoc and two drams of caustic potash. 

Apply to the part rusted, and after ten minutes wipe 

off with a dry cloth. Another method is to rub the 

rusted part well with sweet oil, and allow to remain 

until the next day; then sprinkle over it powdered 

quicklime and polish with this until the rust is gone. 

Still another way: mix one-half ounce of powdered 

emery and one ounce of soft soap. Rub this in well. 
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A PRACTICAL AND TIMELY ARTICLE TELLING HOW TO BUILD SMALL REFRIGERATOR AND COOLING 
ROOMS FOR MARKETS AND STORES 

By T. B. Kidner 

when many of the readers of this magazine will 

be called upon to construct cold storage rooms 

for meat, fruit, etc., for use during the warm weather. 

Articles dealing with this matter have appeared from 

time to time in these columns and, judging from the 

number of letters received from correspondents, it 

appears that there is a further demand for informa- 

tion as to the planning and construction of simple ice 

house for storage purposes. Mr. J. Hatfield, of 

Arlington Heights, Mass., writes as follows: “Would 

like to know the best way to build a refrigerator for 

a meat store; size 8 feet wide, 10 feet deep and to 

T= season of the year is rapidly approaching Also would like to know the best way to build a corn- 

beef tank so as to use the drip from refrigerator to 

circulate around it and keep the beef cool.” 

The several articles on refrigerator construction 

which have appeared in this magazine all dealt with 

separate outdoor structures, but there is a consider- 

able demand for refrigerating room which can be 

placed inside a store or in a room at the rear. This 

article and its illustrations will therefore deal with 

the construction of an indoor room of a simple type. 

In the first place, the insulation suggested by Mr. 

Hatfield would not be quite satisfactory; instead of 

building the sides and top of 2 by 4, sheathed on both 

A SMALL REFRIGERATOR ROOM 

Fig.1 Sectional view 
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feet high. It should be so arranged that when the 

-door is open the warm air will not be direct on the 

ice; must have proper circulation of air so that the 

meat will keep dry and also be so made that the 

ice will be overhead and put in from the side. Can it 

be built of 2 by 4 sheathed two sides and filled with 

‘shavings? Would that be sufficient to make it tight? 

Fig.2 Cross section 
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sides,, it would be very much better to provide two 

dead-air spaces by having three layers of sheathing, 

with pieces of 2 by 2 between, as shown in the sec- 

tional views. Authorities differ as to the respective 

merits of packing the spaces between layers of board- 

ing with some insulating material or simply leaving 

them as dead-air spaces. There is little doubt, how- 
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ever, that for the small refrigerating room, properly 

formed and tight, dead-air spaces are quite satisfac- 

tory and are not as liable to absorb moisture or harbor 

insects as if packed with sawdust or shavings. 

Fig. 1 is a vertical section taken from front to 

back of the room, and shows the ice floor well sloped 

towards the back. The ice floor is carried on joists 

of 2 by 6, as the blocks of ice are heavy and are, more- 

over, likely to be dumped in none too gently. On 

these joists, matched boards are laid and on the top 

of the boards strips of 1% by 2 to form drains for 

the water running from the melted ice. All around 

the main walls of the ice chamber short pieces of 2 by 

2 are nailed vertically about 1 foot apart and on these 

strips 1-inch boards are nailed to within 10 or 12 

inches of the ceiling. These serve to keep the ice 

from the walls and form flues for the circulation of 

the air between the ice and meat chambers. A sharp 

fall is given to the ice floor, not only for drainage 

fia CER Sep tas 

purposes, but also to help the circulation. The warm 

air from the meat will seek an outlet at the highest 

point near the front of the house and pass upwards 

through the air spaces to the surface of the ice and 

thence down again at the sides and rear end to the 

meat chamber. 

Fig. 2 is a cross section showing how the joists are 

carried on pieces of 2 by 2 nailed to the inside of the 

side walls; and also shows the side boards and air 

; spaces in the air chamber. Of course, the side boards 

7 Aha ate i Leg So 

’ would have to be loose at the ice door, but that is an 

4 easy matter to arrange. 
& - 4 sie 
' The top of the refrigerator is formed with two dead- 

air spaces, like the walls, and needs no special re- 

marks. The greatest of care must be taken, however, 

in fitting the angles of the walls and also the angles 

between the walls and top, for any slight leaks or 

open joints may set up a circulation of air and spoil 

the non-conducting properties of the air spaces be- 

: tween the layers of boarding. As an additional pre- 

caution, it is strongly recommended that a layer of 

good, stout sheathing paper be placed under the outer 

boarding, and well lapped and tacked around the 

angles. 

The doors should be of several layers of matched 

boards with paper between the two outer layers. The 

openings should be rabbeted as shown in the draw- 

ings, so as to have several surfaces for the doors to 

close against, and thus prevent any circulation between 

the refrigerator and the outer air. 

For a room of the size shown, a window in the 

, rear end would be a convenience if light is available 

in that position. If a window is inserted, it should 

have triple sashes closely fitted and well fixed with 

stops nailed around each sash. 

The water from the ice floor should be received in 

a half-round galvanized iron gutter fastened on the 

side of the last joint, as shown in Fig. 1, and led to 

a down pipe at one corner of the house. If it is de- 

sired to utilize this cold water for cooling a salting 
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tank, as suggested by Mr. Hatfield, an outer tank or 

skin should be built to contain the salting tank; a 

space of 1% inches being left between the tank and 

the skin. The water should enter this space from the 

down pipe at one side of the tank and pass off through 

an overflow pipe at the other end. The overflow pipe 

should be provided with a trap to prevent the admis- 

sion of air to the refrigerator and be led away to some 

convenient sink or drain. An ordinary S lead trap 

with a clean-out plug is best, as drip water from ice 

usually fouls pipes quite rapidly and necessitates fre- 

quent cleansing. This also applies to the cooling space, 

which should be scrubbed out occasionally. 

The woodwork in the food chamber should be thor- 

oughly varnished with several coats of good grain 

shellac, well dried between each coat. The whole of 

the outside should be painted a dead white and kept 

clean by frequent washing. 

Window Ventilation for Hen House or Barn 

Last summer I made fifteen window frames, as per 

cut, enclosed, for a hen house. Frames were made 

two abreast, for roosting rooms, and three abreast for 

[Ty scratching sheds. Blindstops were about 

\ 23g inches wide, so as to nail half onto 

studding, then the siding was run 

against the blindstop, which makes a 

better joint when casing is put on. At 

the top, I use no blindstop, other than 

letting drop siding project below. This 

also makes it better, because the water 

cannot easily run through. The 1% 

strip is of same width as the thickness 

‘> of sash, just to hold it up and act as a 

‘’ back for lower sash to rest against when 

shut. The “stop” may be a piece of lath 

or any thin board. The bottom of frame, 

2 by 6, is grooved for tongue of drop 

siding, 5/16 groove. This is where it 

comes handy to have a gainer run by 

gasoline engine. I cut the rabbet for 

lower sash with the same machine, 

Uw which is adjustable to 34 inch, or if I 

must have a groove 7% or so, I place thin cardboard 

washers between each cutter blade. The rabbet can 

also be cut quite exact by using a fine gauge circular 

saw and cut one side at a time. This makes two 

operations, but beats using the plane by hand. If 

rabbets need smoothing up, then the plane comes 

handy, that is if you have ripped the rabbet instead 

of using the gainer. The lower sash is fastened with 

small butts, and tilts inward to allow for ventilation. 

A. O. STIEN. 
+ 

To prevent the rusting of screws used for joining 

machinery, whereby they become fixed, it is recom- 

mended that the screws be dipped in graphite mixed 

with a non-drying oil, which will prevent any rusting 

for years. It also facilitates the tightening up of the 

screws. 
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Ornamental Glass and Its Use 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY IN RECENT TIMES AND THE DESIRABILITY OF A GREATER 
USE OF ART GLASS IN GENERAL BUILDING 

By Walter H. Helmerich 

HERE is a certain conservatism among build- 

ers generally, especially among those outside 

the large cities, concerning the selection and the 

use of building materials. From long course of habit 

the “old standbys” are specified and used—sometimes 

to the advantage of 

the job and _ the 

owner, it is true— 

while other, newer 

materials, whose 

uses are not so gen- 

erally known, might 

have been employed 

more economically 

and to much better 

effect. Art or orna- 

mental glass is one 

of these materials. 

It is safe to say that 

ornamental glass 

ought to be used 

much more freely in 

ordinary building 

than is now the case. 

One of the larg- 

est promoters of 

building improve- 

ments in Chicago, in 

a recent conversa- 

tion with the writer 

of this article, stated 

that he found great- 

er return for money 

invested in the art 

glass on his build- 

ings than on any 

other line of orna- 

mentation; saying 

that by spending fif- 

ty to seventy-five 

dollars for art glass 

on a flat building, 

cottage or bungalow 

he not only disposed 

of them more rap- 

idly, but also fre- 

quently received 

several hundred dol- 

lars more for them than for houses built in the same 

style and manner with plain glass only. As _ this 

gentleman has at present about two hundred buildings 

under way, or in contemplation, in Chicago and vicin- 

ity, his opinion is worthy of consideration. 

The use of ornamental glass for church windows 
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and for various public buildings is, of course, familiar. 

Neither can this be called a new product, since the 

craftsmen of the middle ages were masters of the 

art of stained glass, passing on down to us moderns 

many of their methods. But ornamental glass is now 

used in more than public buildings. Improved meth- 

ods of manufacture have now brought it within the 

reach of builders for ordinary residence work. Special 

designs have been made, especially suited to houses 

and the smaller class of work. 
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Not long ago a committee of the manufacturers of 

ornamental glass met in Chicago for the purpose of 

compiling a catalogue of art glass designs. They 

represented the largest and best equipped establish- 

ments of the east, west and central portions of the 

United States, and had designs from almost every 

reliable manufacturer in the art glass industry. These 

were submitted for selection by this committee. The 

purpose of publishing this catalogue is to advance 

the standard of work. 

Not only will this be the most complete catalogue 

of its kind ever published, embracing the best ideas of 

all sections of this country and the work of the high- 

est-grade artists in the profession, but it is not dis- 

tributed alone to members of the organization, it hav- 

ing been decided to place it at the disposal of any 

reputable manufacturer or jobber. This is an evi- 

dence of the growing spirit of indeed making the art 

glass industry one that will make this country what 

it should be, a leader among nations in all lines of 

manufacture. Heretofore it has been said that we 

have to go to Europe for the highest grade of work 

in this line; but the writer, without hesitation, affirms 

that there is not a piece of work in the line of deco 

rative art glass which cannot be duplicated here in our 

own country, and in many instances our methods are 

far in advance of those in use in European factories. 
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Modern House and Bungalow Designs 

PERSPECTIVES WITH FLOOR PLANS OF THREE MODERN RESIDENCES OF [INTERESTING DESIGN—SPECIAL 
FEATURES NOTED 

ITH the opening up again of the spring 

building season in all its activity and with 

the recurrence of the annual spring “mov- 

ing day,” house renters in all parts of the coun- 

try are turning in great numbers to the subject of 

home-building, and are giving the matter much 

pensive bungalow; all want modern conveniences and 

well-planned designs. 

A number of house plans are presented this month, 

each well-designed and typical of its kind; as a whole 

they represent a wide range of styles. 

The first is designed in the English period, to be 

Attractive, Well Designed House of the English Period, Cost $8,000 

thought. For these people, building plans are of the 

greatest interest. Minute details of the design and 

arrangement of houses take on an importance they 

never before—to them—possessed. Some are ambi- 

tious to build a fine suburban place with lawns and 

shrubbery; others are interested in the compact inex- 

built of frame, plastered on the outside and decorated 

with half-timber work. The piers forming the front 

of the piazza and supporting the roof above have 

been thickened to give an appearance of solidity. The 

construction might be improved if these were built of 

brick, offering firmer support for the overhanging 
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SIDEWALE 

roof and floor above, or solid concrete would be good. 

The interior is spacious and well-balanced, on ac- 

count of the stairs, hall and living-room being divided 

by columns rather than a solid partition. At the end 

of the hall the small alcove answers the purpose of a 

reception-room as well as being a decorative feature. 

The wide entrance to the dining-room also adds to 

the effect of spaciousness. Direct access is obtained 

to every part of the house conveniently. The kitchen 

has no outside porch but is reached by a side door 

which leads to a grade entry and thence by four steps 

to the main floor. From this grade entry, a flight of 

steps passes to the cellar under the front stairs. 

Every inch of space is utilized to the best advan- 

tage in this house. The second floor contains five 

splendid chambers of more than ordinary size, and 

there is considerable available space in the attic which 

could be used for storage, a playroom or sleeping- 

rooms. The owner’s chamber is large enough to per- 

mit the addition of a private bath. With simple in- 

terior trim, hardwood floors and good plumbing and 

fixtures, this house is estimated by the architect, A. R. 

Ellis, of Hartford, Conn., to cost about $8,000. 

CHAMBER 
12-S@ 216 -€ 

SECOND: FLOOR 
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A Desirable Bungalow 

No collection or assortment of building plans would 

be at all complete today without the bungalow being 

The space under the roof is left unfinished, but win- 

dows are provided on three sides to take care of venti- 

lation. This makes the house much cooler during the 

et 
Pasiiies W 

Bungalow with Very Interesting Floor Plan— Estimated Cost, $1,800 

well represented. The accompanying plans show one 

that especially recommends itself, and for a number 

of reasons. The exterior is artistic and attractive, 

and is at the same time sensible. It presents a very 

substantial appearance and is, in fact, a very well- 

built little house. Shingles, stained, or narrow 

weather-boarding is the exterior finish. 

The interior of this bungalow shows an interesting 

LIVING ROOM 
\G-O'*K12-S 

BEDROOM 
\1 OxKII-A 

=

 

—

 

Floor Plan 

plan. The living-room is large, 16 feet by 12 feet 

6 inches, besides two large alcoves off from it, one 

serving as an entrance-hall and the other as a dining- 

room. Two nice bedrooms are provided. The bath- 

room is easily accessible from all parts of the house. 

hot weather—removing one of the faults sometimes 

found with the cottage style. The cost complete with 

modern plumbing is estimated at $1,800. 

A Brick Veneer House 

The design shown on the next page is that of a 

brick-veneer house, recently erected for Mr. J. W. 

Menlove, at Lincoln, Neb., after plans and specifica- 

tions prepared by Woods & Cordner, architects, of that 

place. This kind of a building, when properly erected, 

has all of the appearance of solid brick walls and, 

when the framework is properly constructed, makes as 

substantial a structure as when the all-brick construc- 

tion is used; besides it has some advantage in pre- 

venting dampness from penetrating the inner walls. 

This is a very convenient and inexpensive house. 

It has a large central hall with the four principal 

rooms well arranged with reference to it. The dining- 

room and living-room have large bay windows, which 

furnish an abundance of light. Large openings with 

sliding doors give access between the principal rooms. 

The large porch, extending across the front and 

circling the corner, adds much to the appearance of 

the house and to the comfort of its occupants. 

The second floor contains four good-sized bed- 

rooms, all provided with closets. The bathroom is 

located near the head of the stairs with opening from 

the hallway. This floor also contains a sewing-room 

at the opposite end of the hall, where the sewing ma- 

chine and other appurtenances thereto may be kept 

in readiness without having to use other rooms. 

A box stair leads from the hall to the attic, which 

is floored but not otherwise finished. A balcony over 

tk 
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the side porch furnishes a splendid place for sunning 

purposes. 

There is a basement under the entire building, di- 
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First Floor Plan— Brick Veneer House 

vided off into the usual rooms for cellar, laundry, fur- 

nace and fuel rooms. The louse is heated with hot 

water aid contains modern furnishings throughout. 

+ 

It is supposed that the first nails were the thorns 

of the locust tree, some of which are eight inches long 

and as hard as iron. The use of fish bones was com 

mon before Noah's time, and in all probability the 

frst of the commodores built his raft scow with them 

Roor 

Second Floor Plan—Brick Veneer House 

They were as long and strong as our metal string 

bolts. Wooden pins were employed also, being driven 

through holes burned by hot irons before there were 

crude augers to bore them. 

We smart Americans were cutting iron nails by 

machinery I00 years ago at the rate of 100 a minute 

to the machine. The great wire nail industry started 

in 1886 and is now of colossal importance. Before 

cut nails were introduced all nails were hand forged 

Brick Veneer House, Residence of J. W. Menlove, Lincoln. Nebr... Woods & Cordner, Architects 
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Two Desirable Pieces for the Hall 

COMPLETE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS WITH WORKING DRAWINGS SHOWING HOW TO MAKE A HALL 
CLOCK AND A HALL TREE OF PLEASING DESIGN 

OR the hall clock described herein there will be 

needed the following pieces. i 

be understood at the mill as 

meaning surfaced or sized or 

smoothed on four or two sides re- 

spectively. Quarter-sawed white 

oak makes up nicely. It is gener- 

ally carried in stock by most deal- 

ers and takes a beautiful finish. 

Plain-sawed red oak is very ap- 

propriate for Mission design such 

as these: 

4 posts 134 by 134 by 6 feet 1 

inch. S-4-S. 

3 rails t by 4 by 1534 inches. 

S-4-S. 

4 rails 1 by 4 by 10% inches. 

S-4-S. 

1 rail 1 by 2 by 153% inches. 

S-4-S. 

1 rail 1 by 1% by 1534 inches. 

S-4-S. 

2 rails 1 by 2% by 10% inches. 

S-4-S. 

1 stile 7 by 1% by 483% inches. 

S-4-S. 

2 panels 4% by 7 by 4834 inches. 

S-4-S. 

2 panels %4 by 934 by 143% inches. 

S-4-S. 

I panel % by 143% by 14% 

inches. S-4-S. 

I top 134 by 16 by 22 inches. 

S-2-S. 

2 brackets 134 by 2% by 4 inches. 

S-2-S. 

Stock for the box which is to 

contain the movement should be 

made of '%-inch yellow poplar. 

The size and construction of the 

box will depend somewhat upon 

the kind of movement that is to be used. 

there will be needed: 

2 pieces % by 6 by 16% inches. 

Order them mill- 

planed and sandpapered as indicated in the 

stock bill. S-4-S and S-2-S are abbreviations that will 

2 pieces % by 6 by 7 inches. S-2-S. 

I piece % by 8 by 8 inches. S-2-S 

Begin work by squaring the posts to length. Place 

» by side and lay off the mortises and the 

auger holes for the lag screws. 

Chisel these mortises and bore the 

holes. The tenons are to be stub 

tenons—about % inch long—so 

that the mortises need not be cut 

much deeper than % inch. These 

stub tenons hold the rails from 

turning, the lag screws giving the 

strength needed. A % by 24% 

inch lag screw is a good size to 

use. There will need to be a 

smaller hole in the end of the 

rail than is bored in the post— 

3/16 inch is about right. It will 

be well to have a few of the 

screws 4 inch longer than the 

others, to be used in case the 

shorter screws should strip the 

wood threads because of over 

wrenching. 

Lay off the tenons of the rails 

and cut them. These rails are all 

1 inch thick and will stand 

shouldering on the four sides of 

each end. Three-eighths or % 

inch is a good thickness. The lo- 

cation of the holes in the ends of 

the tenons can best be obtained 

after the tenons are fitted into 

their mortises. 

Plow the rails and posts for the 

panel grooves. Cut and fit the 

panels and then assemble the 

whole, glueing the tenons before 

inserting the lag screws. 

The top may now be squared 

up. It has a 34-inch bevel on the 

front and ends. Fasten it in 

place, nailing down into the posts. 

The two brackets are easiest got by squaring a piece 

to 2 by 3 inches and 3% inch long, then ripping diagon- 

Plane these surfaces smooth and put on the 
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ornamental groove as shown in the photograph. Fas- 

ten the braces with light brads, covering the heads 

with putty colored to match the finish. 

The face or dial may be either of wood or of heavy 

copper. Whichever is used, there will be needed four 

corner blocks fastened to the rails into which screws 

through the face can be fastened. 
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FRONT SIDE BACK 

FIG. |. HALL CLock. 

Bronze figures for the dial have two prongs each, 

which are put through face and clinched on the back. 

The size and shape of the box for the “works” will 

have to be determined after they are purchased. In 

general there will need to be two verticals fastened 

top and bottom to the front rails of the frame, as indi- 

cated in the drawing with two horizontals, the lower 

so placed as to bring the pinion to the center of the 

dial, approximately. Hooks with nuts are furnished 

that permit the fastening of the “movement” to the 

bottom horizontal. They are long enough to permit 

of a little “blocking up” if the pinion is too low. A 

back is needed to keep the dust out. Like the front, 

it should be fastened with screws so as to allow easy 

access to the movement. 

The adjustment of a clock is rather delicate, and 

if the clock is out of level the ratchet will not release 

properly, hence the clock will not “run.” 

Ta permit of the adjusting of the clock frame to 

uneven floors, bore and insert four lag screws—large- 

headed ones—in the lower ends of the posts. The 

clock frame will rest on these and may be turned at 

will so as to “take up” any unevenness in the floor. 

As for the finish, a dark effect will be most appro- 

priate for this design. A water stain, sanded lightly 

when dry, followed by a dark filler, colored to match 

the stain, and this when dry by several coats of wax, 

makes an easy and satisfactory finish. 

How to Make a Hall Tree 

A companion piece for the hall clock is the hall 

tree, Fig. 2. For this will be needed the following: 

I post 2 by 2 by 6 feet 2 inches. S-4-S. 

4 feet 15% by 4% by 11% inches. S-2-S. 

1 base 2 by 11 by 11 inches. S-2-S. 

4 braces 1% by 1% by 6 inches. S-4-S. 

8 pegs 3% by 3% by 6% inches. S-4-S. 

The post may be made first and the V-shaped 

grooves cut as indicated on the drawing. Next make 

the base as detailed. The hole in the center is for the 

lag screw which holds the post to it, and shouid be 

3% inch in diameter. In the end of the post should be 

bored a %4-inch hole, also for the lag screw. A 3¢ by 

3% or 4 inch screw will be needed. 

The four feet are to be shaped as indicated in the 

drawing. Angles of 30 degrees and 60 degrees are 

easily obtained. Hold the beam of the bevel against 

Fig.2. HALL TREE 

either the blade or tongue of the steel square. Adjust 

the blade of the bevel so that it shall be the hypothe- 

nuse of a right-angled triangle in which its length shall 

be twice that of one or the other of the sides of the 

triangle made by the edges of the blade and tongue 

of the square. 

The braces are cut at angles of 45 degrees to the 

length indicated. The pegs have their mitered ends 

cut at an angle of 60 degrees. They may be fastened 

to the post by dowels, but a better way is to cut them 
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long enough to “tenon them in.” There ‘vill be con- 

siderable “prying” on them and they should be “set in” 

as far as is possible. 

Time will be saved and a better finish result if the 

parts are stained and filled before putting them to- 

gether—except those which have to be glued. Glue 

will not stick to oiled surfaces to advantage. 

The feet are to be fastened to the base with strong 

flat-head screws from underneath. The base is fas- 

tened to the upright with the lag screw and the braces 

are nailed to base and post, the heads of the nails 

being covered with ornamental heads, representative 

of the old hand-wrought nails. 

The finish for the hall tree should be the same as 

that for the clock. 

+ 

New Type of Saw Handle 

Our readers will be interested in the following de- 

scription of a comparatively new style handle, de- 

signed by FE. C. Atkins & Co., for hand, rip and panel 

saws. The handle is so constructed that the wrist and 

saw arm are permitted to operate on a free and easy 

line and it is plain that through the use of this handle 

each ounce of 

power is brought 

into full play, mak- 

ing the operation 

not only more rap- 

id, but much easier 

than _ heretofore. 

In order to demonstrate the idea, we give below, illus- 

tration (Figs. 1 and 2, respectively) of both the old 

and new style handle. 

The line drawn frora the handle to the point of the 

saw indicates the natural position of the saw. arm, 

when grasping the handle in an easy manner. You 

will notice that the tooth or cutting edge is on an 

angle, so that the 

operator is forced 

to bend the wrist 

upward in order to 

secure the full cut- 

ting force. 

Fig. 2 shows the 
Fig. 2 

new-style handle. 

You will note how low it sits on the blade. It will 

also be apparent that the hand may now grasp the 

handle and secure the full cutting force of the teeth 

while the wrist and saw arm is an easy, natural 

position. 

In other words, the wrist position is well demon- 

Fig. 3 Fig. + 

strated by referring to the following illustrations. Fig. 

3 showing the position of the wrist and saw arm while 

using the new style handle, and Fig. 4 demonstrating 

the forced position which the sawyer is obliged to 

adopt with the old style handle. 

+ 

His Statistics 

At the Boston Immigration Station one blank was 

recently filled out as follows: 

Name—Abraham Cherkowsky. 

Born—Yes. 

Business—Rotten. 

+ 

His Title Clear 

A new arrival in Hades was walking around putting 

on airs. Somewhat annoyed by his self-important 

manner, the Devil said to him: “Say, look here, you 

walk around here as though you owned this place.” 

“Well,” answered the newcomer, “I do. My wife gave 

it to me before IT died.”’ 
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Chicago Building Trades Apprentice School 

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION APPLIED DIRECT WHERE IT WILL DO THE MOST GOOD—A NOTABLE EXAMPLE 
OF FORESIGHT AND PROGRESSIVENESS 

N THE midst of all the controversy and the dis- 

cussion pro and con over the question of indus- 

trial education in our public schools, a school has 

been established in Chicago and conducted now for 

five years—so it is no longer in the experimental class 

—which cannot fail to meet the approval of every- 

one. This is the Building Trades’ Apprentice School. 

It gets right at the heart of the industrial training 

~ButtJ/ant- 

question by teaching those boys and young men who 
] are actually engaged in the practical work of the 

world, the building trades apprentices. 

This school was established and is maintained by 

Group of Apprentices. Instructors and Speakers, Closing Exercises, March, 1909 

the journeymen carpenters and by the carpenter con 

tractors, working together to give the apprentices a 

better training and so make them more efficient work- 

men. The school is in session for three months each 
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winter. During those three months enough of “the- 

ory” and book explanation is given to properly bal- 

ance the other nine months of practical training “on 

Dovetail Joint- i 
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First Year Work 

the job.” During those three months in school each 

year the boys receive their regular weekly wages just 

the same as though they were at work, the contractor 

Work of a Third Year Apprentice 

or builder to whom the boy is indentured paying him. 

In the session of this year, just closed, nearly 300 

young men have been in attendance; about two-thirds 

of them are carpenter apprentices, one-third brick- 

layer’s. All apprentices of these trades in the Chi- 

cago district, whether affiliated with any organization 

or not, are supposed to attend. 

The course of study centers around architectural 

drawing, with mathematics as a close second. Con- 

siderable attention is given to spelling and penman- 

ship as these are essential to all lines of education. 

As a rest from long periods of drawing and mathe- 

matics, geography and his- 

tory are taught in a minor 
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Work of a Second Year Apprentice 

degree. The work in mathematics is such as is neces- 

sary for a man to know in order that he may specify 

and estimate as well as handle such accounts and prob- 

lems as must naturally arise in general as well as in 

his particular line. 

The city school board supplies the building, equip- 

ment and teachers for this school. 
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Value and Use of the Buzz-planer 

HOW THIS IMPORTANT MACHINE SHOULD BE SELECTED AND HANDLED FOR BEST RESULTS IN 
CARPENTER AND WOODWORKING SHOPS 

By W. D. Graves 

AVING in mind an Irish bull, which was 

H thought familiar to all, the writer entitled the 

preceding article of this series “The Works 

of a Buzz-saw.” While the change of title by the edi- 

tor was truly a vast improvement, it seems a pity 

not to dwell for a moment on the world of suggestion 

in Paddy’s expression: “It’s wonderful, the works 

of a wheelbarry, when it’s well wrought.” In the speed 

of modern automatic production, and in the wonders 

of automatic machinery, we are apt to consider too 

lightly the possibilities which skill may develop in the 

simpler ones. As, in our awe of big guns, we are 

prone to forget “the men behind the guns”; so are we 

apt to think more of the machine than of its manipu- 

lation. The writer once stood for hours, agape at the 

wonders of a brussels carpet loom, before he gave 

thought to the men who brought about its upbuilding 

by doing just such work on the crudest of machines. 

Wonderful indeed are the capabilities of any simple 

machine “when it is well wrought.” Hence, it is well, 

before investing in elaborate special machines, to give 

careful thought to what may be done with the simpler 

ones—more to use and get acquainted with them; for 

“one never knows till he tries.” 

After the buzz-saw, perhaps the buzz-planer is the 

most generally useful and essential machine for the 

small plant. For some reason it seems to appeal but 

little to the uninitiated, and one rarely appreciates it 

till he has used it; but it is capable of wide applica- 

tion in general job work, and one has to use it but 

a short time till he feels that he cannot get along 

without it. True, this is somewhat apt to be the 

case with any machine; but it seems especially so with 

the buzz-planer. 

As the primary use of such a machine is for joint- 

ing, rigidity is perhaps an even more essential feature 

for it than for other machines, so one should beware 

of too many adjustments. Be it said, however, that 

there appear to be no buzz-planers on the market with 

adjustments which are necessarily detrimental ; though, 

as with most other machines, the demand for some- 

thing cheap tends to incline some makers to too great 

economy of metal. As a rule, one wants all the ad- 

justments he can get; being ever watchful that they 

are not so made as to weaken the machine. 

The cylinder should be long enough to plane the 

widest work likely to be brought to it, and should be 

slotted on four sides. Even if the bulk of the work 

is narrow one can use the whole length of the knives 

by setting the fence at different points for different 

job. In following this method it is better to use the back 

end first ; thus leaving the front end and corners sharp 

as long as may be, for the occasional job of rabbet- 

ing. By having the four sides slotted, even though one 

may never want to use anything but the regular straight 

knives on two of them, he is able, on occasion, to slide 

one knife end in a trifle; and to so get rid of a part 

of the ill effect of a bad gap, and to postpone the evil 

day of grinding. Such postponement is not procrasti- 

nation, for the removing and resetting of knives is an 

item of moment; taking as much time in the case of 

short knives as in that of long ones. Also, with the 

four sides slotted, and with a small stock of knife 

blanks, one may “make a stab” at making moldings. 

Indeed, it is often more economical to work a short 

piece of an odd style on a buzz-planer than on a 

molder. 

Another feature of considerable importance is to 

have the cylinder as small, and the throat opening as 

narrow, as may be. Though the danger of dropping 

in a finger or hand is quite largely eliminated by the 

guards so commonly advertised and used nowadays, 

still a wide throat remains a yawning chasm tending 

to produce an aching void where one’s fingers were. 

Theoretically, perhaps, it is true that a larger head 

will do smoother work; but practically the gain in this 

respect due to a larger cutting circle is more than 

offset by the impracticability of properly balancing a 

large head. 

The first “Woodworth” planers had cylinders (or 

knife-carrying frames) 16 inches in diameter; but it 

was soon found that smaller ones did the work better. 

If one has been made too small, the writer has not 

seen it. So far as safety is concerned, the size of the 

cylinder on a surfacer has little bearing; but in the 

case of a buzz-planer, it is an important item, which 

should not be overlooked. 

Buzz-planers are usually arranged so that the front 
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end of the knives may be used for rabbeting; and that 

end of the knives should be ground to a slight bevel, 

in order to give good clearance and insure a smooth 

cut on the back of the rabbet. If the head is slotted 

on four sides, however, it is often advantageous to 

use a supplementary pair of knives for this purpose. 

By placing these sufficiently well back on the head, 

with projection sufficient for the depth of the rabbet, 

the stuff may be jointed and rabbeted at one cut. Of 

course champfering and beveling are within the regu- 

lar line of work of the machine; and one is also con- 

stantly finding it nicely adapted to an endless variety 

of jobs. 

Much has been said of the danger in operating buzz- 

planers ; and there is danger—to the careless operator. 

As due care in operation tends rather to increase than 

to diminish the output of any machine, it is well, be- 

sides having the best safety appliances available, to 

know how to take care. As there is only one point 

in the buzz-planer of serious danger, and as that is 

the point where the work is done, it would seem that 

one ought to be able to keep his fingers out of it. 

In setting up, always make the throat as narrow as 

is compatible with the work in hand; for thus better 

work is done, and the zone of danger is made nar- 

rower. In running small stuff, the habit, easily ac- 

quired, of hooking the little finger over the top of the 

fence, tends to safety. With long and slender sticks, 

it is well to have a bench or table to support the end 

after it runs off the machine table proper; for many, 

the good finger has been lost by such a stick turning 

from under it. Also, with such stuff, it is well that 

the right hand should be taken off the extreme end 

just before it reaches the knives; the cut being fin- 

ished by pressing the moistened finger on top of the 

stick, ahead of the knives. Thus, if the end happens 

to be cross grained and to sliver off, a thumb is likely 

to be saved. 

The suggestion that a wide machine is preferable, 

and that the back end of the knives be used first, 

plainly implies the desirability of a guard. A guard 

is desirable; yet one should not become too dependent 

upon it. There is no occasion to put one’s fingers on 

the cylinder when it is running; and one should learn 

to keep his fingers above the table under all circum- 

stances. While the writer has only approbation for 

all practical safety devices, he greatly reprobates the 

need of them. 

Hoisting Ropes and Pulleys 

EASILY REMEMBERED RULES FOR DETERMINING THE STRENGTH OF ROPES AND CABLES OF DIFFER- 
ENT SIZES—MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE OF THE PULLEY 

By T. B. Kidner 

MONG the many valuable suggestions for arti- 

cles likely to be of interest to our readers 

which have come to hand lately from our cor- 

respondents, is a request for an article dealing with 

the strength of rope gearing, particularly the guy lines 

and hoisting gear of derricks and similar appliances. 

This is an important question, especially in view of 

the appalling loss of life amongst workers caused by 

defective ropes, chains and other hoisting gear. 

Most of the engineering pocket books give tables 

of the strength of ropes which have been deduced 

from experiments made either by government investi- 

gators or leading scientific engineers. The following 

particulars are taken from a published table which 

provides for a safe load for ropes in tons of 2,000 

pounds: 

SAFE LOADS IN TONS 

For common hemp rope................- 1/3, D? 

Por Sm Winl 8006. oa oie sek 24S SS 8/3 D* 

POE MR WE WORE. 6 cb kU 14/3 D? 

D? means the diameter of the rope squared, that is, 

multiplied by itself. For example, a hemp rope of 

2-inch diameter would give 2 24, and 1/3 of 4 is 

I 1/3, that is, 1 1/3 tons for the safe working load 

of a rope of 2-inch diameter. 

Or, if an iron wire rope of '%-inch diameter be 

taken, we get %4&%4='% and 4 X8/3=—2/3 of a ton 

for the safe working load. A steel wire rope of the 

same diameter gives a proportionately greater result, 

by the table, as follows: %4XY%=% and 4X14/3= 

1 1/6 tons for the safe load. 

This little formula is not difficult to apply and keep 

in mind if it be remembered that it is the square of the 

Pull equals weight 

Fig.l 

diameter ot the rope which must be taken. This is 

important, for it will be recalled that in purchasing 

ropes the nominal size always given is that of the 
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circumference. Thus, a 3-1inch rope means a rope 

of 3-inch circumference, but only 1 inch (nearly) in 

diameter, and an 18-inch manila (hemp) hawser is 

only 6 inches in diameter. 

Another important point to consider in connection 

with hemp ropes is that there is considerable loss of 

strength in them from wear, tear and exposure to the 

i © | 
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Pull is ¥ weight 
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weather during a few months’ working. In Anderson’s 

standard tests he found great variation between the 

strength of apparently good rope which had been used 

for a time and of new rope of the same size and make. 

A piece of 6-inch Italian hemp rope, after working, 

gave 1034 tons only, as against a breaking strength 

of 14% tons for new. An old piece of 6-inch Rus- 

sian hemp rope broke with 5% tons, while a new 

piece of the same rope required 11% tons. This 

rapid deterioration in the strength of hemp ropes is 

one of the main causes which have led to the general 

adoption of wire ropes for hoisting purposes in mod- 

ern practice, for a good wire rope may be used for a 

long time with little or no loss of strength. 

Hemp ropes are still used almost universally for 

slings, and as the breaking of these is a frequent cause 

of serious accidents and deaths, it may be worthy of 

note that the ordinary form of doubled sling (usually 

a spliced loop) does not give double the strength of a 

single rope under a test, as might perhaps be fairly 

expected. If, however, an iron thimble be used in 

the end of the sling where the hoisting hook is in- 

serted, a sling will generally stand double the strain 

of a single rope. 

It may be well to mention, however, that although, 

as stated above, most engineering books give rules for 

finding the strength of ropes, some authorities do not 

place much reliance on them. Trautwine goes even 

further and says: “The common rules for finding the 

strength of rope by. multiplying the square of the 

diameter or circumference by a given co-efficient are 

entirely erroneous.” He places great confidence on 

the tables published by the leading manufacturers of 

ropes, especially the wire rope makers, and it is pro- 

bable that, speaking generally, the manufacturers’ 

tables of strength are the most reliable guide. 

But one cannot get very far in considering the 

strength of ropes for hoisting purposes without com- 

ing to the mechanical advantage gained by the use 

of movable pulleys or blocks. Every practical man 

xnows the advantage gained by using a tackle com- 

posed of a pair of blocks instead of a single pulley 

for hoisting heavy weights; one man being able to 

hoist very heavy loads by employing, for instance, a 

three-sheave and a two-sheave block properly rove 

or threaded. 

The principle by which this mechanical advantage 

is gained is quite simple and may be demonstrated by 

means of a few 

diagrams so as 

to be readily 

understocd with 

avery little 

study. Fig. 1 shows the sim- 

plest arrangement of a pulley 

for hoisting purposes. It is 

quite evident that in this case 

the force or pull on the rope 

must equal the weight and tie 

only advantage gained is that 

the direction of che pull is 

more convenient for hoisting 

the weight, and there is no 

gain of force. In fact, there 

is a slight loss of force owing 

to the friction of the rope on 

the pulley, but the conveni- 

ence of the direction of the 

pull more than compensates 

for the loss by friction. 

But supposing that a mov- 

able pulley is inserted as in 

Fig. 2 and one end of the 

“fall” or rope is made fast as 

shown. It is clear that one- 

half the weight is borne by 

the rope at A and one-half by B, and that therefore 

the pull or force required at P will be just half the 

weight, or, in other words, the mechanical advantage 

of such an arrangement is 2. But as it is a universal 

law of nature that one cannot get something out of 

nothing (or for nothing), there is a corresponding !oss 

in the rate of hoisting, the weight being lifted only 

half as fast as the part P moves. 

Fig. 3 shows a tackle composed of a pair of blocks, 

the upper having two sheaves or pulleys, and the 
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lower block one pulley. In this case the pull or power 

required at P is only one-third of the weight. In 

other words, the power required: is equal to the weight 

to be raised, divided by the number of pulleys round 

which the rope passes. Or to put it yet another way, 

which is just as easy to remember, divide the weight 

by the number of parts of the rope, not counting the 

free or pulling end, and the result will give the pull 

or force required. 

This rule may be applied whatever the number of 

pulleys may be, a four-block and three-block tackle 

as in Fig. 4 giving a mechanical advantage or gain in 

Pull 1s F weight 

Fig. 4 

force of 7; that is, the pull required will be one-sev 

enth of the weight to be hoisted. Of course, the fric- 

tion increases with the number of pulleys and the 

actual force required would be one-seventh of the 

weight, plus power enough to overcome the friction. 

Otherwise the weight would be just balanced, or, as 

the scientist would say, in equilibrium, if exactly one- 

seventh the weight were applied as the pulling force. 

The question is sometimes asked as to the proper 

arrangement of pulley blocks; that is, whether or not 

it is necessary to have one more pulley or sheave in 

the upper block than in the lower. While this is by 

far the most common arrangement, it is by no means 

universal, and a tackle arranged with an equal num- 

ber of pulleys in the upper and lower blocks is quite 

correct. In this case the mechanical advantage is 8; 

that is, the weight can be divided by 8 to give the 

force or pull required on the free end of the rope 

at P. 

The relation of this matter of pulleys to the strength 

of ropes should be obvious, for it is clear that if the 

pull or strain on the rope is lessened by the number 

of pulleys over which it passes, a much lighter rope 

can be used by increasing the number of pulleys. 

At the same time it must not be forgotten that every 

advantage gained in force by the use of pulleys is at 

the expense of speed. While the weight in Fig. 4 can 

be hoisted with a pull equal to one-seventh the weight 

(plus the overcoming of friction) yet the rate of move- 

ment of the weight is only one-seventh the rate of the 

free or pulling end of the rope. 

+ 

No Race Suicide Here 

Ira Torro McRaye relates that while he was clerk- 

ing in a shoe store in Quebec the following order was 

received from a worthy habitant: 

“Monsieur, please put some shoe on my leetle fam- 

ily, like dis, and send by Sam Jamison, de carrier: 

“One man, Jean St. Jean, thirty-nine year, me; one 

woman, Sophie St. Jean, thirty-eight year, she; Her- 

medes and Leonore, nineteen year; Honore, eighteen 

year; Celena, seventeen year; Narcisse, Octavia and 

Philias, sixteen; Baptiste, fifteen; Celeste, fourteen; 

Philippa, thirteen; Emile and George, twelve ; Babette, 

eleven; Madore, ten; Pierre, nine; Eugene, we lose 

him; Paul, seven; Alphonse, six; Gaston, five; Ar- 

mand, four; Maurice, three; Edouard, two; Muriel, 

one year; Hilare he go barefoot. How much?’—The 

Fra. 

+ 

Folding Monkey Wrench 

Nowadays almost every sort of a tool is made so 

that it can be folded up into a small compass when not 

in use. One of the most useful of these is a folding 

monkey wrench which has been invented by an Indi- 

ana man. This implement is especially convenient for 

plumbers and automobile drivers, but many other peo- 

ple will find it valuable, as it can be dropped into a 

handy pocket or hung upon a nail or any other pro- 

jection that is within easy reach. The wrench has a 

handle which works on a pivot. When not in use the 

handle folds over one side, like the blade of a jack- 

knife, and when the tool is in operation it is opened 

out to its full length. The jaws work by means of a 

screw, as in an ordinary wrench, but this screw has a 

nut mounted upon it which fits into slots on either 

side of the handle. When the handle is open the nut 

keeps it rigid and when it is closed the nut fits into 

the slot on the other side and keeps it closed. At 

the other end of the handle is a ring by which the 

tool may be hung up. 
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Compact Horse and Cow Barn 

PERSPECTIVE AND PLAN OF A WELL-ARRANGED BARN OF PROPER SIZE TO STABLE TEN HORSES 
AND TWELVE COWS 

HIS barn has been designed and arranged at “T would like to know about what size to build a 

the request of one of our subscribers, James E. barn so as to give stables for ten head of horses and 

Weaver, of New London, Ind., to meet certain ten or twelve cattle. It should also have a driveway it 

special needs, as explained in the following letter: so that a load or two of hay could be protected from i} 

ies on c a storm, if such should come up while harvesting. The 7 

7 hay is to be taken up at the end of the barn.” 

This design seems to fulfill all these conditions in a i 

ff very satisfactory way. The barn is 38 feet wide by 

y . 54 feet long. It is intended for a level site—no base- *. 

uy <n) ! ment to be used. A driveway extends straight through 

S ‘. N | the barn and is ceiled over high enough to allow a 14 

| ~*~ (= full load of hay to be handled without difficulty. The ia 
Vv) { 1 ? y 3 

) 2 = ; ceiling over the horse and the cow stalls is not so high. if 

Ny a To suit many locations this design would doubtless 

a M be improved by cutting another doorway in the front, 

7 a -See ee + in line with the passage back of the horse stalls. 

uy Hy Hinged boxes for grain and feed could be arranged | 

~ asia: fil along one side of the driveway. 
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Stews 

Desirable Six-room School 

PERSPECTIVE AND FLOOR PLANS OF A MODERN SIX-ROOM SCHOOL DESIGNED IN COMPACT, ECONOMICAL 
AND CONVENIENT FORM 

HE problem of designing a 6-room_ school 

building that is conveniently arranged and 1s 

at the same time of economical construction and 

without waste space is one that has given architects 

a good deal of thought. To obtain the greatest 

amount of room with the least expense for founda- 

tions, outer walls and roofs, a building of square or 

nearly square plan is desirable. So the problem re- 

solves itself into arranging the three class-rooms on 

each floor, together with necessary hallways and 

stairs, into a desirable square plan 

The accompanying design by Geo. \V. Ashby, archi 

tect, meets all the requirements in a very satisfactory 

way. There are two entrance-ways, with broad stairs 

leading to the central corridor. A small office for the 

principal occupies the strategic position in the corner 

between the stairs. The corresponding space on the 

second floor is put to good use as a library. The 

class-rooms are very well lighted and ventilated. 

The exterior appearance of this school is dignified 

and pleasing. The material to be used is red brick, 

trimmings of stone, and slate roof. 

fe 

Decay in Building Stone 

The causes of decay in building stones are various 
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and depend on the physical structure of the stone, its 

composition and the nature of the surrounding atmos- 

phere. The most destructive agent to which the stone 

is exposed is rain or a moist atmosphere, and also, 

in a minor degree, wind, frost and smoke. The air 

of large towns is usually charged with various dele- 

terious acids; these acids are dissolved by the rain, 

which penetrates the stone in a greater or less degree, 

according to its physical structure, and combines with 

the constituents of the stone, causing it to decay. So 

that any contrivance that will check the admission of 

water will be most likely to succeed in arresting decay. 

ob 

Why We Move - 

Any change in the dollars and cents of life means 

usually that the modern American family will move. 

When we get rich, we move. When poverty threatens, 
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we move. When the land on which our house stands 

rises considerably in value, we move in order to in- 

vest the profits; and when it falls, we move because 

“the tone of the neighborhood is no longer what it 

was.” 

We move for many other reasons. When we marry, 

of course we move. Sometimes we marry in order to 

have a plausible reason for moving; and sometimes, 

when our children marry and go away from home, we 

move “because the old home seems lonely.” Nearly 

every divorce means that two must move. When the 

parents die, the children move. As the family grows 

in number, we move into a larger house in order to 

have more room; and, when we can, we move into a 

better neighborhood in order to give the children social 

advantages. When unwelcome faces appear upon our 

street, we move; and when our friends move away, we 

move. When the landlord raises the rent or refuses 

to make repairs, we move. 

Almost any event is a good enough reason for an 

American family to move. Some of us own two or 

three different homes, in city, in country and by the 

sea; and thereby have an assurance of the delight of 

moving several times a year. And some of us live in 

hotels or in boarding houses in order to be “foot-free” 

to come and go as we will. 

ote - 

One Way of Breaking an Emery, Wheel 

Some time ago the writer, for the first time in his 

experience, broke an emery wheel when it was run- 

ning—indeed, it seemed that, to quote the small boy, 

it broke itself. As no sort of maltreatment was in 

evidence, as one of the flying pieces brought into the 

visual field of the operator more stars than a 26-inch 

telescope could bring, and as the wheel was made by 

a firm whose wheels the said operator had not used 

before; such pieces as could be found were carefully 
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boxed and sent to the said firm of makers, with a letter 

which would not make good Sunday reading. 

The sentiments expressed in the letter were rigidly 

adhered to until, some time later, another wheel broke 

in practically the same manner. As this one was made 

by one of the old and tried firms (perhaps the fact that 

none of the pieces made personal contact tended to a 

more judicial frame of mind) a more careful investi- 

gation was made. It was found that the wheel usually 

hung, when not in use, back of the machine, where the 

oil thrown from the bearing made a streak across it, 

directly through the center. The primary break was 

directly along the oily streak. As it happened in the 

latter case—doubless in the former, too—the wheel 

had been hanging in one position while the machine, 

with another wheel on, had been considerably used. 

While the writer is not prepared to positively assert 

that the oily streak was the cause of breakage, there 

was no other cause in evidence; and these were the 

only breakages in twenty-seven years’ experience. 
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VALUABLE ADVICE AND 

HE difficulties and perplexities which one man 

meets in connection with his work are apt to 

occur to another man, and therefore, the writer 

may be pardoned in taking as the ‘text’ for this arti- 

cle, some of the problems that have arisen in connec- 

tion with painting and decorating work that has come 

tinder the charge of readers of the AMERICAN CARPEN- 

TER AND BurLper. Here, for example, is a contractor 

and builder of Rush City, Minn., who has been told 

by one of his customers that in Chicago calcimining 

is very successfully done over wall paper and asks how 

this is done. 

Calcimining Over Wall Paper 

In the first place, this is not good practice, as all 

walls should be washed off to the bare plaster before 

being re-papered or re-calcimined, as a sanitary pre- 

caution. Underneath the paper is a layer of paste and 

probably of glue size, also; and when these vegetable 

and animal substances are buried beneath several ad- 

ditional layers of paper or calcimine, they form ex- 

cellent breeding places for germs and bacilli of all 

kinds. A layer of dirty wall paper, perhaps laden 

with the spores of some disease, is none the less dirty 

and dangerous because covered up with calcimine or 

a new thickness of paper. Moreover, calcimine is 

made with glue, which in time decays, as all animal 

substances will, and sanitary precaution would require 

that it should be washed off before a new layer of 

calcimine takes its place. Some of the prepared calci- 

mines or cold water paints are made with vegetable 

glue and others with casein—the cheese part of milk- 

as a binder, and no matter how permanent and sani- 

tary the lime base may be, this binder will eventually 

decay. 

Again, it is very difficult in calcimining over wall 

paper to prevent the pattern of the paper from strik- 

ing through. This is especially the case in a paper 

where strong red is used either as a printed back- 

ground on white paper, or where red flowers or orna- 

ments form a part of the design. Most wall paper 

manufacturers employ, especially in the cheaper grades 

Edward Hurst Brown 

Practical Questions Answered 

SUGGESTIONS ‘AT THE REQUEST OF SUBSCRIB- 
ERS ABOUT PAINTING, DECORATING AND WOOD FINISHING 

of wall papers, a class of aniline red colors, known as 

para reds, which are reasonably permanent and of 

rich and beautiful color tone, but which have an un- 

fortunate tendency to “bleed” through any subse- 

quent coverings of paint, calcimine or wall paper. 

The best method of preventing this, or at least of par- 

tially preventing it, is to give the wall paper a coat 

a “‘sat- of alum size, made by mixing melted alum 

urated solution,” or as much alum as the water will 

dissolve—in warm glue size. This gives a crystalline 

or glossy surface which stops suction to some extent, 

and permits the calcimine or water paint to flow over 

the surface more freely. Two coats of this alum size 

should be given. 

The surface of the wall paper should be carefully 

examined before sizing, in order to see that there are 

no loose places and that the paper is firmly adhering 

to the wall. It would be worse than foliy to attempt 

to calcimine over old, loose wall paper, because the 

moisture in the calcimine would tend to still further 

loosen it up and you would have your labor in vain. 

Indeed, in most cases, the saving effected by calci 

mining over old wall paper is so small as not to make 

it worth while. 

The experienced painter, of the old school, prefers 

to make his own calcimine from whiting and glue 

water, tinted with colors ground in water—known as 

distemper colors. Great care must be taken to get 

the proper proportion of glue or the calcimine will 

crack and peel, and in summer ice must be used in 

order to produce the proper condition in the material. 

Very few journeymen painters, today, are able to mix 

a pail of calcimine, and the trade has therefore, very 

generally adopted the use of ready-prepared calci- 

mines, put up in powdered form, and made ready for 

use by the addition of cold or boiling water, as the 

case may be. These materials are, to all intents and 

purposes, calcimine, being made from Paris white or 

whiting, with the requisite binding material, having 

the nature of glue. They are ready tinted, and more- 

over are much easier applied than ordinary calcimine, 
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which has a tendency to show laps, unless brushed on 

with the greatest smoothness, constantly keeping a 

wet or flowing edge. 

Natural Finish for Trim and Floors 

A house having yellow pine trim and birch doors 

was to be finished in the natural wood, and the builder, 

Tom Dekoster, of Hull, Iowa, wished to know how 

rive Pal this should be done. The best way would be to 

a first coat of shellac and follow this with two coats of 

a good brand of interior varnish. It is against our 

policy to recommend special brands, but we might say 

that there is practically no difference in quality be 

tween the interior varnishes or interior wood finishes 

made by any of the leading varnish manufacturers. 

These goods sell at an average list price of two dol- 

lars and a half a gallon, with the customary discount 

when purchased in case lots of twelve gallons. As it 

requires a special knack to apply shellac without show- 

ing laps, owing to the rapid drying of the denatured 

alcohol with which shellac is usually cut, many paint- 

ers prefer to use three coats of varnish. The result 

is equally good, but an ordinary oil varnish will darken 

yellow pine to a certain extent, the color gradually 

deepening as time passes. This, however, is not ob- 

jected to by many people. 

For a cheaper finish a coat of a good quality of 

liquid filler may be followed by two coats of varnish. 

But the cheap liquid fillers that are nothing more than 

rosin varnish mixed with a little pigment base should 

be avoided. 

As a finish for an oak or maple floor, a good floor 

varnish, and there are many of them on the market, 

will be very satisfactory, provided it is properly pro- 

tected from hard wear by rugs and is taken care of 

by occasional rubbing with a good quality of polishing 

oil, or a floor oil, afterward wiping off with a dry 

woolen cloth. Milk may also be used for keeping a 

varnished floor in good condition. Of course, very 

little of either should be used. A maple floor, being 

close-grained, does not need a filler before varnishing, 

but an oak floor, having an open grain, needs to be 

first properly filled with a silex paste filler. This 

should be thinned to the consistency of stout varnish 

with pure turpentine, and applied with a suitable brush 

to a stretch of four or five boards wide by the length 

of the room. In from ten to twenty minutes, it will 

be set sufficiently to rub it across the grain of the 

wood with a bunch of tow, or excelsior, or a piece of 

burlap to remove the surplus filler from the surface, 

afterward wiping it with a soft rag. The floor should 

then be allowed to remain at least twenty-four hours 

before varnishing. 

For a dwelling house, the most satisfactory finish, 

over the paste filler, for a hardwood floor, is, to give 

two thin coats of shellac, followed by prepared floor 

wax, brought to a polish by means of a weighted brush. 

This can always be kept in good condition by re-pol- 

ishing g, using a little additional wax when necessary. 

If the wax surface becomes dirty, it can be removed 

down to the shellac by means of turpentine, and a new 

wax surface can then be given. Avoid using too much 

wax. 

Something About Stains 

A California subscriber, G. S. Smith, of Berkeley, 

wants to prepare a stain for Oregon pine, whica ly 

wishes to make from color ground in japan and lin 

seed oil, saying that the prepared stains he buys set 

up so quick he cannot wipe off the surplus. He wishes 

a stain that will enable him to bring out the beauty of 

the grain by wiping it off from the hard parts. He 

would find that a stain made as he suggests would 

have the same property of quick setting. Instead of 

using color ground in japan, he would get better re 

sults by using color in oil, thinned with equal portions 

boiled linseed oil, best brown japan and turpentine. 

Apply the stain, then wipe to bring out the grain, and 

after allowing it to become thoroughly dry, finish with 

two coats of shellac or of varnish as desired 

Colors ground in japan are used in the preparation 

of varnish stains, employed by amateurs for staining 

and varnishing in one operation, but these stains are 

not ordinarily used to any extent by practical painters. 

Painting a Bungalow 

The owner of a bungalow at Convent, La.. wants 

to paint it brown with white trim, and de- 

sires to know how to do this so as to. get 

the best effect. As a rule, the object of 

present-day color treatments is to give breadth of 

color, and to avoid accenting minor details by pick- 

ing them out in contrasting colors. The safe rule to 

follow in case of a house of this kind, would be to 

paint everything that might properly be termed the 

body in brown. for example, if siding is used as a 

covering, then all the siding should be brown and 

everything else white. Or, if the sides are shingled, 

the same rule would apply, the shingles being painted 

or stained brown, and everything else white, including 

corner boards, cornices, balconies, porches with their 

accompanying railings, lattices, etc.; window frames 

and sash; front and other outside doors, dormers and 

everything that cannot be considered the structural 

body of the building. Outside blinds, in such a color 

treatment might be painted like the body or like the 

trim, but a preferable treatment would be to use either 

a bronze green or a bottle green. The same color 

might be used for the sash, but the writer considers 

it preferable to follow the trim color. For the roof, 

the shingles would look very well if stained a moss 

green. 

+ 

A Safe Guess 

Ellerton—I would like to know where all the bright 

girls.of the past are. 

Bronson—I should say that some of them are ad- 

ministering cautious doses of paregoric to the bright 

girls of the future. 
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To the Editor: 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER [May 

CORRES RONDENCE 

Practical Articles Wanted 
Toronto, Ont. 

Being a reader of your valued paper since its first year, I 
would like to see some practical articles illustrated on church 
or theater construction; what I want is the best method of 

constructing the balconies, how to finish, etc. 
I would like to see both wood and steel construction, as we 

are about to attempt something in that line, and I would like 

to see something in your paper on the subject. 
I might say that I have learned a great deal out of your 

paper, and have confidence in it, seeing that I am a paid-up 
subscriber till September, 1gro. J. J. HELttne. 

+ 

A Good Drawing Table 
To the Editor: Lisbon, N. D. 

As an answer to query of Mr. Joseph F. Kucera, of 
Prague, Neb., in the April, 1909, issue of the AMERICAN Car- 
PENTER AND BUILDER, how to make a drawing table, I inclose 
herewith a sketch of one that I made for myself some eight 
or ten years ago. I have used it a good deal and believe it 
is as good today as it was when new; and I have not seen 
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any other cheap make that I thought was any better. 
The two legs are mortised and glued together and they in 

turn are held together with crosspieces which are mortised 

through the legs and held in place with wedges. This makes 
it strong and steady. The table is made of 1%-inch soft 
pine, glued together of 2-inch strips, the grain being re- 
versed. The two ends are ploughed out and a hardwood 

piece glued in to make a smooth edge for the T-square. The 
bottom of table has '%-inch creases ploughed in it to pre- 
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vent warping. The hardwood cleats under table are put on 
with three screws each, for each end of the cleats; round- 

headed screws and slotted washers are used to prevent 
splitting when the table shrinks. The hardwood brackets at- 
taching the legs to the table are fastened to the cleats with 
wood screws. The brackets attaching the adjustable braces 
to the table are made of 134-inch material and ploughed out 
in the center for the brace to fit in and a pin put through 
for the brace to hinge on. Outside of the top the whole thing 
is made of hardwood, and is strong. The top can be tilted 
to any angle desired, or it could be folded together when not 
in use. 

This is free if it is worth picking up, but if it is not worth 

picking up it wouldn’t cost anything anyway. 
M. H. Severson. 

ob 

Length and Cuts of Rafters for Square Roof 

To the Editor: Sharpburg, Iowa. 
I would like to have some one give a rule for cutting, also 

for finding the length of a main common rafter on a square 
roof. Say the rafters are cut on 12 and 10. What would be 
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the length of the common and hip rafters? M. E. Brown. 
Answer: The seat and plumb cuts would be on 12 and Io, 

of course. The 12 side giving the seat and 10 the plumb cut. 
For the seat cut of hip or valley substitute 17 for 12, because 

that is the length of the diagonal of 12 and 12, and proceed 
as for the common rafter. 

As for finding the lengths, place the square at 12 and 10 
on the rafter and run it as many times as there are feet in 

the run, and the length will be obtained for the common 
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rafter. If there happens to be a fraction in the run the extra 
length will take care of itself by measuring square out from 
a plumb line of the last placing of the square. Proceed in 

like manner for the hip or valley, using 17 and 12 on the 
square, and run as many times as for the common rafter. 
To find the fractional length to correspond with that of the 

common rafter, measure square out the diagonal amount of 

the fraction and the corresponding length for the hip or val- 
ley will be obtained. 

By referring to page 427 of the January issue of this maga- 
zine, you will find an illustrated article fully covering this 

subject, applying to any pitch, as the principle applies to all 
alike. 

The great trouble with would-be learners is that they do 
not study or master the principle involved, so as to be able 
to apply it when the occasion demands a change in the size 
or pitch of the roof. A. W. Woobs. 

+ 

The Pyramid Problem 

To the Editor: Edmonds, Wash. 
Mr. Editor, what constitutes a “sticker”? Should the 

hexagonal pyramid class as such? But here is the way we 
used to do it on the Minnesota prairies. If diameters be 
drawn, as B FI, the base of the pyramid is divided into six 

equilateral triangles, 6 feet on a side. Draw D C and D A 
perpendicular to B E, then: 

2 
Cc D*=C B*— BD*=6* 3*=36—9=27 
AC?4+CD2=A D?= 1444 27=171 and A D=,/171= 13.07 

6 X 13.07 _ 
? Z 

Lateral area of pyramid=6 X 39.21=235.26 square feet, answer. 

Area ABE= 39.21 square feet 

Here is another; pass it along: 

How many cylindrical cans 1 foot in diameter and 2 feet 
in depth can be stored in a room 12 feet square and 8 feet 

high ? FRANKLIN H. Bassett. 

Other Solutions 

Peter C. Boddorff, of Miconisco, Pa., by a similar process, 
finds the required area to be 235.368 square feet. 

C. R. Snedeker, of Lodi, Ohio, agrees that it is 235.368 
square feet. 

Don McPherson, because of a wrong slant height, makes 
it 222.642 square feet. 

Clarence C. Bennett, Santa Paula, Cal., also makes a mis- 
take in regard to the slant height. His answer is 241.49 
square feet. 

J. R. Montague, Niagara Falls, Ont., writes that he knows 
no way to get the half-base except by measuring to scale. 

Using this method he makes the answer 235.36 square feet. 
G. Jenkins, Ilion, N. Y., finds the area to be 236.27 square 

feet. 
Harry A. Lovett, Harrington, Me., says 235.44 square feet. 
Reed H. Deming, New Milford, Ohio, makes it 235.368 

square feet. 

+ 

The **Cow”’ Problem Again 

To the Editor: Springfield; III. 

Here is a solution to Mr. Liffingwell’s real “sticker.” The 
problem is not difficult if you apply higher mathematics, and 
I am much in favor of their use. I will not agree, how- 
ever, to solve all the “stickers.” 

(Editor’s Note: A very carefully worked out solution 
follows, trigonometry being used. The answer is 30,204.2 
square feet, which—from the number who have agreed upon 
it—seems to be correct.) 

This problem has very little interest in it for the carpen- 
ter unless he is able to own a cow and a small plat of 
ground and he does not wish his cow to be troublesome to 
his neighbor. I own neither, but somehow I like to solve 
some of these stickers. 

I would like also to state that too much is expected of 

school teachers, as by far the majority of them are never 
required to do anything in the higher mathematics. 

I know one who, when required to find the number of 
yards of plastering in a room, completely filled the room 
with plaster and then maintained she was correct. But she 
was an exception to the rule. Let’s be patient with them 
and not require too much J. W. TRAFZER 

A **Quantitative’’ Method 

To the Editor: Zion City, IIL. 
It is assumed that the rope is so tied to the cow that she 

can graze just 100 feet from the corner of the barn; other- 
wise, the problem cannot be solved without more data. 

(Note: A complete solution follows along approved mathe- 
matical lines, the amount of grazing ground for the cow 

being found to be 30,294.275 square feet. Another very 
unique solution accompanied this first; it is given in full 
below. ) 

On a sheet of paper of uniform thickness and weight 
(ledger bond in this case) I draw the square A B C D with 

sides equal 1 inch, and produce A B and A D, making A E 
and A F each 4 inches. Draw the circle E F O with center 

A and radius A E, equal 4 inches. Then with centers B and 
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D and radius B F and D E, equal 3 inches, draw the arcs 

EG, F G. I then cut out the circle carefully and weigh it 
upon a balance which will weigh 1/20 milligram. Then cut 

out the square A B C D and the part enclosed by the quarter 
The remaining’ fig- 

the cow. Of 
circumference FE F and the two ares. 

LETTS ke EER ETERS ween ure represents the ground grazed over by 
course, in this drawing, I inch represented 25 feet. 

The respective weights of the circle and figure grazed 

over were 3.853 and 3.716 grams 
The area of the circle, as in first solution is 31,416 square 

feet hen, 
Weight of circle weight of figure grazed over :: area 

of circle: area of figure; or, 3.853 : 3.716 31,4160 : answer. 
Solving the proportion we get 30,294.348 square feet, which 

is remarkably close to the result of the first method. 
in this method there must be extreme accuracy in drawing 

i and cutting the pattern, and careful weighing on an accurate 
balance R. H. Harper. 

i 

By Simple Mathematics 

lo the Editor: Rockville, Conn. 
Anent your problem of the cow and the grazing lot, here 

is a solution based on principles of measurements found in 

the text-books of the common schools, except two, viz.: that 

of finding the length of the arc of a sector and that of ftind- 
ing the area of a sector; the rules for these I found in a 

very old text-book on mensuration, as follows: 
From 8 times the chord of half the are subtract ; First 

i the chord of the whole arc; one-third of the remainder will 

7. be the length of the are. 
bs Second. To find the are of a sector. Multiply one-half 

the length of the arc by the radius of the circle; the product 
f will be the area. 
j Working the problem by these rules | iind: Three-fourths 

of the circle equals 23,562; area of two sectors equals 
5.758.285; two triangles between the sectors equal 975.95; 

total area over which the cow can graze equals 30,296.235. 

W. J. TEMPLETON. OP cam Reape 

Others 

H. W. Stevers, of Roseland, La., finds that the cow can 

get at 20,625.2 square feet of pasture. 
E. B. Gillespie, Birmingham, Mich., says 28,988 square feet. 
Harry A. Lovett, Harrington, Me., points out two mistakes 

in Mr. Collier’s solution as published last month. With 

GER 8" fee 

these corrections made he says the answer will come out 

30,294.3 square feet. 
Franklin H. Basset, Edmonds, Wash., finds the same errors 

in Mr. Collier’s solution and makes the result 30,293.6. 
W. N. Collier, Santa Rosa, Cal., submits another elaborate 

solution correcting that of last month. He carries decimals 
to five and six places, and finds 30,461.02 square feet for the 

answer. 
Jac. Gerend, Milwaukee, Wis., says 30,428.5 square feet 

i J. R. Montague, of Niagara Falls, Ont., writes that he 
: takes much interest in working the problems. His verdict 

concerning the cow and her feed 1s 29,265.7 square feet. 

+ 

Problem for Timbermen 

Harrington, Me. 

a “sticker,” which is this: On the water's 
To the Editor: 

I’m sending 
edge of a stream 50 feet wide there is a tree 100 feet high. 
How high up will the tree break. and bend over (not fall- 
ing off stump) so that its top just reaches the opposite bank ? 

Harry A. Lovett. 

ot 

A Warlike ‘‘Sticker’’ 

To the Editor: Fountain, Col. 
I am an old subscriber to the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND 

ers! We all like to crack nuts. 

| May ER AND BUILDER 

Buitper, and will say it is the most helpful journal there is 

for the carpenter and mechanic. 
The sticker column is all right—keep them coming broth- 

Here is ene that is not very 

hard to crack, but has caused many an undecided argument : 
A cannon is able to throw a ball 60 miles a minute; at the 

same time or second the cannon is discharged it is drawn 

backwards 60 miles a minute. How far from the cannon will 
the ball be after 1 hour’s time, and how far will each be from 

where the cannon was discharged? 

Let us have your idea on the subject. 
L. E. BruNDAGE 

as 

Board Trimming Problem 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
A carpenter had a square piece 

lo the Editor: 
Here is another “sticker”: 

of board from which he cut off 1-inch all around. 

ured the board again and found out that he had cut off as 

Hlow many square inches 

He meas- 

many square inches as he had left. 

off ? Jac. GoreNp. 

+ 

How to Join Members of Cornice 

Smithland, Ky. 

did he cut 

To the Editor: 
Would you kindly tell me with illustrations in your paper 

the proper method of constructing and connecting cornice on 

a frame house where the end and side of the house are on a 

line. J. A. THompson. 
Answer: It is presumed that the question has reference 

to a house with a side gable where it is desired to have the 

fascia mold member with a like mold of the raking cornice of 

the main roof. If so, we will say that it cannot be done, 
because the mold on the fascia of the gable is resting on a 
plumb backing while that on the raking cornice is at right 
angles to the pitch of the roof. Consequently, they cannot 
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directly member without making a return connecting the two. 

This can be very small, just enough to fill the inverted V- 
shape gap, where the top edge of the two are on a line, or 

it may be gotten over by letting the gable extend a few inches 
so as to purposely make the return longer and thereby destroy 
what otherwise may seem to be a blunder on the part of the 

workmen. The accompanying elevation and plan we trust 
will illustrate the point in question 

However, there is another point in connection with a roof 

of this kind that we wish to call attention to, and that is 
the cut on the plancher of the gable to member with that of 

the raking cornice. We have seen carpenters who could 
readily frame a hip and valley roof, but when they came to 
make the above cuts, were puzzled to know how to apply the 

square. 
The trouble is in this, as in most all other framing prob- 
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lems, they did ict stop to think. We make haste sometimes 
by going slow, and this is one of the times. 

Now, let us stop and think. To begin with, the plancher 

of the gable lies in exactly the same position as the jack 
rafter. Consequently, the figures that give the plumb and 

side cut of the jack will give the cuts for the plancher, but 
are reversed; that is, the plumb cut becomes the edge cut 

and the side cut becomes the face cut across the board. As 
for the cuts of the raking plancher, it lies in exactly the same 
position as the roof board just above it, consequently the same 

figures that are used for the roof boards will give the cuts for 
the plancher EDITOR 

+ 

How to Build a Log House 

To the Editor: 

In certain localities, it is necessary to erect barns and out 

Fossum, Minn 

houses, and even temporary dwellings of logs, and there are 

several ways to proceed. 

The dovetail cut is mostly used for dwellings, as it has a 
tendency to hold corners together better than the straight cut, 
and then the corners may be made straight and even, to allow 

the nailing on of wide corner boards to cover the end wood 

of logs, which usually crack, take in water and rot. 

It does not pay to put siding on a log house; it protects 
the logs from the weather but makes the building colder, be- 

cause the plastering loosens and you cannot get at it to 

plaster again; and so it is only the siding to keep out the 
cold, except what is on the inside of the logs; this you can 
get at until vou wainscot or plaster it on lath. The reason 

plastering loosens is that a log house never gets through 
settling—never; so it presses the mortar away from the logs. 
For keeping out the rain, the round log is best. If logs are 
hewn, or sawed flat, the rain drives through easily. 

Cuts “a. a. a.” show how to measure bevel of dovetail cut 

on a round log. Use a divider and measure at “a. a. a.” all 
same height, at both ends of log, so as to get the drop the 

same at each end. It is well to use butt and small ends of 

logs alternately, unless very even of thickness at both ends 
When crooked—and they often are—turn crook up when pos- 

sible, unless log should fit the under one better by turning 

crook down. If too crooked, it can be straightened somewhat 
by sawing up into log, which will let it down some. Do not 

turn bends of logs out and in. It makes a crooked wall and 
is much more liable to spring out of shape. Some use logs 

in the gable, whether roof is to be shingled or not; others use 

boards, nailed up and down on outside of rafters and of logs. 
In places where shingles are not to be had, a roof of flat 
pitch is used. Run a log or two parallel with ridge and side 
wall; counting ridge as one log, and one or two on each side 
between ridge and wall, we have three to five logs, according 

to width of building, to carry the roof. This is made of poles 
laid up and down with a cross piece fastened on top of these 
at the bottom ends to hold against the sod, which covers the 

slough grass or birch bark under coat. After sod is put on, 
it is covered with clay to keep out the water. These roofs 
will hold out an ordinary shower; but when they do leak, 

they may keep on a day or two after the rain is over. 

“b” shows one way to fasten logs at door and window 

openings by putting in a short dovetailed block between them, 
fitted to lower log and hollowed out to receive the next upper 
one. This way is just as easy as to bore holes, as in “c,” for 

114 or 2 inch oak dowels. 
\nother way is to make an oak strip like a 2-inch 

square continuous dowel, fitted at “e,” the bottom log; also 

at “f,” the one above door or window. It is quite a little 
more work, because you have to make sort of an open end 

mortise through each log and slip them in onto the stick; 

Enp View 

but you get a straight wall. In making jambs, do not have 

them as tall as the door opening, because the log above the 
door will keep sagging and cause jamb to spring crooked. 
Use 2 by 6 inch for door jambs. In “chinking” or filling 
cracks between logs, do not drive “chinks” too tight; better 

to use an 8-penny nail here and there. The log-hook, or dog, 
to hold log from turning, is made of 5<-inch iron about 18 
inches long with flattened ends, one in line with bend, the 
other across. This can be made simpler than the one shown 
in drawing. 
Two men usually are needed, one at each end of log, to 

do the fitting. Sometimes the logs are let down so as to ride 
on some knot, or hump. They should not do this; cut off 
projections. 

Barn log style is best for outbuildings; it is easier to fit, and 
sheds water better than the other kind. Short ends are left 

outside of cuts, to hold logs together. If made very long, 
they are very handy to run against A. O. STEIN 

+ 

Repainting an Old House 

To the Editor: Cosby, Mo 

I have a house I want to repaint; the paint has about all 
perished and the house is very dry. I am going to follow 
your Mr. Edward Hurst Brown’s instructions for painting a 

house in the above named condition; he says, first give it a 
coat of raw linseed oil, with the proper amount of turpentine 
and japan driers added. Now what I want to know is, after 

this is done, how best to apply the following two coats of 
paint. Should the first coat of paint be well thinned with oil 
or should it be put on about as furnished? (I intend using 
a good brand of ready-mixed paint. ) H. M. Tuomas. 

Answer: In painting this house, the first thing is to get 

the old paint off, as much as possible, either by scraping, if it 
is scaly, or by using wire brushes. Next give a coat of oil 
over the entire surface. The proper proportions for this oil 
coat would be 4 gallons pure raw linseed oil, t gallon of tur- 
pentine, and about a pint of the best liquid drier, or just 
enough driers to set it nicely, depending on the weather con- 
ditions. If any old scaling paint remains on the surface after 
this oiling, it should be scraped off before the priming is ap- 
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plied. In any case, the oil coat must be allowed to dry 

thoroughly before the first coat of paint is put on. Whether 
the ready-mixed paint should be used just as put up or 

thinned will depend very much upon the brand chosen, some 
mixed paints being made so stout that thinning is invariably 

required, while others are so thin that they will scarcely 

stand any further thinning. In general, however, over an 
oil coat, the first coat of the paint should be thinned by the 

addition of from 1 quart to 3 pints of pure turpentine to the 
gallon of paint, or enough to make the paint dry nearly flat, 
or with an egg-shell gloss, the paint being well brushed out. 

The last coat should be used just as it comes from the cans, 
or if any thinning be required in order to make the paint 
spread properly, use only just enough pure raw linseed oil. 

Epwarp Hurst Brown. 

ob 

How to Build a Lumber Shed 

To the Editor: Convent, La. 
I send you herewith drawings for lumber shed requested by 

you for the benefit of Mr. Baysore or others interested. From 
the cross sections you will see its make-up. I built this 
style for the J. C. Rives Cypress Lumber Company; its ar- 
rangement on the front is similar to the shelving in a store. 

Emas keear boarded 

Von Sheathed Solid for ypoper 

doing a good job, for the rougher the surface the tighter the 
plastering will adhere to it. All the mortar joints should be 
cut out, using a granite point or a regular hand drill hammer, 
the cutting to be from % to % inch in depth. After this is 
done the wall should be thoroughly cleaned, using a coarse 

fiber brush and water. If the wall has been painted, as much 
of the paint should be removed as possible. The wall is then 

ready for the plaster. 
First apply a thin “scratch” coat. This is made up just the 

same as for ordinary interior plastering, except that a little 
Portland cement should be added and the quantity of hair 
used should be reduced about one-half. Score or scratch the 
surface of this coat when it is partly dry. 

Next apply the “browning” coat. This contains more of 
the cement and less of the hair mortar. This coat should be 
applied carefully, laid on with even thickness, all corners and 
returns being shaped up square and true. When this coat is 
set enough so that it cannot be indented with the finger the 
finishing coat should be applied. This may be sand finish, 
pebble dash, slap dash, etc., just as desired; and its applica- 
tion is just the same as for any kind of outside plaster work. 
The total thickness of the three coats should be about 1 inch. 

The cost for plastering over old brick walls is usually fig- 
ured at from $1.25 to $1.75 per square yard. This would in- 
clude the work of erecting scaffolding, cleaning out mortar 
joints, roughening, the washing of walls, etc. The cost, how- 
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The stalls are partitioned off to suit the stock. This shed 

can be built 100 to 200 feet long, depending upon the amount 
of stock you intend to keep on hand. Each pocket should be 

tagged A Ixt2x12, B 1x8x16, C, etc. Also molding department 

as No. 8066—14 feet lengths, 10, 12, etc. 
An important feature of this shed you can see is the drive- 

way giving access to your entire stock. B. P. TurEAvD. 

+ 

Stucco Work Over Old Brick 
To the Editor: Upland, Ind. 

Being a charter member of your valuable paper, I take the 
privilege of asking your advice concerning some stucco work 

I have to do. I have a 2-story brick building to plaster on 

the outside with cement. Most of the bricks are very soft 
and badly eaten out, but the mortar joints are in good shape. 

Can this be done with any certainty of standing? If so, will 
you please give me the specification for such work and the 

average cost of same. H. R. MILeEs. 
Answer: It is entirely feasible to plaster old brick walls, but 

great care must be used if it is to be a satisfactory, permanent 
job. The fact that the surface of the brick is badly eaten will 
do no harm; in fact, it ought to be to your advantage in 

mockers made ro surit—- Soy P-si de Nas Rpockers 

Con beused Lor Heaney s\uii- B side. Base, Wida ele. yockers 

ever, would of course depend on the experience of the men 
employed and the local cost of materials. EpITor. 

+ 

How to Frame Hood Rafters 

To the Editor: Barnes, Kan. 
As I have had some difficulty in cutting hood arms, I am 

writing you for information. Take a barn 20 feet wide with 
12 and 10 pitch. I wish to build a hood with a 14-foot base 

and 7-foot projection. Please explain the cuts for these 

rafters. C. GULLIAN. 
Answer: The hood arms rest in exactly the same position 

to the common rafter as the hip or valley would in a roof 

of like pitch. The cuts are the same at both ends. Twelve 
and 10 will give the plumb cut (cut on the latter) and 12 and 
1554 will give the cut across the back of the rafter (commonly 

called side cut—cut on the latter). If it is desired to have 
the back of the rafter lie in the plane of the roof, it should 

be backed one way only and the gauge line in this case would 
be 54 inch square down from the edge of a 134-inch rafter. 

If the packing is done before the cuts are made, then 12 and 
155% will give the cuts. Cut on the latter. A. W. Woops. 
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Question for Stair Builders 

To the Editor: New Alexandria, Pa. 
I would like to know what distance should be left from end 

of steps to the joist on second floor, say for an 8-inch newel 

post at foot of step; 6-inch post on platform and 6-inch post 
at head of stairs in order that a person’s hand may slide up 
the rail and not come in contact with the string board around 
the opening. Say for a 3%-inch rail. If the rail is halved 

to the side of the post, it will take more than if cut against it. 
In either case, what distance should be left between the step 
and joist? Also, if a plumb miter be cut on rail to turn to 
post, can the little piece that turns to the post be cut to fit 

the plumb miter on the rail of the same width? This seems 
a simple question, but I would like to hear some of the 
brothers’ opinions on it in the next number. A. C. Brown. 

+ 

Barn Framing 

To the Editor: Pekin, Ind. 
I am sending you my method of framing the center bents 

of a barn. This design is especially adapted to barns having 
flat roofs and having been equipped with hay carriers, as a 

very strong bond is needed in such barns between the purlin 
posts to prevent the excessive weight placed on the top rafters 
by the hay carrier from spreading them apart. The girder 
is also low enough for the loaded hay carrier to pass over it. 

I 

| 
| 

} 
br 

You will note that I do not use a girder between the top 
of the shed post and the purlin; for when the purlins are 
framed as I have described, there is no need of such a girder 

as the rafters will hold the shed post to its place, if it has a 
tie at the bottom and a loft tie up some 8 or 9g feet. Of 
course, where the barn is extremely high, it is well to put 

in this girder. 
I have drawn a section of the purlin post, center girder and 

braces to a large scale to illustrate the method of dovetail 
mortise joint. W. H. Watts. 

How to Construct Pivot Windows 

To the Editor: Trenton, Ohio. 
Mr. Albert Gonne, in the March number, had a sketch of 

a pivot window. I wish to show the readers the way I pivot 
"i 
y / 
VX/) 

= \ Y/) 

the sash, which adds greatly to the appearance. The differ- 
ence is in the sill, which will keep out the storm, and the 
head will stay in better shape. Nothing is too good for the 
subscribers of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUuILDER, of 
which I am one. Georce C. House. 

+ 

Fireplace Construction 

To the Editor: Fitchburg, Mass: 
Will some of your readers give information as to the 

proper construction of a fireplace? What is the proper pro- 
portion of the width to the height; the height to the depth, 
size of throat, flue, etc.? F. O. LittLertevp. 

+ 

To Lay a Tight Barn Floor 

To the Editor: *lorence, Mont. 
Mr. Hinchin’s suggested way to make a tight barn floor 

is probably as good as could be devised if wood alone is 

used; but it is open to the objection that it would be con- 
stantly saturated, and would soon rot out. 
A better way would be to have a concrete floor; and, if it 

seems preferable to have wood for the animals to stand on, 

lay a floor of rough planks, somewhat open, over it. An 
excellent way is to have the concrete floor with an unbroken 
surface, sloping enough to drain to the desired points, and to 
floor the stalls only with plank; leaving cracks wide enough 
so that all liquid would immediately run through to the con- 
crete. W. D. Graves 

ob 

Wanted—A Band Stand 

To the Editor: Reedsburg, Wis 
Will you please insert a cut of a band stand in your valu- 

able paper in the near future, to cost about three hundred 
dollars. Byron RANDALL 
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Which Way Is Right ? 

To the Editor: Stuttgart, Ark. 
I would like to ask a question in regard to hanging screen 

doors. I have had arguments several times over what is the 

right way to hang them. I claim the wire should be on the 
inside, so if there are any flies in the room they are more 

easily chased out, and have no chance to stay in the corners 
of the stiles, projecting the thickness of the door; and I also 

think a fancy screen door looks better from the street, hung 
that way. Let me have the verdict of the readers of the 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER as to which way is right. 
P. J. BUERCKLE. 

A Heavy Timber Barn 

To the Editor: 
I herewith send the renewal for my subscription. I regret 

that I am a few days late and hope that I won’t miss the 
April number. I would not like to miss a single one. It is 

the best building paper ever published. I herewith send you 
a photo of a heavy frame barn. The building is 40 by 54 

feet with 20-foot posts, all mortised and pinned. The posts 

are 8 by 8 inches, and there is no stick lighter than 4 by 6. 

Granville, Iowa. 
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On each corner is a brace mortised in the sill and plate, 6 by 

8, and girders mortised in same. This is the only way to 
brace buildings for these western high winds. The roof is a 
gambrel, the lower rafter having two-third pitch and the 
upper ones one-third pitch B. J. Driers. 

To Put Screen Wire on a Door 

To the Editor: Detroit, Mich. 
In making the frame of a screen door it is well to regulate 

the size of the vertical styles so that they will call for some 
one of the standard widths of wire cloth, and thus avoid cut- 

ting off a selvage and leaving an inferior edge 
Lay the frame on a pair of trestles with a loose board or 

two resting on the same short enough to drop inside to re- 
lieve the sag in the middle of the cloth. Space the cloth by 

putting a temporary tack in each corner. In the middle of 
either end put two adjacent permanent tacks. Go to the 
opposite end, stretch as tight as possible and put in two more. 
Repeat the same for the sides. Next take out the four corner 

tacks. When the corners are free you can get a good hold 

to stretch it, both from the last tack and from the opposite 
side. Put in but a few tacks until you go to the opposite 
side, and carry it on evenly until you get within about half a 
yard of the corner. Then alternate between the style and the 
head until you finish at the corner. It is a job which keeps 

getting easier all of the while. 

‘he upholsterers do nearly all their covering on this prin- 
ciple. I got the idea from them, and pass it on, hoping it may 
be of use to some amateur who sometimes has such jobs at 
his home. LesiuiE EpMIsTon. 

+ 

Concrete Walls and Beams 

To the Editor: Smith Center, Kan 
Will you give me information in regard to construction of 

concrete walls where seven or eight storerooms are to be 

built side by side; wall to be 14 feet high. Can these walls 
be constructed in such a way as not to sweat? Is there any 
way by which I can construct a truss to carry a cement roof 
over these rooms running from 20 feet to 28 feet wide? 

Rost. H. Tracy. 
Answer: Concrete will pass a sweating period, but blocks 

made and left out in the weather are usually safe to use with 

no danger of sweating. However, if coated with a good 
water-proofing paint before plastering, any kind or age of 

blocks can be used with safety. 

A safe beam to carry roof would be 12 inches wide and 
1 inch deep for every foot of span, viz.: for 20-foot span 
make beam 20 inches deep, and for 28-foot span make it 28 
inches deep. These beams should be reinforced with 4 rods 
34-inch diameter 2 inches from bottom and 2 rods 34-inch 
diameter 2 inches below top, and looped every 4 feet with 
14 by 1% inch flat iron bands for the 20-foot beam. Use 6 + 

2 of the rods in bottom and have loops every 3 feet for the 28 
foot span. 

This is a rough estimate. If exact load and construction 
were given there might be a saving of material over these 
SIZes. FreD W. HAGLOCH. 

+> 

A Sand Anchor 

To the Editor: Cape May Point, N. J. 

This very useful contrivance first came to my knowledge 
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when a contractor who had undertaken to move a_ very 

heavily timbered building, about 25 by 50 feet, 2 stories high, 

gave it up. He had the tackle and all necessary appliances, 
but was handicapped for a suitable place to take hold. He 
rigged up a series of backing, as shown in outline below, but 
to no purpose, for the stumps were snatched out, as easily 

as a man will pull up a cornstalk 

When the sand anchor was suggested, it took but about 
fifteen minutes to rig it up, whereas the other arrangement had 
taken at least an hour, showing that in the saving of time 

the anchor will recommend itself. 

Two oak or yellow pine boards, 12 by 1'4 inches thick, and 
3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet in length, were secured together, 
loosely, by means of a I-inch eyebolt and key. On both sides of 

each board were screwed a 14 or 3/16 inch thick plate, about 
4 inches square; a hole being bored through them, and the 

boards, for the eyebolt, which had a loose fit. A pennate, 
consisting of a doubled 34-inch rope, 2 yards in length when 

doubled, was furnished with a cringle or eye at each end, and 

a hook to connect with the eyebolt. The ropes were secured 

to each other at the cringles, and at two points between, 
as indicated in sketch. The hook also was kept from slipping 

out of the eyebolt by wrapping cord around the end after 

the rope was in place. 
A hole, 3 feet deep, was dug in the shape of a cross, and 

the anchor dropped in. The earth was thrown into the hole 
loosely, no attempt being made to pack it ‘This size anchor 
was used in moving a very heavily constructed building, 
which was use for a life-saving station at one time. For 
lighter or heavier work anchors in proportion can be con- 
structed, using wire rope instead of hemp, should the work 
in hand be extra heavy. I. G. BaytLey. 

- 

The Use of the Steel Square 

To the Editor: Hartman, Col 
In the January number, page 427, a question is asked: 

“How to find the cuts of rafters.” There it says, concerning 
the jacks set 16 inches at centers, “Slide square along from 
12 to 16 and the length of rafter covered tells common differ- 

ence.” 
Will same rule work on any pitch? Say for 16 inches, 18 

inches, or two feet? 
To give side cut you take 12 on the tongue and 1354 on 

the blade for the jack. What are the figures for the side cut 
of the hip or valley? Would 17 on the tongue and 18 on the 

blade give it? Please give a rule for side cut of hip and 

valley. J. M. RiIneEpoLiar 
Answer: ‘The questions asked have reference to an illus- 

trated article in which the %4-pitch was taken as an example, 
and is as clear as we know how to put it. The rules stated 
and the principles explained are perfectly general, and can be 

easily applied, and with good success to any other pitch 
And this is the beauty of steel square framing—once you hav 

caught the scheme of it all framing problems can be solved; 
the rules are perfectly general. 
We are glad to answer these simple questions over an 

over again; but that will do little good unless the readers 

stop and think and study 

a 

What Is the Trouble? 
lo the Editor: Lanesville, Mass 

I put a bay window on a house, and after a while it com 
menced to leak. I took off the saddle board and fixed it the 
best I could, and still it leaked. There was a window over 
the middle of the piece, singles come up to the sill; 1 ran the 
zine up in the groove on sill and all along under the clap 
boards. 

If some of the readers would be kind enough to give thei 
version of the trouble in the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND 
BuriLperR, as I know others have had the same trouble, it 
would oblige me and all readers. ALBION KNOWLTON 

a 

To Lay Out a Gas Light Dome 
To the Editor: Detroit, Mich 

I would be pleased if you would give me the dimensions 
of a good-sized hexagon or octagon dome for a dining-room 

gas light. I am a charter member of the AMERICAN CARPEN- 
rER AND ButL_per and consider it the best building paper | 

ever had. WatLter H. DENNERT. 
\nswer: It depends somewhat upon the construction of 

the dome as to what dimension would be most appropriate 

=— Se = 
' 
' 

\ dome in which the diameter of the opening at the top 
is 5 inches, with 24 inches at the base, is a good size. We 
show in the sketch the method of developing the sides of the 

hexagonal dome. The circles were stepped off into eight 
parts, two of them being removed. Enlarging or lessening th« 
circles or the number of parts will change the size and slope 

of the dome. An octagonal dome would be made by stepping 
the circle off into ten parts and removing two 

IrA S. GRIFFITH 
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The T. F. Deck Gravity Level 
Here it is! Another candidate for popular favor in the 

way of a gravity level for the use of building mechanics is 
that which has _ been 
brought out by The T. 
F. Deck Gravity Level 

Company, of Toledo, 
Ohio. This level has 

met with such unprece- 

dented favor with the 
mechanics throughout 
the United States that 
it will be necessary for 

the Deck Gravity Level Company to multiply its manufactur- 
ing capacity many times over that of the preceding year. 

This level is the result of many vears of patient, persistent 
effort by the inventor, Mr. Deck, to perfect a gravity level. 

His leve! will record upon a surface dial, positively, abso- 

lutely and accurately to the most minute fraction of an inch, 
the amount of which anything is out of plumb or level, and 

is the only invention of its kind in the world. 

The arrangement of parts in this level is such as to make 
the level automatically indicate horizontal and vertical posi- 

A FINE LETTER TO BURT 
The Yale & Towne Mfg. Co., Stanford, Conn., 

one of the largest and best known manufacturers 
of locks and hardware in the world, write under 
date of February 18, 1908: 

*"We have to advise that the Burt Ventilators placed on a 
recent addition to our buildings, have given excellent 
satisfaction. Very truly yours, 

Yale & Towne Mfg. Co. 
(Signed) H. Lamborn, Superintendent.’ 

B URT COMBINATION 

SKYLIGHT VENTILATORS 
may be found on a large majority of the most 
important constructions in the country. Their 
design is in accord with the latest ideas of the 
most progressive ventilating and mechanical en- 
gineers. Their construction 1s as thorough and 
honest as a modern factory and skilled mechanics 
can make them. 

Send for our new 96- 
page cutalogue, giving 
fine ith: trations of 
Mills,Shops, Factories | 
and Residences where ¢ 
Burt Ventilators are |> 
in successful use. f 

THE BURT 

MFG. CO. 

500 Main Street 
AKRON, OHIO 

The Largest Man- 
ufacturers of Oil Fil- Glass Top Burt Ventilators are 
ters and Exhaust also made up to and including the 
Heads in the World. 72-inch size. Notice Sliding Sleeve 

Damper. (Patented. ) 
Geo. W. Reed & Co., Montreal, Sole Manufacturers ot 

‘*Burt’’ Ventilators for Canada. 

tions, and the angle of any deviation correctly, without any 

adjusting whatsoever. 

It is simple in construction, and as the name implies, is 
operated by the laws of gravitation, as exemplified in a plumb- 
bob. This plurab-bob, or pendulum, is suspended from a 

shaft or arbor which rotates in three-disk roller bearings, 
journaled in a brass barrel. This arrangement of the pendu- 

lum, arbor and disk roller bearings produces, it is claimed, 
75 per cent more power than is lost by friction. What is 

understood by this is, if one end of a level stock is raised 

one-sixteenth of an inch to the foot, the indicator will in- 

stantly move one-sixteenth of an inch on the graduated dial, 
which is graduated the same as a rule or square. 

Fastened on the shaft, or arbor, is a multiple gear-wheel 
of brass in which are cut one hundred and fifty teeth, so 

accurately spaced as not to vary one-half thousandth of an 

inch. The teeth of this multiple gear-wheel mesh in a pinion, 

and to one end of this pinion staff is attached an indicator, 
which points to the graduations on the dial, showing whether 

the work is level or plumb. A brake is also provided which 

operates upon the shaft in such a manner that by pressing on 

the lock button, which is on top of the level stock, will at 

once stop the pinion staff to which the indicator is attached; 

Give Your 

Shoulders 

FREE PLAY 

Don’t make them sore 
and tired by wearing - 
the old-style rigid- 
back suspenders, 
which tug, strain, and 
chafe with every move 
you make. Get a 
pair of 

President Suspenders 

and learn what rea suspender comfort is. The slid- 
ing cord in the back of President Suspenders (which 
is not found in any other suspender) permits them 
to “give and take” with every motion of the body. 
They rest lightly upon your shoulders and allow you 
perfect freedom of movement. The Extra Heavy 
Weight, made especially for workers, outlasts several 
pairs of ordinary suspenders. Light and medium 
weight for dress wear. Extra lengths for tall men. 
Every pair sold with the maker’s guarantee—satis- 
faction, new pair or money back. If your store- 
keeper cannot supply you, we will, postpaid, upon 
receipt of price, 50c. Get a pair today. 

THEC.A. EDGARTON MFG. CO. 

739 Main Street : : : SHIRLEY, MASS. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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STANDARD—Lock Joint" METAL SHINGLES 

ORNAMENTAL 
EASILY 
APPLIED 

GUARANTEED 
WEATHER 
PROOF 

We can save 
you money on 
CORNICE 
SKYLICHTS 
VENTILATORS 

METAL 
CEILINGS 
ROOFINCS 
SIDINGS 
EAVE 

TROUCH 
CONDUCTOR 

PIPE 

CANTON 

Manufacturing 

Company 

1310 to 1320 

East Second Street 

CANTON 

OHIO 

*THE quality, the price, the ease 
with which it can be laid, the 

fact that it requires no painting, 
its adaptability for any climate, 
have made Amatite ‘‘The Great 
American Ready Roofing.”’ 

We have never stood still un- 
der any belief that Amatite was 
as good as it could be made—or 
‘good enough.’’ Ouraim has al- 
ways been Perfection, and while 
working towards that goal we 
have striven to make Amatite 
leader over all kinds of ready 
roofings. 

Nothing short of that has 
ever satisfied us. 

he qualities which have 
brought such phenomenal suc- 
cess to Amatite are the qualities 
which are peculiar to Amatite 
alone, and these are no secret. 
That which makes Amatite the 

best wearing and most water- 

Mineral Surfaced 
Needs No Painting 

Fire Retardent 
Durable and Lasting 
Anyone Can Lay_It 

ALL YOU NEED IS 
A HAMMER 

proof roofing is the liberal use of 
that time-tested and absolutely 
supreme waterproofing material 
—Coal Tar Pitch. 

Nothing has been discovered 
or made that equals it for keep- 
ing out the water. 

With two layers of coal tar 
itch as the foundation, interlaid 
etween layers of wool felt, we 

add a top finish of real mineral 
matter — a combination for a 
ready roofing that cannot be 
excelled. 

These may scem extravagant 
statements, but we “stand by the 
goods”’ and behind them, and an 
easy way to settle all doubt in 
your mind is to write for a sam- 
ple and test it yourself. 

Any one of the offices men- 
tioned below will gladly send 
a free sample and booklet upon 
request, 

BARRETT MANUFACTURING CO. 
New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston Cincinnati Minneapolis 

Cleveland St.Louis Pittsburg New Orleans Kansas City 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

Corner 

Bar 

No.5 

The 

SMALLEST AND 

MOST DURABLE 

cw GORNER BAR 

AND STORE FRONT CONSTRUCTION 

The demand to-day is for an attractive and efficient “system of 
STORE FRONT CONSTRUCTION.” 

To merit the approval of the ARCHITECT it must be artistic, 
strong, durable. Corner and division Bars must be small and incon- 
spicuous. It must provide for expansion and contraction of glass; supply 
perfect ventilation and drainage; be thoroughly adaptable and 

EASY TO INSTALL 
To meet the requirements of the progressive MERCHANT it must 

afford Maximum display space; keep glass clear from frost and sweat 
during continuous cold weather; give the lowest rate of plate glass insur- 
ance; and increase to the greatest ‘degree the earning power of the show window 

Kawneer Svstez, 

more than satisfies every demand and its power to stimulate business is only 
one of its many points of superiority. It has demonstrated its value to the 
—— world as a positive creative force. 

To the Architect and to the Merchant it is SUPREME. 

Let us supply full information concerning our complete “SYSTEM” 
of Construction. 

Ask for Catalog No. 2 and Price List B. 

KAWNEER MFG CO. 
HOME OFFICE, NILES, MICHIGAN 

BRANCH OFFICES 
Chicago New York Philadelphia Kansas City 
St. Lous Milwaukee Detroit Cincinnati 
Pittsburg Indianapolis Lincoln, Neb. San Francisco 
Spokane Minneapoli Sioux City, Ia. Los Angeles 
London, Ont. Portland Houston Syracuse, N. Y, 
Denver Atlanta Vancouver, B. C, Seattle 

See Ad. in “* Sweets."” Index Pages 650 and 651. 
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.f also by pressing the lock button, and giving the button a 

quarter turn it will lock the movement when not in use. 

4 The point is made so that the movement of this gravity 
+ ° . “ 
} level is fitted into the stock, and securely fastened, so there 

i is no chance of the instrument getting out of adjustment. 
By writing the T. F. Deck Gravity Level Company, Toledo, 

Ohio, and mentioning the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

send you a circular fully describing they will be pleased to 
this practical instrument 

machine, with or without boring table, is especially 

designed for a great variety of operations, such as jointing, 
oF ea Sei 

| 

| Hamilton Universal No. 103 

) 

wee 

CARPENTER | May AND BUILDER 

the floor. The mandrel rests in long heavy boxes and over- 
hangs the front box far enough to carry a head 5 inches long, 
and will take boring bits in the opposite end, being arranged 

for this purpose. 
An adjustable boring table, not shown in the illustration, is 

furnished ‘for the reverse side of machine when so ordered. 
It is well arranged and convenient in operation. 

\ll cutterheads our Universal woodworkers 
also be used on this machine. We furnish a 5-inch triangular 

slotted head, as preferred, adjustable cross- 
16-inch saw, 

used on can 

shear knife or 
cutting, gaining and rippi 

either rip or crosscut with this machine 
For further information and prices on this machine address 

the Bentel & Margedant Company, Hamilton, Ohio, manu- 

ig and one fences, 

OE AUR Rey. SA nip ntact 

as 

et See 

| 
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smoothing, planing out of wind, squaring, beveling, tapering, 

rabbetting, gaining, plowing, cornering, beading, mitering, 

if tenoning, panel raising, hand matching, molding, rip and 

t crosscut sawing, boring, etc. 
not classified among the “Universal woodworkers” 

in the past, it has nevertheless been considered such by many t t 
ot 

Chough 

the great variety of work it is capable of doing. z on account 
;s ; ; ' ; : 
: It is a machine especially designed to meet the wants of 
é . ° e ‘ . 

is those who have a variety of work to do, who cannot put in 
machines for each purpose, and who want a good combined 

machine at small cost. 

It is quickly arranged without material change for rip and 
crogscut sawing, planing, matching, jointing, panel raising, 

tenoning and boring, and a variety of other operations con- 
performed 

is of iron, 5 feet long by 3 feet 
vementlh 

Che tabl wide, and is ad 

justable for height, being raised and lowered in sleeves by 
means of the one hand wheel shown, on the cylindrical ‘slides 

at each end provided, one 

adjustable tables are placed in this large top lwo separate 
which are adjustable to and from the center for either plan 
ing or sawing The full length groove near the edge of the 
table receives the guide bar of the adjustable cross-cutting 
ind gaining frame furnished with the machine, as shown on 

facturers of the well-known “Hamilton line” of woodwork- 

ing machinery. 

Are You Getting What You Pay For ? 

This is the question asked in the little folder of the Badger 
Company, 214-216 Second 

La Crosse, 

and 

Steel Roofing and Corrugating 
street, 

Wis., 

relative 

asked 

to 

of 

corrugat- 

the 

gal- purchase 

vanized 

ed, pressed stand- 

ing seam, roll cap and other formed roofing materials. That 
is, when ordering, for instance, No. 29, are you getting No 
29? Some manufacturers admit that they substitute No. 28 

for it, and when No. 28 is ordered, No. 27 
The little folder that asks this question has some informa- 

tion in it that will help every buyer of galvanized metal, as 
it gives the United States weights, and this will be gladly 

is given. 

sent to anyone who wishes it. 
This company are now occupying their new quarters, which 

are admittedly the largest in the northwest. Their substan- 
tial growth, from a small concern, organized in 1903, to 

their present size, is due solely to the fact that they have 
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¥ 20 Buys ALL THE MATER: EYER : 
: - 

The Chicago House Wrecking Co. is the most wonderful institution in the 
world. We offer you an opportunity to make an enormous saving in the pur 

& : = chase of building material and supplies 
ane of every kind. Read our new 1909 offer : 

carefully. It is something that every | $650 Buys all! the Material 
AN ILLUSTRATION FROM OUR man with an immediate or prospective | ——— to Build This House! 

“BOOK OF PLANS”: building idea must carefully consider 
A modern, up-to-date barn, one of many illustra- We say that, quality considere d, we can 
ted and fully described in our free “Book of ren ones _ tre any 
Plans.” It can be readily constructed by an or- undersell an} concern tn existe nce on any 
pr yet — with the ¢ ae of our — plans lumber or building material needed for 
ind specifications, furnished free of ¢ harge In . ° os 4° 
re erring to this design mention “J F1.’ - construction of any house or building. 

W rite jor jree plan book. 

High-Grade LUMBER at WRECKING PRICES! igh-Grade a | 
a ——— 

We purchased direct from the Mills, at various Forced Sales, thousands oj carloads of high-grade, 
first-class, brand new lumber. We bought it at sacrifice prices and we are offering it for sale 
ata reasonable margin of profit. This is an opportunity of a lifetime to buy the very best 
Lumber manufactured at prices less than the dealer or jobber can ordinarily buy it for. Don't 
delay a single moment. Even if you have no immediate need for lumber, the time to buy is 
to-day when our low prices are ci uling on you for action. You will never again be able to 
buy lumber at such low prices as we offer. 

As to quality, rest assured nothing better is manufactured. Don’t listen to what unscrupulous 
dealers may tell you. Our material is guaranteed to be clean, new, fresh lumber—-not wrecked 
material in < any sense of the word—just as good as you cz an buy anywhere and it is sold under This is an EXACT PHOTOGRAPH of our won- 
a positive, binding guarantee that protects you, absolutely. derful $650 home. That means we wili furnish 

We don’t ask for money in advance. You can buy without sending one cent of money with you all the Lumber and Building: Material need- 
your order. All we require is a guarantee as to your responsibility. Money refunded if ma- ed to construct it and it'll all be new, first-class, 
terial is contrary to our representation. We have a capital stock and surplus of over $1,000,- J up-to-date material. Write for our “Book of 
000.00. We refer you to any bank or banker anywhere. Or you can write direct to the which Rm. eo — cnnetty i 
Great Stock Yards Bank, The Drovers Deposit National Bank of Chicago. eis j ‘J FG.” This is only one of many ‘other éeane 

We can furnish you with every single thing required for the construction of a building of shown in our grand “Book of Plans.’ If you 
any kind. That means the Lumber, the Sash, Doors, and Millwork, and Nails, the Roofing have any future idea of building, you must write 
Material, the Plumbing and the Heating Apparatus, Structural Iron, your Paint, and even for a copy at once. It gives valuable suggestions 
your Furniture and Household Goods with which to furnish the building. Just think what 
that means to you—an opportunity to buy every single thing and at a saving of anywhere 
from 30 to 60 per cent. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Fill out coupon in lower left-hand corner and mail it to us to-day— now. 

’ 4 
Note the Prices! SEND US YOUR Note the Prices! 
aa Godin tab es Tea LUMBER BILL FOR OUR ESTIMATE! |=... 30.36 
— a Piotr tas Ss ae ; =i Pine ; - $20.00 We urge you to send us your carpenter’s bill for ourestimate. Have him Fer ee 

Studding—2x4-14 Sized 17.00 make up a list of every single item you will need and send it on to us for Hot Bed Sash 1.55 
Studding—2x6-12 Sized... 15.00 our prices. We guarantee to go over it carefully and itemize it fully, and Windows .50 
Studding 2x6-20 Sized 16.00 to send you a clear, concise statement of just what we will furnish and the Panel Doors -80 
Joists 2x12-24 Sized 22.00 prices will be so low as to secure your order. You can include in your list of aan Seas... 2 
Ratte a2 poe yet 18.00 material everything needed ;that means even plumbing and heating material. Deer Frames 30 

afters- x4- an - rea i, Corner Blocks .02 
ete Seeds nes. 20.00 FREIGHT PREPAID OFFER! sores bee Sy 
ressed an matches 12.50 We make our quotations Freight Prepaid. That.means delivered free of arg -60 

Boxing—Pine 16.00 all charges to your railroad shipping point. No trouble with the Railroad | Aa Rails ‘ ‘7 
Shingle Lath—1x2, White Companies for you. _ We assume every possible risk. We guarantee safe, Porch Balusters ‘05 
~ Pine . ‘ . 3.00 sound and prompt delivery and if any material reaches destination damaged, Colonial Columns 1.70 
8-in. Shiplap, S. Pine we make good at once and assume all your claims against the Railroad Co. eeteae. bh 3.52 

> =," orch Columns -65 
pay sae THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS! Sees 66 Beveled Siding.—'4x4 or i par nay EE 5 14x6 Poplar 16.00 We have in our possession thousands of letters received, unsolicited, from customers Cellar Sash. . 35 
el Gnd : “4 1 who have bought carloads of material from us by mail. We will be glad to send you Hardwood Mantels 5.00 

cs apical ane i Ln an Fo B copies of them to convince you that we are all we represent ourselves to be. Satisfied ‘Prices are Subject to quick 
Chicago, rpg 30 days only. customers are really our best advertisements. Our wonderful success is a proof that pee me a all material 

Se le our dealings are correct and honorable; it is a convincing argument that our prices nee nageene arene ne ™, standard 
All material guaranteed new. are right. We'll be glad to demonstrate this to you Salis anedl pond it. a? Laas 

Send for our Free M th Illustrated Catalog N I | en u Mammoth Illustrated Catalog No. 142° : 
: . || Chicago House Wrecking Co. We publish a book of some 500 pages, containing a general record of our goods and showing 

millions of dollars’ worth of merchandise secured by us at Sheriffs’ Sales, Receivers’ Sales and | 742 CHICACO 
Manufacturers’ Sales. It is a friend to every economical person. You cannot afford to be withoucit. | 
It lists Building Material and Supplies, Machinery, Roofing and Wire, Structural Material, Hardware |} | Cut this out and mail to us at once. 
of all kinds, Furniture and Office Fixtures, Belting and Rubber Hose Plumbing and Heating | . 
Apparatus, Pipe, Valves and Fittings, Wire and Manila Rope, E:ectrical Apparatus, Safes and I saw your advertisement in Amer. Carp. & Builder 
Vault Doors, Tanks, etc., etc | 

In addition to this General Catalog we publish a **BOOK OF PLANS." It shows 1] 
illustrations of modern houses and barns; give illustrations from life as well as floor plans; it Name | 
explains our unique offer to furnish all material needed to construct any buildings shown in } 
our book You can get a complete set of plans, specifications, and bill of material for $2.00. Or, Town | 
furnished free with your order. We also publish a Furniture Catalog showing handsome designs in | 
Household Goods, Furniture and Office Supplies. Write us your wants. We can save you big County State } 
money Our special furniture catalog will save you money on furniture, carpets and rugs. ‘ 

R. F. D. No. | 
35th & Iron Sts., 

i H Wrecking C 
Send me free of all cost your Wonderful Catalog and 

Chicago ouse rec ing 0., CHICAGO. Building offer, as advertised. 1H] 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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merican Carpenter 

and Builder Readers 

Let2Us Send You These Samples 

ON’T¥put it off ’til later —send us the coupon right now. It will only cost you 

D a minute’s time and a two-cent stamp. We have got to do a whole lot more 

than that. It costs us a lot of money to send out these samples. We couldn’t 

afford to be so liberal if it were not for the fact that a man cannot test Johnson’s 

Wood Finishing specialties without being convinced of their superiority. 

We want to send you at once this package of samples, including a bottle of 

Johnson’s Wood Dye (any one of the 14 shades you want), a sample of Johnson’s 

Prepared Wax Black and a sample of our Under-Lac (better than shellac or varnish) 

for a high-glossed finish. 

ARTISTIC woop 
AM 

IVE 

We want to send you a sample of our Black Wax, for it is the only wax on the 

arket suitable for use over dark finishes. All other brands will show light in the 

grain or corners where it is sometimes carelessly left. You will be very much surprised 

at the results obtained with our Wood Dye and Prepared Wax Black. With Johnson’s 

Wood Dye inexpensive woods may be made as beautiful as hardwood. 

We recommend the use of a coat of Johnson’s Under-Lac over our Wood Dye 

upon pine, cypress and everywhere else that a higher gloss than a waxed finish is 

desired. A single coat of this Under-Lac is better than the best shellac or varnish. 

Johnson’s Prepared Wax can be successfully used upon furniture and woodwork as 

well as floors. It produces a lasting artistic finish to which dust and dirt will not adhere. 

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wisconsin 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Well Send You This Book, Too 

“T \ JE will also send you our illustrated guide book for home-beautify- 

ing. Contains complete color card and complete directions for 

finishing and refinishing wood. 

It is full of practical information and helpful suggestions that are of 

great value to painters and wood-finishers. 

Johnson’s Wood Dye is made in fourteen beautiful colors. From these any 

desired shade can be made. ‘To lighten use alcohol—to darken use Flemish Oak No. 

172. Pick out any color you want from the list below, and write the number on |-° 

the coupon. If you would like a set of wood panels, showing various shades of ,° 

Johnson’s Wood Dye, kindly note this on the coupon, and we shall be glad to _.’ 
7 . . r . . ¢ 4 
include them with the working samples. These panels will be mighty handy ,° > 

for you to show your customers. Help them to pick out just the colors »% 9 s* 

they want. And you can depend on it, Johnson’s Wood Dye will 9* <2 

always match up exactly with the samples. - ee 

Fe 
No. 126 Light Oak No. 130 Weathered Oak ¥ ar 
No. 123 Dark Oak No. 131 Brown Weathered Oak Poa ve 
No. 125 Mission Oak No. 132 Green Weathered Oak PRs ; 
No. 140 Manilla Oak No. 121 Moss Green a sv” -0° “ ae 
No. 110 Bog Oak No. 122 Forest Green od 4 mf ; er 
No. 128 Light Mahogany No. 172 Flemish Oak oo’ we Po 
No. 129 Dark Mahogany No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak OK OS > 

Pd a? yey ‘ > 
. e r.° - 

Fill out the coupon and let us send you sample Oe SF | - - 

bottle of Johnson’s Wood Dye, one bottle of . =? <r are 
’ e =) > < . ~ 

Johnson’s Under-lac and a sample of John- i 5 i ae 

son’s Prepared Wax Black. oe ae” = ae - i — a o 2 
oe * e ‘ < ae i ‘ ss Pd R <& 

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis. oi " eo of ep ° 4" 9 = » , 4 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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gotten their business and held it, by giving the best obtainable New Simplex Mixer 

at a reasonable profit. They have tried--and succeeded—to The Miles Manufacturing Company, of Jackson, Mich., 

do everything thoroughly, and with this end in view have — whose concrete block and brick machines have been so well 
and favorably known to all concrete workers, are exhibiting 
and demonstrating this year at the cement shows their newly 
acquired machine, the New Simplex concrete mixer. 

[BADGER STEELROOFING ® CORRUGATING C00 
[experimenters have been trying for many years to get a 

thoroughly reliable continuous mixer. The reason for this 
SAUGATS — SLATERTILE TINS WETAL ORNKATES is that the contractor who operates with a regular force of 
FIALS ROOFING 0 1 men can work to much better advantage with a continuous 

SORNIZES CORE 3 mixer, thereby reducing labor costs. This is evident from the 
: NICEs, cE iN igity P y ; : 
sa Bi een —LEILINGS. _ fact that batch mixers are now being made as nearly con- 

t= Ram esas 
STEEL woes registered so far regarding continuous mixers is their unre- 

tinuous as it is possible to get them. The greatest objection 

liability both as to feed and the mix. 
The aim in designing the “Simplex” was to get an absolutely 

positive and reliable continuous mixer. Pocket feeds, etc., 

have been eliminated, and the feed has been made continuous. 

This is accomplished absolutely, as the same amount of ma- 

terial is running into the conveying drum at all times except 
as the proportions may be varied. Owing to the large drum 

sought only the best sources of supply, and have, conse- revolving, the material is carried around in it and mixed the 
quently, been in a position to secure the best results. same as with the batch process. 

Owing to their ideal shipping facilities, orders can be filled 
quickly and with less expense, and you, Mr. Builder, reap Star Expansion Bolt Company Moves 

the benetit The Star Expansion Bolt Company, of Bayonne, N. J., 
The Badger Steel Roofing & Corrugating Company would whose standard line of expansion bolts, toggle bolts, cable 

be pleased to furnish estimates. If they can save you money hangers, drills and drill holders are so well and favorably 
it’s to your interest to investigate. Their’s is the complete known to the trade, have removed their general offices from 

line: Cornices, skylights, finials, ventilators, metal ceilings, Bayonne to 147 Cedar street, New York City, where a very 
slate, tile and tin roofing, architectural sheet metal work, complete stock will be maintained at all times, and where 
eaves trough, conductor pipe, wire and steel hangers, sheet the company hopes to have the pleasure of receiving their 
metal roofing and siding, steel and wood tanks. Drop them friends who may be either located permanently in the city 
a card for their folder or just there to see the sights. 

P 

= ome 

fof That Never Wear Out 

Sea Green and Purple Roofing Slate is the only roofing material that never wears out. 

That affords spark and fire protection, pure cistern water, reduces insurance rates and 

never requires a dollar for paint or repairs—the kind of roofing your customers are 

demanding and are going to buy —either through you or the first man in their neigh- 

borhood who can supply their wants. 

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS 

Don’t you see the demand that is developing in your locality for a strong, 

durable roofing material? Something that will give faithful service without yearly 

paint and repairs expense? Don’t you realize that with very little effort you can 

establish a very profitable growing Slate Roofing Business? One that can be con- 

ducted in connection with your present line without added trouble or expense. We 

want you to take up Slate Roofing this spring and handle our Sea Green and Purple 

Roofing Slate. Write to us at once for delivered prices and free book of instructions. 
Don’t delay. Write today. This proposition dees not apply in any locality now covered by an established Slate Roofer 

or Roofers. 

AMERICAN SEA GREEN SLATE CO., sox 36. Granville, N. Y. 

W HEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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va” ROOFING 

BACKED BY A 10-YEAR SURETY BOND | 

We have just arranged with The National Surety Co., a $1,000,000 corporation, to 

furnish a Surety Bond with every roll of Congo. This bond says that Congo 3-ply 

Roofing, if directions are followed, will last ten years. 

If it should fail during that period you get a new roof absolutely free. 

Of course Congo will last the full time and more. 

Otherwise the Surety Co. couldn't afford to stand behind it. 
ane 

The real insurance lies in its durable, lasting qualities. | Nevertheless, to give the 

purchaser confidence, we furnish him absolute protection against loss by including ‘the 

we - — numbered and recorded Surety Bond with every roll. 

No other ready roofing manufacturer dares give such a guarantee. 

A Surety Bond like this is as good as gold, and Congo to be sold profitably this way 

must be ‘‘as good as its bond’’—and you can be sure that it is. 

Send for sample of Congo today. You can then see why we are so willing to guarantee it. 

UNITED ROOFING & MANUFACTURING CO. 

Successor to [BUCHANAN-FOSTER CO. 

555 West End Trust Building, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

CHICAGO and SAN FRANCISCO 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Expensive Experiences 

A Plain Talk to All Interested in Concrete Building Blocks 

[The enormous future for concrete building blocks has nat- 

urally induced many ambitious and progressive men to open 

plants for the manufacture of this great building material. 

Many, not being thoroughly familiar with the different types 

of machines built, have been induced, through misrepresen- 

tation or otherwise, to install machines whose very construc- 

tion alone would prevent the manufacturer’s claims ever being 

fulfilled. The result has been that many have become dis- 

couraged. Others have either been: compelled to purchase 

machines built along correct lines, or be driven out of the 

business by competition. This is a sad and expensive experi- 

ence. 

Many have made the mistake of buying a machine simply 

because it was cheap, not realizing that such machines were 

the most expensive in the end, the blocks produced—being of 

an inferior grade, always out of square, lacking in design, 

with no variety—would not sell. Therefore, in order to stay 

in the business, an entirely new machine, built along correct 

lines, became necessary. 

Many have bought machines, being led to believe that they 

could produce any size of building block, finding when the 

machine arrived that only one length could be made, and in 

order to make another length it was necessary to buy a sec- 

ond machine, and even then, they could not supply the de- 

mand for regular standard sizes. They realized, too late, tthe 

impossibility of making a 20-inch or a 24-inch stone on a 

16-inch machine, a 32-inch stone on a 24-inch machine, or a 

standard-size window sill on a 32-inch or smaller machine. 

This expensive experience of buying several machine to do 

the work that one machine built along correct lines should 

do, could easily have been saved. 

To produce concrete blocks, a coarse aggregate must be 

used, mixed wet. This is an impossibility with machines 

whose cores are removed from the side, as blocks will col- 

lapse after removing core. Such machines are not built 

along correct lines. They produce blocks made of dampened 

sand and cement, which break and crumble. Such blocks 

are a detriment to the industry and naturally injure the repu- 

tation of anyone producing them. 

Another handicap has been the lack of variety in designs. 

On account of the enormous expense connected with produc- 

ing a great variety of designs with each size, many of the 

smaller manufacturers are prevented from furnishing more 

than one design with each size, resulting in that awful “same- 

ness of appearance,” so objectionable to all builders. 

When buying a machine, the future should be considered, 

as well as the present. As your business succeeds and grows, 

you will find it necessary to add to your equipment new sizes, 

designs, etc. You cannot do this unless the manufacturer of 

your machine is still in business. 

Therefore, when you buy, profit by the experiences of 

others, and get a machine built along correct lines; a machine 

that will make a concrete block; a machine that will make 

all heights, widths, lengths and designs; a machine that ex- 

pands as your business grows; a face-down machine with 

cores that remove from the top; a machine built by an old 

reliable firm. 

(See next page.) 

RE ee 
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99 TIMES OUT OF 100 

SUCCESS IN THE BLOCK BUSINESS IS ASSURED 

If you use HERCULES MACHINES, making real CONCRETE BLOCKS. 

This fact is proven conclusively by the steady growth of Hercules plants everywhere; by the 
duplicate orders received; by letters from enthusiastic users of Hercules machines, who have practically 
eliminated competition. What’s the reason? 

HERCULES BLOCK MACHINES 

enable operators to produce a grade of stone that overcomes competition—strong, durable, everlasting 

stone of the best quality—the kind that withstands fire. 

Look at this Test! — Study it for Yourself! 

These walls required no repairing. Were pronounced perfect when everything else was gone. 
Read what the owners said right after the fire: 

‘Walls were in fine condition, requiring no repairs for rebuilding.’’ These walls were examined by 
thousands, many being prospective builders. If you had made these blocks, YOUR sales would have 
doubled instantly! 

, 

a - ' fe a > 

a é ; 

— =, ¢ SS BARBARA ARE | 

After Fire, Nothing Left but Walls of HERCULES Stone. 

Cut This Advertisement Out—Show It to Builders! 

IT WILL HELP YOU AND THE INDUSTRY IN GENERAL. 

BUT REMEMBER: This was Hercules Stone; or, in other words, Real Concrete in the form of building blocks. 
This kind of stone cannot be made of sand and cement mixed damp. It must be a coarse aggregate, mixed wet. 
Hercules block machines are the only machines that allow for the use of a really coarse wet mixture. You can’t 
use a wet mixture in a machine that inserts and removes cores from the side; BECAUSE blocks would collapse and 
fall out of shape the minute cores were removed. You can’t use a wet mixture in a machine with impression plate on 
the side—in other words, ‘‘side-face’’ machines—because the material will stick to the moulds. 

No matter what other manufacturers may claim, these are facts beyond dispute. Hercules machines are built 
along correct lines. They are ‘‘Face Down” machines, with cores removing from the top. They are unlimited, 
making all Heights, Widths, Lengths and Designs— impossible with other machines. That’s why Hercules 
operators succeed. 

You can make no mistake in buying a tried, proved, known machine, backed by reputation, popularity and 
a reliable Company. 

Send for our Catalogue. It will pay you. 

CENTURY CEMENT MACHINE CO. 

268-278 St. Paul Street Rochester, N. Y. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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a . * * -~} $ $ ’ : A Gasoline Engine Opportunity all the objections to the use of power in shops which would 

\lmost every owner of a small shop can use power MOE use machines continuously have been overcome. Natur- 

momically in his work. Many labor-saving machines which ally, a steam engine, to be used economically, must be run 
innot be operated by hand can be introduced and thus both all day, for it takes some time and fuel to start it, and if it 

was only to be used a few minutes at a time it 

would be very expensive. Moreover, a steam 

engine requires a boiler and other apparatus 

which increase the cost and take considerable 

space. 

The electric motor, of course, is a highly con 

venient machine, but in many localities there is 

no current in the daytime, and in most the cost 

for current is so large that the motor has not 

come into the general use which its convenience 

and adaptability would otherwise deserve. 

The gasoline engine has none of these objec- 

tions. It is comparatively small and is entirely 

complete in itself. It is always ready to start 

and can be instantly stopped. The cost is less 

than that of the electrical or steam power plant, 

and the expense of operating is very slight. 

A small shop can be equipped with a gasoline 

engine for slightly over a hundred dollars. It 
will run all of the light machinery, such as saws, 

and will produce a maximum power planers, etc., 
with a minimum of expense and trouble 

No power house is required, as the engine can 

be installed in any convenient corner, and the 
gasoline can be bought as needed, or can be de- 
posited in a storage tank outside, 

The White Lily engine, advertised in this issue, is par- the shop can be increased and the cost of 
compact and 

the capacity of 
turning out work largely lessened. 

With the development of the gasoline engine 
adapted to shop work, as it is very 

is no danger of its 
ticularly 

practically small. It is air-cooled, so that there 

EEO RIT EAD Pel TRE OB MEL RN I OE A PION 

Great Variety | . KING seers of Designs 

Colonial 

Corinthian 

Craftsman 

Mission 

Renaissance 

Ionic, etc In our magnificent catalog—including the art supplement ‘Colonial Beauties'’"— 
, ; is shown the greatest variety of beautiful and serviceable mantels ever catalogued. 

Illustrates the graceful outlines—the artistic conceptions that were designed to 

match every style of furniture made. 

Gives reasons why King Mantels have no equal on earth. Explains the points 
that you have read about. Backs up every claim we make with solid proof. 

Although this catalog actually costs us 50 cents to deliver, we will send it absolutely 
free to any builder who names the probable number of mantels that will be required. 

Artistic and Durable 

Although King Mantels are superior to anything made for durability cnd unique 

appearance, the price is just as low as the other kind. 

Of course our large output makes this possible. 

Get the catalog before the first edition is exhausted. 

551-553 West Jackson Avenue, 
King Mantel Company, KNOXVILLE, TENN. 

*. . 
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Sheet Metal Building Material 

THAT HAS ALWAYS GIVEN PERFECT SATISFACTION 

Fire-Proof 

Metal Windows, 

Fire Doors 

and Shutters, 

VERY Contractor, Builder and Archi- 

tect who wants information about 

all classes of Architectural Sheet 

Metal work should write for a copy of our 

made of 110-page illustrated catalogue. 

Galvanized 

Steeland Copper. 9 We are doing business in every State in 
Soe 

Seeeeee = eee = i 

Write for our spec- the Union, also Canada and Mexico, and 
ial catalogue ‘‘A”’ 

hf which fully des- 
cribes their con- 
struction. 

Pivoted Style Double Hung Style 

we can do business with You. ‘There is = 

nothing in our line which is too large or too 

small for us to successfully execute for you. 

What a prominent Iowa architect said: ‘‘All persons who 
have had oceasion to work about them are loud in their Prompt shipments are our hobbv. Our 
praises for your windows. ee s - 

“They ought to be ina position to judge, as within facilities for handling your orders promptly 
the past vear have set several different kinds of metal frames i ; 
and all concede the ones you make are the best of theni all.’ are the best and we keep a complete stock. 

Willis Ventilators 

and Skylights 

can be set up by any person of ordinary 
ability without the use of tools or solder 
to make a watertight light ; Re 

They are made knock-down which re - : | 
duces freight expense also chance of 3 : 
damage while in transit. They can be No. 20.5 mall 
filled with any style of glass which we cut to size and pack in a separate crat We make all 
stvles and will quote delivered prices on receipt of your specifications. 

WE ALSO MAKE 

Willis Special Double Gutter, Mould 

Face and Standard Roof Gutters, 

Cornices, Metal Store Fronts, Bay 

Windows, Ridge Roll and Valleys, We are looking for : . 

an opportunity to Wall Ties and Veneer Ties, Metal 

serve YOU. Shingles, and all kinds of Archi- 

tectural Sheet Metal Work. Send for our general cata- 
logue No. 5, illustrating our , ; ; , 
complete line of Sheet You will be interested in our prices and 
Metal Building Materials 
also Steel Ceilings, Steel 
Roofings and Sidings, . Av , or ; 
Spanish and Cluster Tile. Plans sent us for estimates returned prompt- —Originazors of the famous Willis Hip 

ly with postage or express prepaid. Shingles and Cresting Tile No. 59. 

Willis Manufacturing Co. 

Galesburg, III. 

workmanship as we guarantee satisfaction. 
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i 

\ FAAS ANS UERT, We BIGGER 

“PROFITS 

Ss FOR THE 

ere | CONTRACTOR 
: * |'] Who Uses The ad bey 

t 

& 
+ You Can't f 
prive ou rus |) | WATROUS 

WITHA tc 
TOP-HUNG SCREEN \ NO. 17 

‘| Moe AFLY | SCREEN 

}*2%" <0 town) | HANGER 

Thesame pieces, 
» Jarranged tosuit, 

will hang either 
a full or a half screen 
from either the topor side. 

Unlatch the screen, swing it out, and Storm sash should be 
the flies are outside the house. Brush hung from the top, but 
a off — vaped gp hag sumed = this is the only way to 

= hang a screen. 
Only four screws to set 

instead of twelve, a saving in labor of two-thirds. A gauge 
mark locates the piece instantly, and makes mistakes im- 
possible. A carpenter who has bought other hangers, 
could afford to throw them away, buy the Watrous No. 17, 
and make more money on the 
job. Mounted working model 
sent free postpaid to dealers or 
carpenters. Write to-day. 

E. L. WATROUS 

MFG. CO. 

DES MOINES _ : : IOWA 

WATROUS NO 17 — 

Onty Sipe HANGER Mabe 

The Front Rank Steel Furnace 

Reduces Your Fuel Bill— 
Because it does not Waste 
—Burns any Kind of Fuel 

Distributes heat evenly and plentifully 
the coldest weather. 

Let us help you 
arrange your heat- 
ing plans— We 

make no charge 
for furnishing 

estimates. 

Our latest Cat- 

alogue gives com- 
plete details and 
other heating in- 

formation. It will 
pay you to send 

for it —It’s free. 

Write us today and tell us, lease, the 

name of your local Furnace dealer, 

Haynes -Langenberg Mfg. Co. 

4045-4057 Forest Park Boulevard : ST. LOUIS, MO. 
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freezing up in winter, and is in every way a highly conveni- 
ent machine. The manufacturers of this engine have found 
by actual experience of its users that 3-horsepower is suffi- 

cient to run almost any machine in a small shop. Indeed, it 
is possible to run a number of light machines at the same 
time with 3-horsepower without in any way overloading the 
White Lily engine. 
When operating on a full load, from one and a half to 

two gallons of gasoline per day is used, but under ordinary 

circumstances the consumption is less than a gallon, and 
costs probably 15c, including the cost of lubricating oil. 
When it is realized that the White Lily engine will more 

than double the capacity of any shop now operated by hand- 

power the tremendous advantage of installing such a ma- 
chine is evident. Besides being exceedingly convenient, the 
White Lily engine is thoroughly reliable. It is manufactured 
by the White Lily Manufacturing Company, of 1597 Rock- 

ingham road, Davenport, Iowa, who*have always made it 

a point to sell only such goods as they could absolutely 
stand behind. Every engine is sold under their guarantee 

(not only covering the construction but the operation and 
horsepower as well), which is rigidly maintained. 

No question is ever raised in the few cases where some 

accident happens to the engine, and a purchaser of the White 
Lily engine may feel that he is absolutely protected in his 

purchase. 

Every engine that goes out of the White Lily factory has 
been subjected to a series of tests covering four days, in 
actual operation of the machine, which make it practically 
impossible for an imperfect engine to be shipped. This 
policy of care and accuracy in construction has enabled the 
White Lily Company to establish a reputation which is un- 

questioned by anyone who has become familiar with them. 

Believing, however, that every prospective purchaser of an 
engine has a right, not only to know these technical points of 

manufacture, but also whether or not the engine which he 
proposes to buy is adapted for his particular needs, a free 
trial policy has been adopted which is extremely liberal and 
which eliminates any risk whatever on the part of the pur- 
chaser. The manufacturers will pay the freight on a White 

Lily engine to anyone, and allow them 30 days’ after its re- 
ceipt in which to try it for their own work. 

If for any reason it does not prove satisfactory, it may, at 
the expiration of this time, be returned to the factory at the 
expense of the manufacturers and the purchase price will be 
promptly refunded. A person using a 3-horsepower engine 

in this way is under no obligation whatever to keep it if it 
does not entirely suit his needs. 

This policy was adopted in 1908, and since that time but 
one engine has been returned. In this case the user shipped 

it back without explanation, and when it arrived at the fac- 
tory it was found that it had not been handled in accord- 

ance to instructions at all, and that with the treatment which 
it had received no engine could possibly run. 

Readers of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER who 

are operating shops without power should be much inter- 

ested in this motor, and those who are using some other 
kind of power, or who have trouble with inconvenient or 
imperfectly constructed engines should be interested in cor- 

responding with the White Lily Company, who will be very 
glad to answer any questions whatever, and to give them 
information as to any trouble which they have. 

The White Lily Company maintains a bureau of informa- 

tion which will place at the disposal of anyone who is inter- 
ested, any information which may be desired relative to their 
own particular work. This service will be given without any 

obligation whatever, as it is the deswe of the White Lily 

Company to answer any questions which may arise in this 
way, depending upon the manifest superiority of its engine 
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N CONFERENCE—Owners of buildings, factory superintendents. architects, heads of industrial concerns, invariably decide upon 
The Carey Roof Standard, whenever a careful and thorough study of all known roofing materials ts made—for service, durability, 
safety, economy of upkeep and absolute insurance of untform standard construction. The same for a quarter of a century. 

Here’s the Answer 

HE perfection in roof construction today is Carey’s The outer layers composed of weather and fire resisting 
T Flexible Cement Roofing—the ideal roof covering. materials offer additional protection to the cement compo- 

It is the one positively Standard Roof. sition, sealing and preserving it from destructive influences. 
Standard in Manufacture, in Quality, in Thickness and Carey’s Roofing improves with age, and gives the 

in Werght, year in and year out, the world over. highest degree of efficiency and service, and is so construc- 
Always uniform. Built true to a fixed standard at ted that it can be perpetuated to last the life of the 

our factory. Its construction is not dependent upon the building. The materials are the most durable that 
workmen who lay it. No roof can be a perfect roof that could be put into a roof. 
is manufactured by workinen on top of the building. Not an ounce of tar is used. 
Carey’s has been recognized for over twenty years as the Carey’s Roofing is the result of careful and thorough 

highest type of roof construction. It hasreachedastateof investigation and years of experience in the manu- 
perfection that no other roofing material hasever attained. facture of roofing. The principle of its construction is 

Carey’s Flexible Cement Roofing is a combination of _ scientifically correct—a fact proved by over twenty 
high-grade materials formed into a compact, flexible, in- years’ actual time-tests. 
divisible sheet. The plastic cement composition, which The Carey Roof is finished complete in our own factory 
is the body of our roof, is tempered in the process of by expert and competent workmen, who have grown up 
manufacture, which insures its flexibility and renders it in this business. 
inimune from exposure to extremes of heat or cold. The Carey Roof is in a class by itself. 

The ideal roof for all buildings and ali purposes. _ Our patented wide lap insures a perfect union ofthe sheets. The result 
The roof that is dtfferent. is a completed roof of practically one solid sheet over the entire surface 
The roof equally adapted to flat or steep surfaces. Carey’s Roofing, because of its fire-retardent qualities, 
Carey’s Roofing Requires No Is Suitable for the Very 

Skilled Labor to Apply Highest Class of Construction 
Any ordinary workman can apply it. No specifications For all buildings—city or country—from sky-scrapers to farm buildings 

to follow—no material to mix. The workman is not the warehouses to poultry sheds. , 
manufacturer. Put up in rolls twenty-nine inches wide by forty-five feet in length, 

He easily follows the "plain, simple directions, clearly sufficient to cover 100 square feet, surface measure. Nails and cement 
printed on the wrapper of each roll. for laps furnished. 

Send for Free Samples and Carey’s Roofing Book 

The Philip Carey Mfg. Co., 30 Wayne Ave., Cincinnati. O. 

Forty-five Branch Offices and Distributing Points 
The Philip Carey Co., Atlanta, Ga. The Philip Carey Co. , Havana, Cuba The Philip Carey Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 

= ‘* Baltimore, Md. Jacksonville, Fla. “ “ “ “Norfolk, Va. 
” i = “ Birmingham, Ala. = « bc “Kansas City, Mo. - = = ** Rochester, N. Y. 
we i we ** Boston, Mass. = si 6s “ Knoxville, Tenn. = ie ” ** Scranton, Pa. 
i _ ” “ Buffalo, N. Y. ” * mn ** Little Rock, Ark. o as “ ** St. Louis, Mo. 
be " bi “* Charlotte, N. C. = = - ** Memphis, Tenn. 4 ™ ne ** Seattle, Wash. 
- = = ** Chattanooga, Tenn. Warren & Bailey Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, Cal. - “ me ** Syracuse, N. Y 

Western Rfg. & Supp. Co., Chicago, II. W. S. Nott Company, Minneapoiis, Minn. oe " “ ** Toledo, Ohio. 
The Breeze Bros. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio The Philip Carey Co. -, Montreal, Que. - * = ** Toronto, Ont. 
The Col. Rfg. & Supp. Co., Columbus, Ohio Nashville, ‘enn. se e* “ ** Washington, D. C. 
The Philip Carey Co., Cleveland, Ohio - * . ** New Orleans, La. S * - *“* Wheeling, W. Va. 

Dallas, Tex. = = = “New York, ‘ Y. - S “ *““ Winnipeg, Man. 
- - “ “* Denver, Colo. ” tae ” “ Newark, N. oe - eo ** Youngstown, Ohio. 
” me - ** Detroit, Mich. Sunderland Rfg. & Supp. Co., Neb. Western Asbestos-Magnesia Co., San Francisco, Cal. 
" = " ‘“* Harrisburg, Pa. The Philip Carey Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Nott-Atwater_Compa.y, Spokane, Wash. 
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to secure for it favorable attention. It has been the custom The large roofing machines of new type now being installed 

of some concerns to provide information of this kind and to are of special design—made especially for the making of the 
constantly pursue their correspondents with solicitations for  “triple-asphalt-coated, mica-plated” rooting—Gal-va-nite. 

the purchase of their goods. No such inconvenience need be 5 ’ 
anticipated by anyone who takes the trouble to ask informa- Plumbers’ Nest of Saws 

tion of the White Lily Company. A new nest of saws, being put out as No. 83 by the 

Simonds Manufacturing Company, of Fitchburg, Mass., and 
Chicago, Ill., is made up especially for the use of electricians 

The feature about this nest is that with a 

This question of modern power is a very important one, 
for the days of hand labor are gone by and the man who at- 
tempts to depend upon such methods in competition with and plumbers. 

keyhole and a compass blade there is included a nail or others who use mechanical power is at a great disadvantage. 
metal cutting blade. The Simonds handle offers a simple A thorough investigation of the subject will be advantageous 
but effective patented adjustment. Either one of the three to anyone, ard probably no more convenient way can be sug- 
blades can be readily adjusted to any working position ‘that gested than corresponding with the White Lily Manufacturing 

Company, whether or not one of their engines or indeed any may be desired. k h g A A 
engine 1s purchased. 

Phe White Lily Engine is illustrated on this page and a A Quick-acting Wrench 
full description of it is given in the very excellent catalogue 

of the White Lily Manufacturing Company, which will be — well-known manufacturers of tools and hardware specialties, 
are now offering a very ingenious quick-acting wrench, the 

1 " “Yemeo.” It is new and novel, strong and simple, unique 
Gal-va-nite Extension — : Nic 

: , ; y and attractive. Very quick in action and just the wrench 
Owing to the enormous demand for Gal-va-nite—the “triple- y nee The te adtine wrench 3 ee hal ' I . , : ' everybody wants. he only quick-acting wrench in which the 

asphalt-coated, muca-platec roohng—the manutacturers, the . : . ¢ : ony Snkeie al an ee Moe Paul. Mj ~ jaw will slide to any hundredth part of an inch and hold at 
nion Rooting & Manufacturing Company, of St. Paul, Minn., . ; 5 * ; ie : that point without any other movement. Pressing the button 

have of necessity greatly enlarged their plant at that point 
Three large fireproof buildings of brick and concrete were Oty the Rall -thatr aff, 
recently finished, and last week a contract was let to Wm. wi 

The Smith & Hemenway Company, of New York City, the 

sent free of charge 

Baumeister, Jr., of St. Paul, at $22,000 for the erection of a 
2-story reinforced concrete and brick structure. With the 
capacity of their roofing machine-rooms trebled and with 
warehouses in thirty-two of the largest jobbing centers in Quick Ser 

the United States, the owners of the “mills that quality built” 
allows the jaw to open, the screw revolving without manipu- 

lation, Convenient to adjust with one hand—simply push the 

jaw up with the thumb and the adjustment is made. To use 

claim they were never quite so rushed with orders, and never 
were so fortunate to find themselves so well equipped to 
handle the demand for Gal-va-nite as at this time. 

CARBORUNDUM 

SHARPENING STONES 

Put a keen, even, lasting edge on a tool and do it in half the time required by other 

sharpening stones. 

Carborundum is very hard and very sharp. It doesn’t rub the edge back and forth 

until it breaks, as ordinary stones do—Carborundum cuts the steel and there is no 

unevenness or wiriness to the edge it makes. 

Every Carpenter or Mechanic who loves sharp tools 
ought to have a Carborundum Sharpening Stone. 
For Sale by Hardware Dealers everywhere. 

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY 

Niagara Falls, N. Y. 
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More Roofing Business follows the 

use of “satisfaction-giving ” roof- 

ing. That’s why contractors 

should continue the use of 

Ford’s Roofing. 

the Record 

Behind the Roofing 

The contractor is responsible for 
the roofing he uses. Good roofing makes 

pleased clients and more business. Our 
Behe ee FN forty-vear-old reputation is an iron-clad guar 
a aL, a Sa antee of quality. Ford’s Galvanized Rubber Roof 
es Warning Lend e ing is just as much ahead today as it has been since 1865. 
BE srs ba 

FORD’S 
Galvanized 

Rubber Roofing 

his g : der” or ‘catalogue hou- 
Fag! ses’’ and the public are 
‘5? warned against cheap im- 

* itations sold under names 

Is made by a special manufacturing process and from special materials. The 

manufacturing process involves extreme heat and enormous pressure. It is 

the only process that insures a perfect prepared roofing. 

The materials used, under this process, must be of extremely high quality. 

So every ounce of materials that enter into the manufacture are examined be- 

fore being used. Thus we know the quality is there. Thus we are certain 

that everv square foot of Ford’s Roofing is good. That is why we take no 

risk in making broad guarantees. 

Roofs Covered with Ford’s Roofing Are Safe 

Where a good roof is needed, use Ford’s Galvanized Rubber Roofing. It’s 

the cheapest roofing, wearing and service-giving qualities considered, at pres- 

ent on the American market. It is “‘different’’ to other ‘“‘cut-price’’ prepared 

roofings. Not much different in price but in the quality. The Ford quality is 

‘ closely resembling our brand. 

cb aay ES RS Vy hak Oe aa es Ae ea TR ae Pee LET nd a oes A Sa ae wa N sf 

© EC EES IR ai ae a er eae 

. Sele A ls ' ee! ss he! a “ee 4 hy ie eof Se Me 

5 
it the standard quality. ao 

Send for samples, particulars, dealers’ names and important literature. Le 

wees: 

Rg). 4 FORD MANUFACTURING CO. 

2333 La Salle Street, CHICAGO 

ey See ei ek Sa PRA re eR Eo SAR ge Re PAT ple cP MA hes Set rh feat Pm ees 
ZG te oi Oe REN ER ORE IE Nr te gt Sp ERTS IS Ts a. oat® 2e%y . A ~\ESaO 778 oe eat, JS ieee 4 ba Pie et is . se aS 3: te 

ES COLES pO GOES BE BEE PLO LEE IN cs Eeedd POPPED Ras Sask 
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You know what is in the food you buy. 

The law gives you that protection. 

Why shouldn’t you know what is in 

your roofing so that you may be sure of 

your building’s protection? 

Genasco 

Ready Roofing 

is made of Trinidad Lake Asphalt — 
+, > | 
Nature’s absolute waterproofer that 

9 
doesn’t crack, rot, break, or leak. 

Ask your dealer for Genasco, and thus make sure of economi- 
cal and lasting protection for every building you erect. Mineral 
and smooth surface. Guaranteed in writing and backed by our 
thirty-two-million-dollar organization. Look for the trade mark; 
take no substitute. Write for samples and the Good Roof 
Guide Book. 

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING COMPANY 

Largest producers of asphalt and largest 
manufacturers of ready roofing in the world. 

PHILADELPHIA 

New York SanFrancisco Chicago 

~ — Ra <a DE ma! C6 Ug pat oF 
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BUY A BOVEE FURNACE 
Direct from the Factory 

oo, AND SAVE $50.00 TO $100.00 
ie ON YOUR HEATING PLANT 

They Actually Save from One-third 
One-half of the Fuel 

Upright or Horizontal, sufficient to heat 

and fittings for $55.00. 

the house. 

tinner. 
Catalogue and full specifications free 

Bovee Grinder & Furnace Works 

We have one of the best equipped furnace 
factories in the west and make more than 30 
different furnaces of seven leading styles and 
can furnish our customers with practically any 
size or style of furnace they may desire, either 

large church or school house, down to a cottage 
» heating plant complete with all pipe, registers 

Our furnaces are the only furnaces having 
a perfect ventilating system for every part of 

We ship our furnaces cut to fit. Any handy 
man can install them without the aid of a 

50, 8th Street Waterloo, Ia. 
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—slip open the jaws, hook outer jaw over nut, push up the 
other jaw, and there you have it—a correct adjustment in a 

twinkling. It stands without a rival, none so quick, none so 
handy, none so novel and attractive. 
How often have you wished for a wrench that could be 

successfully operated with one hand? Yemco wrenches do 
the trick. The jaw can be pushed to the nut you wish to 
grip and it locks, its release being effected only when you 
“press the button.” And it’s all done with one hand. 

Modern Equipment for Carpenter Shops 

But a few years ago, the equipment of the average car- 
penter shop consisted of a bench, a chest of hand tools and 

a few foot-power machines. But in recent years there has 
been a vast im- 
provement in the 

equipment of these 
small shops. The 

perfection of the 

gasoline engine and 
the increasing num- 
ber of electric pow- 

er plants, now make 
it possible for even 

the smallest shop to 
have power. Car- 

penters and contractors are beginning to realize that their 

shops are very profitable establishments if equipped with 
power-driven woodworking machines. A few of them may 

feel that their business is not large enough to justify the 
purchase of power-driven machinery, but others who, with 
no better prospects, have put in machines, find that it pays. 

The most important feature for the intending purchaser of 
woodworking machinery to keep in mind is the fact that the 
cheapest woodwork- . 

ing machine, and 

the one that should 
always be. pur- 
chased, is the one 

that gives the long- 
est term of. satis- 

factory service. In 
every case where 

the small shop 
owner installs wood- 
working machinery, 

the efficiency of the 
shop is increased. He finds that he can do at a good profit 

~~ 

many of the jobs that formerly were taken elsewhere. When 
in a hurry for a bit of molding or a few window frames, he 
can often get the entire job finished with his own equipment 

before a planing mill would get started on the order regular. 
Many of the large planing mills now work as much as pos- 

sible on specialties, so that it is quite expensive for the con- 
tractor to get odd jobs of planing mill work done. It is 
quite true that many carpenters and contractors have such a 

limited amount of 
work for power- 

diiven tools that 
they would not be 

justified in buying 

several machines, 
but the require- 
nrents of just this 

class of users has 
been provided for 
in the Crescent va- 

riety wood worker. The machine consists of an 8-inch 

jointer, saw table, horizontal borer, pole rounder and shaper, 
and an emery wheel for grinding small hand tools and mold- 
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The TRAINED Man Gets 

The Position 

You wish to apply for a position—what qualifications have you to offer? 

You desire to secure promotion to a better place—are you competent to hold that place? 

That which decides your obtainance of a new position or promotion is your fitness for that 

position. You must certainly realize this. Incompetency means failure. 

To be fitted for a good position in the occupation of your choice you must have a training 

that enables you to hold that position better than the average man. This requires technical train- 

ing, as the old methods of practical experience are no longer sufficient. Almost without exception 

when the places higher up are to be filled it is the trained man who gets the position. 

For 17 vears the I. C. S. has been training men for advancement to better positions and earn- 

ings. This institution has an equipment consisting of five buildings and 3,000 employes and is 

backed by an invested capital of six million dollars. It has brought advancement to hundreds 

of thousands of men who never would have achieved the success they have obtained without 

1. C. 3 Temiing., “Tee Mee Were OR CON ie cdicdectix db dbednsdddndsanane 

International Correspondence Schools 
Box 910, Scranton, Pa. 

stances and conditions of life when they started. 

This equipment and these results all prove beyond 
. ei 6 . Please explain, without further obligation on my part, how I can qualify 

question that I. C. S. Training is the most powerful : tor a larger salary and advancen ent tothe 5 sition 
before which have marked 

force for promotion in the world. This force can be 
Architect St 

brought to bear upon your advancement in your own Se eee [ 
. e e me Building Inspector El 

home, in your spare time, and without obliging you Structural Engineer Electr - 7 ss Structural Draftsman Foreman Machinist 
° PI . and Heat. Co acto Sheet-Metal Patter rafts 

to buy books. Mark and mail the coupon below. ui——eo ain, 
J : = - r S Foreman Steam Fitter T extile Expert 

This will bring you free full explanation of the plan Flembiag laspector Bookkeeper Se J Heat. and Vent. Engineer Stenographer 
° ° e — Estimating Clerk Ad Write 

telling how it can be adapted to your individual needs Bridge Engineer Window Trimmer 
: ¥: ~ Civil Engineer Illustrator 

and pocketbook. You will never get a better posi- a —— eee 
Mechanica! Draftsman 

tion unless you make a definite attempt to fit your- 

self for it. Start now by using the coupon. Name —es 

Street and No. 

City State 
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SIMONDS 

SAWS 

Why you should buy them 

There is only one reason why you should buy 
one thing rather than another when there is a 
choice of several kinds. 

That reason is the best value for your money. 

Simonds Saws will give you full value for every 
cent you pay for them. That’s the way they are 
made. That’s the way they are warranted. 

We are not talking about cheap goods—you 
pay a fair price, but you get what you pay for. 

They are Made of Simonds Steel, the best 
saw steel in the country. Teeth that hold their 
cutting edge longer and require less filing than 
other saws. A blade that saws true. Evenly 

tempered. Nicely finished. Well fitted, carved 
and polished apple handles. These are some of 

the evidences of quality in our saws. 

Tell us what saw you want and we will send address 
of Hardware Dealers near you handling Simonds Saws, 
and we will also send you a free copy of an interesting 
booklet, ‘‘Simonds Carpenters Guide’”’ 

SIMONDS MFC. CO. 

Fitchburg, Mass. 

Chicago San Francisco 

New Orleans Seattle 
Portland New York 

London, Eng. 
Montreal 

woen — MASS ACHICACOT a 
a 
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ing knives. Is a splendid tool, well built, and is meeting 

with general favor where there is need of several machines 
and where the work for each is limited. The machine will 

do any work that can be done on a jointer, and the chang’e 
from one operation to another can be made very quickly. 

Without changing a single adjustment on the machine it is 
possible to do sawing, jointing and boring. In many cases a 
contractor finds it an advantage to have a machine of this kind 
on a job when he is erecting a large building. To meet this 

condition, the machine is so designed that an electric motor 
can be mounted under one of the jointer tables. The motor 

is placed on a bracket that is attached to the frame of the 
machine, making the entire outfit self-contained and_ easily 
moved from one place to another. With this construction it 

is only necessary to make a few wiring connections and the 
machine is ready for business wherever set. It can also b 
mounted on skids with a gasoline engine, and is about as 
easily moved as the motor-driven machine. 

The machine is manufactured by the Crescent Machine 
Company, of 24 Main street, Leetonia, Ohio, and they will | 

glad to send you a circular giving complete description \t 
the same time ask for their complete catalogue of wood 
working machinery. It contains a lot of valuable informa 
tion for those who are interested woodworking machinery 

A Handy Device 

Every carpenter has often felt the need of just such a de- 
vice as is now being put out by the Peerless Specialty Com- 
pany, of Rochester, N. Y.—namely, the Peerless nail set 

holder. It is one of those simple, much-needed devices which 
immediately calls out the remark—“Well! Why wasn’t that 
thought of before!” 

KRE 

PAT. AUG.I5 -08 

ACTUAt ABSOLUTELY pbb daa OF PLATE NOISELESS 
OOES NOT RATTLE 

very carpenter knows that his nail set is continualiy and 
everlastingly getting away from him. Like the Irishman’s 

flea (of pious memory), when you want him he isn't there 
\nd just so with the nail set; when you want it in a hurry 

it is mixed up with the nails in your apron, or it is lost in 

the shavings, or it has dropped down into the lower regions 
of the chest, or it has worn a hole through your pocket and 

is gone for good! 
But fit out your hammer with the Peerless nail set holdet 

and your nail set is always in your hand ready for instant 

use. Any hammer can be equipped with this device at so 
small an expense as not to be worth mentioning 

The operation of this holder is simplicity itself: Hold 

hammer in right hand, press spring with thumb of left hand 
Nail set will drop into your palm ready for us To replace, 

simply place nail set in hole and give a quick shove. The 
attachment cannot be injured by falling or striking on end 

of hammer handle. 

What Every Builder Needs 

Below is shown a cut of a level especially designed for 
builders, contractors, etc. This instrument is something that 
every builder should own, as it will save its cost many times 
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We offer Special Inducements to all 

Contractors and Builders putting on the first Mastic Roof 

in every locality where it has not been introduced. 

We Will Appoint Live Selling Agents 

Mastic Roofin is a guaranteed product and represents the highest type of perfected ready roofing that it is 
== possible to produce from the best materials and with the best manufacturing equipment. 

The life of any prepared roofing is determined by the quality and quantity of its coating. Mastic Roofing has a 
base of specially woven jute, for first strength, with a heavy ply of pure all-wool felt on the back as a cushion, the whole 
being bound together and heavily coated with 55 pounds of Asphalt Mastic to the squar2 and having a mixed mica and 
sand finish on the weather side. 

Mastic Roofing never requires painting because in our special 
process of manufacture it is coated with Asphalt Mastic equal in thick- 
ness to seven or eight coats of good paint. 

Mastic Roofing is not the lowest-price roofing per square at first 
cost, but itis the cheapest and most economical in the end. It is laid 
the easiest and will out-last any other ready roofing made. 

Contractors, Builders and Owners will find it greatly to their own 
advantage to investigate Mastic Roofing. It will cost you nothing to 
let us show you the ‘“‘ Hows and Whys”’ of its superiority. 

Just write us now—today—and let us submit the best 
roofing proposition you ever received. 

Booklets and Samples Free 

THE ABOVE CUT iS AN EXACT REPRODUCTION OF A 
PIECE OF MASTIC ROOFING 23}x1} INCHES AND 

SHOWS THE SIGHTLY SURFACE FINISH. 
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ROOFING Roofing 

( Has Such a Record 

The ordinary ready roofing roll of 110 square feet 

is about half the diameter of a roll of Granite Roofing. 
This is because Granite Roofing is so much thicker 

and stronger and contains so much more material. 

Granite Roofing is not a light-weight, flimsy paper, 
but a high-grade permanent roofing, adapted for struc- 
tures of all kinds. 

It is used by railroads, manufactories and on all kinds 
of brick and stone buildings, where it gives good service 

for ten to twenty years, without requiring repairs of any 
kind. Yet, although its price ey no other ready 
roofing can compare with it for service. 

Drop us a postal, and we will send you a free sample and booklet. 

Eastern Granite Roofing Co., 

19 Battery Place, New York. Chicago. St. Louis. 
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ZIMMERMAN’S 

SEE THIS FLANGE 
CANNOT SAG 
OR TWIST 

ANTI- 

THE WEIGHT IS | 
CARRIED 

Ask your 
jobber 
or write us. 

Highest Award Famestown Exposition. 
Easily attached for Heavy Barn and Fire Doors, Gates, Fire Shutters. 

blacksmith hinge. 
HARRY ZIMMERMAN & CO., Patentees, 

25 Wood Street, FREMONT, O. 
Eastern Selling Agents, G. F. S. ZIMMERMAN, 4 Arch St., Frederick, Md. 

2 sizes. 6 inches to 6 feet. The strongest hinge ever offered; superior to 

Chicago’s Oldest, Largest and Most Reliable 

Hardware House — 

STEBBINS 

HARDWARE CO. 

74 Van Buren Street 

CHICAGO 

hanamaein ‘Menlaaiien at Lowest Prices 
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over in the course of a year,-as it is particularly adapted fto 

the leveling of walls, for laying out angles, grading streets, 
lots, drains, etc. It is not possible in this limited space to 
describe all the manifold uses of this level, but we can 
describe it. 

This instrument has a telescope 12 inches in length, and 

is equipped with lenses of the very best optical quality, and 
magnifying power of 25 diameters. The object glass is 1% 

inches. The horizontal circle has a 44-inch diameter, which 

is graduated from 0-90 each way. This instrument is com- 

plete in every detail and comes packed in a polished hardwood 
box, with strap, plumb-bob, sun-shade, adjusting pins and 
trivet. 

Until June first, the David White Company, No. 419 East 
Water street, Milwaukee, Wis., are making a special offer on 

this instrument which will interest every builder. 

They also manufacture an American Dumpy level, which 
has the same telescope, the same powerful lenses, but which 
is constructed slightly different from the before-mentioned 
level. They are also making a special offer on this American 
Dumpy. Both of these instruments are guaranteed to be 

absolutely perfect and are guaranteed to satisfy anyone who 
buys them. 

Write the David White Company today. They have a very 
attractive proposition, and it will interest you. 

Mention this paper when writing. 

Straight-edge Level 

The straight-edge level for setting frames and running 
levels is the invention of a mechanic who could find nothing 

on the market good enough for the 
purpose, so made one embodying his 
own ideas of how such a level should 
be made. 

The result was that he made so 
good a level that Henderson & Co., 
Memphis, Tenn., are making them 

and offering them to the trade that 
the public might get the benefit of 
such a useful tool. It is all brass, 

nickel-plated, weighs 1% ounces, is 

234 bedtien long, 2% inches wide and % inch deep, and is 

fitted with proved glasses. 
The level is used for setting frames, setting partitions, 

leveling joists, and for all purposes where a straight-edge is 

used. 
The object is, by screwing the level to any straight-edge 

you convert it into a perfect level and eliminate the trouble 
of having to use a stock level or a plumb-bob; it is not 
affected by the wind, and you have only one tool to use in 

place of two. 
The level is first screwed to the straight-edge as near true 
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tant Literature and Liberal Samples of 
Vulecanite Roofing. 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

IXTY years of experience, reputation and 
Ny constant improvement is behind every roll 

of Vulcanite Roofing. The high standard 

of quality has won for it highest honors at 
many expositions; the same high standard 

makes it the most extensively used roofing 

in the world. 
“The roofing of ultimate saving’? was what some- 

body called Vulcanite. We thought it appropriate 
discriminative contractors have thought so since. 
The way we insure this ‘“‘long-life’’ quality is like this: 

The base of Vulcanite is a mineral rubber 

? 

Sixty Years Successful 

To Contractors who use Good Roofing 

in the 

Interest of 

Caiilahicty <Any 8 Contractors 

AAS 

compound and is positively the highest priced 
material used in the manufacture of ready 
roofing. We pay the price because the quality 
is there. All the felt we use is pure wool felt. 
We know it’s good wool felt because we make 
it in our own mills. No paper or other cheap 
filler is used. 

Vulcanite is very dense and firm—it’s tough, yet as 
pliable as rubber. The sixty-years’ test has proved 
it will not freeze or crack in winter, will not crumble 
in dry weather—will absolutely refuse to leak in wet 
weather. 

Contractors are particularly requested to look for our name and trade-mark. Many manu 
facturers, who cannot imitate the roofing, imitate the name. The word ‘‘Vulcanite’” and our 

_Vulcanite Samples 
Sign (and Mail this Coupon for Impor- 

Patent Vulcanite Roofing Co., Chicago 

Vulcan trade-mark is positive protection for contractors. 

To dealers who sell it—to contractors who lay it— 
to consumers who use it—Vulcanite is a safe propo- 

sition. 
body is protected and satisfied. 

Fill out the coupon for literature and samples. 

It’s backed with positive guarantees. Every- 

Patent Vulcanite Roofing Co., 

CHICAGO 
FRANKLIN, Warren County, UHIO 
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as possible, and then trued up with the adjustment, by either 
raising or lowering the free end of the bulb. It can be re- 
moved and replaced without throwing it out of true, and does 

not need a recess to apply it, as the tool can be applied flat 
on the smooth surface, and either way does not interfere 

with the adjustment. 

New Factory for American Luxfer 

Prism Company 

A unique system of concrete construction is being employed 
in the erection of the new $75,000 factory for the American 

Luxfer Prism Company, at Thirty-seventh and Morgan 

streets, Chicago. This is to be made a model “day-lighted” 
plant through the installation of an extensive application of 
the Luxfer system. The building is to be 170 feet by 200 

The Mahler system of pre-constructed reinforced concrete 
T-beams has been developed as a result of the experience of 

Messrs. Postle & Mahler, the well-known architects of Chi- 
cago, in the construction of several buildings of the beam 
and tile construction. In short, the system is one in which 

the members are previously cast and cured, and are handled 
on the work in a manner similar to the handling of steel 

members. In the Luxfer. prism factory only one form of 
beam is involved, this being laid on a steel cage frame as a 

floor beam. 
In the building of the Luxfer Prism Company the Mahler 

beams are placed side by side on a fireproof steel frame, so 
as to form a solid floor and roof. For the surfacing of the 

floor, maple flooring is laid on 2 by 4 inch sleepers laid on 

the concrete. The roof is to have a cinder covering. The 
floors are designed for a live load of 125 

| pounds per square foot, and the beams have 
a 16-foot span. There will be about 2,000 

| of these beams, which are being cast in 
about 200 molds in the beam shops on the 
south side of Chicago. 

The engineering experts of this company 

Foye OT kan | 

have applied to its factory building every 
necessary application of the Luxfer system 
to make the structure perfectly “daylight” 

throughout, creating a plant where the work- 
men may do their work under the most 
favorable conditions of natural illumination. 

The facilities for doing business will be 

greatly increased, and the railroad track 
which runs into the factory is capable of 
handling five cars at a time. No mechanism 

feet, two stories in height, and of fireproof construction, em- 
bodying the Mahler concrete T-beam floor and roof system. 

for the saving of time and the increase of 
factory productivity has been omitted in the equipment of 

this thoroughly modern plant, which also includes a physical 

Mantels « pi 

Purpose 

Original Ideas in Mantels suitable for Bungalows, 

Cottages, Concrete or Cement Houses. 

Investigate our new Combination Mantel Fireplaces 

LORENZEN —ideal for Flats and Apartments. LONENCEN 

PREIGH! 

Lorenzen Mantels are Ahead 

The styles are modern—the designs are distinctive—the workmanship is better than other makes 

sold at higher prices. 

Every mantel is made by experienced workmen from highest quality air seasonec lumber in various 

woods and finishes. The prices are as varied as the style—all the way from $3.00 to $250.00. 

Our enormous stock is mirrored, and priced, in our catalog —the most magnificent ever issued. Send 

your name now and receive a copy as soon as it comes from the press. 

Dollars for Contractors and Owners in Our Proposition 

Our latest innovation, the combination Mantel-Fireplace, will coin extra dollars for mantel dealers. Something newl 
Handsomer, richer, and vastly superior to any brick fireplace. We explain this to anybody writing. Write today 

LORENZEN 

“The Mantel Man” 

‘315 N. Ashland Avenue. Chicago 
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At Our Expense 

UR story is quickly told. We will send you a Hess Steel Furnace and 

complete heating outfit, including pipes, registers, fittings and everything 

needed, for from $25 to $100 less than you can buy from dealers. You may 

place the purchase price in the hands of your local banker who will hold the 

money until January Ist, 1910, while you test the heater. 

en deed “ahaa a < it ‘ 
Se SDE a3 DOA ESS, 

YAS Sal ta Rass 

If the test is not satisfactory to you in every way, you may return the 

goods at our expense and have your money back, we to pay the cost of removal 

and freight charges both ways. Ask us more about it. There’s money in it 

for you. Our great co-operative plan makes you a partner in 
Our No. 45 

: . ‘“*Leader’’ Steel Furnace 
our success. We explain this with every estimate. This offer Pric $49 00 Heats 7 or 8 

also applies to heating equipments for all buildings. We < c= Rooms 
° Delivered to any Station East of 

manufacture and sell from our factory direct to you  Omaha&North*ot the Ohio River 

and loan you the tools free with which to instal] — Pives and Reristers Extra 

the outfit. 

_ Special Heating Plans Free 

Send us a rough sketch of any building you wish to heat and, without any charge 

or obligation on your part, we will have our experts prepare a simple, clear plan which 

you can easily understand, showing every detail of the furnace, pipes, registers, etc., in 

their proper places, with the exact cost to you of the complete equipment. 

Write For These Booklets 

Our booklet **Modern Furnace Heating” clearly explains principles that can- 

not be ignored if the heating of any building is to be accomplished perfectly and, at the 
same time economically. This booklet is written so anyone can easily understand the 

diagram illustrations and principles involved. _ It covers the entire heating propo- 
sition thoroughly and contains heating information of much value. 

The booklet ‘*These Bear Witness" gives the names 

and addresses of hundreds of people in every state and 
territory (many of them, perhaps, your neighbors) who 

have, and are using, the Hess Steel Furnace and outfit, 
and to whom we refer as having found our furnace the 

best in heating capacity and most inexpensive in first 
‘ ’ ~ ; THESE BOOKLETS ARE FREE. cost and fuel consumption. WRITE FOR THEM TODAY. 

Hess Warming & Ventilating Co. 

920 Tacoma Bldg. 
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laboratory where the experimental work demanded by the 
ever-growing line of Luxfer products may be developed. 

The factory of the American Luxfer Prism Company is 

almost a pioneer example of the German method of reinforced 
concrete construction, and marks an epoch of this type of 

construction. 
This country is ten years behind Germany in the use of 

concrete in its various adaptations, and we understand that 

in 50 per cent of the work in that country members or parts 
are cast in forms, or “pre-made,” and assembled in the course 
of construction. 

Roof Workers Take Notice 

Due to the increasing volume of business the company has 

been called upon to handle, the office of the Coldwater 

Specialty Company has been removed from Coldwater, Mich., 

to 56 Fifth avenue, Chicago. This change will make the 
high-class roof worker’s equipment manufactured by this 

company more easily procured, and will be a convenience 
to its many customers. 

Profits in Sheet Metal 

Every carpenter and builder should study the metal ceiling 

situation. Few of them pay the necessary attention thereto, 
thinking that as a side line there is not sufficient money in 

the selling and erection. They have grasped the situation at 
the wrong end; there is a profit, and a most substantial one, 
too. 

In order that a carpenter or builder be properly informed, 

he should secure the catalogue of some well-known manu- 
facturer. The designs and the construction of the ceilings 
should be carefully studied, so that he may understand to 
what buildings certain designs are best adapted. 

light unnecessary. 

accurately cut angles. 

installing imitations. 

Prisms. 
daylight basement is unquestionable. 

Send for “Daylighting” 

esting reading for contractors. 

1600 Heyworth Building 

The secret of the successful results that always follow Luxfer Prisms is in the sharp, 
Sheet prisms cannot give such 

results; they merely throw the light on one spot—Luxfer 
Prisms distribute it into every nook and corner. The 

light rays are not merely reflected ; they are scientifically 
directed—bent—focused. They are drawn from the 
sky to places they would otherwise never reach. 

Contractors Can Install Luxfer Prisms 

Ninety per cent of the total installations are on our principle. 
appreciable evidence of superiority of the Luxfer system. It is testimony of 
the fact that architects and contractors are not risking their reputation by 

Wherever a dark room or basement exists there is a need for Luxfer 
The rental value of each room is increased, while the utility of a 

Contractors contemplating Luxfer Prisms can obtain ready- 
to-lay slabs made up to any specifications, at our shops. 

Drop a postal for our booklet-—‘‘Daylighting."’ Giyes you an in- 
sight into the most advanced method of daylighting and makes inter- 

American Luxfer Prism Co. 

Chicago 
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He should learn the difference in quality or production of 
that ceiling from others on the market; what they are made 
from, the quality and gauge of iron; how put together “on 
the job,” and form his own reasons why the ceiling he is to 
handle is the best on the market. 

There is a growing demand for metal ceiling or sheet-metal 
decorative material. Year after year the manufacturers are 
pouring hundreds of thousands of squares into the buildings 

of this country. There are many sound reasons. While 
metal ceiling and sidewalls are not fireproof, they are fire 

preventive, rather retardive. Then again, an old storeroom, 
office-room or any other place can be highly decorated with 
a carefully studied-out metal-ceiling arrangement. Harmony 
of desizn is necessary in the selection of sidewall and ceiling 
material. 

Very often an inexperienced person will select one ceiling 
design and another sidewall design, because they seem to ap- 

peal to them. The manufacturer, probably more than any- 
one else, will be able to make a proper selection, that is, if it 
cannot readily be made by the buyer. 

The numerous stories that float about the country in which 

people are killed by falling plastered ceilings and all that, 
seemed to have reached their deserved end. The fact is that 
a first-class plaster ceiling will hold up under extraordinary 
use. But then a plastered ceiling in a nice storeroom, or a 

church or public auditorium seems such a plain, tiresome 
effect when more desirable effects are within reach. The 
modern metal ceiling is rich in relief work, and many of 
them carry plastic effects which seem almost impossible in 

“cold metal.” 
The school house which is to be healthful and sanitary, 

and fire preventive, must have metal ceiling or sidewall. 

Some boards are specifying such material in every new build- 

[yxfer Prisms 

urn Darkness |” Li 

Luxfer Prisms take the light of the sky 
and focus it to any part of the building. 

Luxfer Prisms flood the dark places with daylight and render artificial 

This is 
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HE PROBLEM SOLVED 
You can have Modern Sanitary Piumbing installed in your home at a very low cost, for our “All 
Iron Pipe” system enables any handy mechanic, without previous experience, to do the work. ; 3 

DON'T BE HELD UP for an exorbitant sum in order to possess these ee 
conveniences, for we will sell you the material 5 ETE ; , q Ss MPLETE 

at lowest wholesale prices. $ 3 9 . 0 ser OF HIGH GR ADE 
BATH ROOM FIXTURES THERE ity NO MYSTER about the pipe work for plumbing. Look We Sell Direct to the Consumer 

at the picture. The large vertical pipe is Our regular price $45.00. Special price to 
the stack. The smaller vertical pipe is the vent. All fixtures are trapped to prevent odor readers of Am. Carpenter & Bid’r. $39.00. | 
or sewer gas escaping into the rooms, and are so connected as to be ows vented. ‘lhis The Bath Tub is 5 ft. long, 30 in wide, por- I 
is a fair type of Sanitary installation. We will arrange any variations for you to supply ¢ejain enameled inside and over the rim. and 
you the most perfect arrangement for your home. is trimmed complete with full nice: trimmings 

Whether in the city, where you have running water and sewerage, or in the country, The Lavatory is iron, white porcelain enam 
where you have to provide yout own water system and dispose of your own sewerage, vou eled and complete with nickel trimmings. - 
can have these improvements. We will sell you all the material of all kinds needed, make , I 7 , , . he Closet is high grade sanitary bowl, wit! you working drawings, and tell you how to do the work. polished oak, copper-lined tank and "9 

7 a. and ¢ > atch. —_— 
JUST SEND US A PLAN 2 33% 2715105, 01r tee estimate Titers Amide onle_ eae 
in these modern conveniences. Other Bath Room Ont-_. — ’ 

A Hot Water or Steam Heating Plant 

t 
} 

fits from $24.50 <t, } 
' 

SOLD DIRECT TO YOU AT MANUFACTURER'S PRICE 
Don’t say you can’t afford a new heating plant for your home until you get our prices. 
They will surprise you—and we furnish plants in such convenient form that you can in- 
stall them yourself if you want to—or have a handy man to do it at day laporer’s wages 
Get — fot next winter now. Jt costs you nothing to have us make an estimate for 
you—and we not only save you about 50% in the cost, but 

$300 for hot water 
heating plant for 
this 12-room house 

|} including all ma- 
terial needed. ir 

$247 for all the 
material for a hot 
water heatingplant 
for this 11 - room 
house. 

We Guarantee Satisfaction 
You take no chances. We write it in the contract that our plant will supply the temper- 
ature required in each and every room, and hold ourselves in readiness to supply, free oi 
all cost, all material, should any oe needed to bring the plant up to our guarantee. Should 
the plant at any time within one year prove a failure, or unsatisfactory to you, we will 
refund the entire purchase price upon the return of the plant co us. We will make you 
complete working drawings, showing how to do the wor’: so that you can’t go wrong. We 
will lend you an entire outfit of tools to do the work. Get started now and utilize your 
spare time this summer in installing a high-grade plant at low cost. 

Remember we guarantee our plant in every way. You can’t get a better, even if you 
Pay twice as much. Write for information blank. 

$180. A first class READY ROOFING STEEL ROOFING 
hot water heating We are offering the entire factor 50,000 squares of Heavy Steel Roofing. 
plant for this &- output of mill ends of Extra Hi This is made from metal used in the manu- 
room house for Grade Vulcan Roofing. This is the facture of soap. Never exposed to the 
$180. regular $3.00 grade of Ready Roofing, weather and never nailed. 10 times better 

- ~ but there are two or three pieces in than the lightest weights of new. Coated 
each roll of 108 square feet, or enough both sides with weather proof ‘“Gelatine’’ 
to lay 100 square feet. Fire Proof! coating. Guaranteed perfect and free from 
not affected by Heat or Cold! Per- nail holes. Flat, per 100 square $1 
— went Proof. Stock feet. . eee ee . 
mited. fhile it lasts at Corrugated, per 100 square 

ee WEs 60 west cbetes ne tase 95c ee wie bata ; aa $1.75 

Write for Free Samples. Order at Once. 
Central M. & S. Co., Chicago. 

I am much pleased with the hoc water heating plant, the pneumatic water supply 
system, the bath room outfit and kitchen sink that I purchased from you for my home, \ 
“very part of this plant is thor- } rs - 

oughly satisfactory. We have ex- t We will sell you 
<. 
b. 

) $135 is all It cost 
for a hot water 
heating plant for 
this 5-room cot- 

Pneumatic Water Supply 

tremely cold winters here but the material for a complete 
heating plant heats the house per- installation like shown 
fectly. In purchasing this from you in this picture: togeth- 
1 have saved abouc $400.00. ae with ai $135 3 

Very truly yours, pipe for 
John Gasman, Our Pneumatic Water + 

Bark River, Mich. | | Supply system will fur- | 
en es ‘nish running water. By a 

simple natural law, the 
water is forced up to the 
faucets. Our free catalog 
describes the operation 
fully. Price from $40 up. ; 

C. M. & S. Co., Chicago 
The not water heating plant 

which you sold me for my house is 
perfect. 

Systems from <= 

G. x. Daniels, _ 
Olean, N. Y. t 

We will sell you a Complete Plant be 
ora Single Fitting. No order too - eee 
large, none too small. The Home of the Central Machinery & Supply 6°, 

’ shows plain net prices for 
| Our Free Catalo ue No. 103 each ana every article. Write 

4 for it today. We also handle light and heavy machinery, gasoline engines, 
windmills, etc. a 

Gatral Machinery
 & Supaky B 2°? om prow, \ ips Soe 

‘BRADFORD REDS” 

SUPERIOR FRONT BRICK 

Brick Fireplaces 

Standards— Romans— Ornamentals 

Trade Mark Reg., U. S. Pat. Office. MANUFACTURED BY 

Bradford Pressed Brick Company 

BRADFORD : : : : PENN. 
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ing to be erected. What about the difference in cost fromy any contractor, carpenter or builder who is in a position to 
a plastered ceiling. Many persons contemplate so long over undertake a profitable side line business requiring little addi- 
this very slight difference that they forget the four-fold ad- tional work and which always is a source of pleasure and 
vantages of metal. It is a matter of difference which should growth. 

not be considered in dollars or cents, if better decorative and 
substantial effects are sought. Door Hanger Perfection 

For many years the sheet-metal worker alone worked in The Allith Manufacturing Company beg to announee that 

the metal ceiling field. Contractors were of the opinion that they have greatly increased their output this year over any 
none but experienced sheet-metal workers could “trim up” previous year—and 
the bad plates and fit them together. There was a time when hope the trade will 

irregular stamping or trimming prevailed, and even now accept this statement 
some such material is thrown upon the market regardless of as evidence of un- 
the attainment of harmonious effects. usual merit. The im- 

Manufacturers realize the inharmony of bad plates, poor provements that have 
stamping and plates out of square, and some make special taken place in their 

efforts towards securing perfect plates in every respect, so line assure the users 

that when erected the ceiling will present an unbroken sheet of their product the 
of metal, strong in relief and pleasing in effect. highest standard at- 

The Kanneberg Roofing & Ceiling Company, of Canton, tainable. 
ia ae Ohio, have undertaken to instruct the contractor and builder This company now 

in the rudiments of metal ceiling selling and erection through invites your careful 
a new edition of their large catalogue of designs. They rea- attention to their 
lized long ago that a good mechanic should be able to sell parlor door hangers, universally recommended and used by 

and erect ceilings, if the plates are squarely stamped and the leading architects and builders. In these parlor door 

powers wer & 

they fit together with regard to a perfect design. Hundreds hangers they use the same principle of construction that has 
of carpenters and builders have availed themselves of these made their Reliable round-track hanger so universally suc- 
instructions and already are handling them as a “side line.” cessful. 

This firm believes that with proper illustrations and rightly “Always on the track” is the verdict concerning the Allith 
built material, any mechanic will be able to handle their Reliable parlor door hangers. They are simple, efficient, 

product and make a workmanlike job in its erection. durable, noiseless, frictionless; the most popular outfit with 

The catalogue gives instruction in detail, with an endless leading architects and builders of fine homes. 
number of illustrations of applied design, and they have re- This hanger is an improvement in parlor door hangers. 
duced to a minimum the matter of selection and ordering, The hanger proper and the plate for attaching to the door 
so that no mistake can be made. This catalogue will be sent are made of high-carbon wrought steel. The adjusting screw 

This Improved Level 

especially designed for Builders, Contractors, etc. 
Has a telescope 12” in length. Lenses of the best optical 

quality. Magnifying power 25diameters. Object glass 1}”. 
Horizontal circle 44” in diameter, graduated from 0-90 each 
way. 

ij et Instrument complete in a polished hard-wood box with strap, 

1k een Se plumb-bob, sun-shade, adjusting pins and trivet. 
| Level for the This Regular $45.00 Instrument with tripod, is offered from 

now until June 1, for $40.00. Every Instrument guaranteed to 

be accurate in every respect. 

DAVID WHITE COMPANY 
419 East Water St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Month of May 

Only 

$40.00 

FLY SCREENS and Practical Art Metal Ceilings 

SCREEN DOORS — hie aie sae Gm 
We are the only manufacturers 

Made to order neatly and promptly. 
who cut the beads in the dies 
after casting. Result — Square 
and accurate plates—which will 
save you time and labor in cost 
of erection. 

Send for Catalogue No. 2 
which shows 200 new and 
original designs. 

From a single screen or door 
to a thousand. 

Wire fastened by the most im- 
proved Standard Shoulder 

Notice that rails lap over Strip Method. 

stiles, which prevents the Mr. Carpenter, Builder or Contractor, 
splitting of plowed edges write for free copy of our 1909 

illustrated catalog. 

**See that Corner’”’ 

Manufactured by 

Wm. Foster & Sons Co., Inc. 

screens, but not with ours. —— nic : = : Springfield, Iilinois 
ei than STANDARD SCREEN CO., Also uneamineiae of Radiator Shields, Fire Proof Window I I - cos no ore 1ey t no more 803-05 W. 14th St., Chicago, Ill. “ieee and a Gal. at Bak we Hip anes we Cornice, 

: : ylights =: : : 

so common with most 

the inferior 
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Mr. Carpenter, Builder or Contractor 

Do You Know? 

Gasoline ENGINE 

It will pay you to get acquainted with it, and to find out just 

how much it will save you in the cost of running your shop, and 

how it will increase your capacity. 

The White Lily Engine 

is small, light, convenient, but Full 3 H. P. 

It costs little to run and is always ready. @IT IS FULLY GUARANTEED. QA little 

White Lily in your shop means a big balance in your bank. @[Every engine is sold on full thirty 

days’ trial, all freight charges paid by us. @ You can tell by trying —Why don't you try? @ Write 

for full particulars and free illustrated catalog, today. 

WHITE LILY MFG. CO. 

1597 RocKingham Road ~ DAVENPORT, IOWA. 

THE BEST PROOF 

that a good tin roof lasts is—that it has lasted. 

32 POUNDS COATING 

ROOFING TIN 

“The Terne which turns the elements” 

is not an experiment but the result of long years of testing.and service right on the 

roof. For ductility, durability and heavy uniform coating, MF has always main- 

tained the highest standard of excellence. 

One roofer says: ‘“‘After an experience of over fortyjyears as workman and 

proprietor in the tinning business, I have never found a roofing plate so satisfactory 

as MF.’ 

American Sheet and Tin Plate Company 

FRICK BUILDING PITTSBURGH, PA. 
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has an extra long bearing in the frame of hanger, making a 
very strong and positive adjustment, easily regulated without 

removing door casing. The wheel is brass bushed, 3% inches 

in diameter, steel cased with hard fibre tread, making it 
absolutely noiseless. The track is a round steel track with 
malleable iron supports, fitting tightly inside of the track. 

An improved design is now offered in the well-known Re- 
liable door hanger. There has been no change in the prin- 

ciple of construction, as actual tests have proved it to be 
the only correct one for door hangers. The size of frame 
and wheels has been increased, making a more symmetrical 

and easier-running hanger. 
The track is made in lengths of 4, 6, 8 and to feet. It is 

a heavy round steel tube, with a 3-inch slot in the back, 

allowing the insertion of the track supports. This shape 
makes it much stronger and more rigid than a flat track. 

It cannot get out of line or sag. The supports are malleable 
iron, fitting inside of the track tightly, and may be spaced 
to fit any requirements. 

Disston’s New Book of Saws 

In the matter of merit, the 1909 catalogue of Henry Diss- 

ton & Sons, Inc., of Philadelphia, resembles the product of 

[May 

its world-famous factories, in which sixty-nine years of suc- 
cessful saw-making constitutes a guarantee of quality, work- 

manship and efficiency. 
This new catalogue, just received, tells its own story, and 

in doing so, describes the superior characteristics of Disston 

saws and tools. It is a book worthy of special attention 
from the Pacific northwest trade, dealing as it does with 

every possible feature and appliance of circular, band and 
hand saws, backsaws, nest saws, hack saws, wood saws, saw 
sets, tools and files, as well as advantageous methods of use 
and repair. From the preface of the book we take the liberty 
of quoting as follows: 

“As long as fifty-four years ago we recognized the import- 

ance of making our own steel in order to obtain satisfactory 
quality, and at that time established the first plant in America 
for making crucible saw steel. Since then the plant has been 
enlarged and improved until now it is undoubtedly the larg- 

est and best of its kind, making high-grade crucible steel 
peculiarly adapted and unequaled for saw and tool purposes. 
It is upon this well-laid foundation the Disston quality is 

built and uniformly assured.” 

‘Somers Brothers Blocks 

In purchasing a block machine the vital question arises, 
will it make good blocks? To be successful a machine must 

not only make good blocks but it must make them rapidly. 
The question then arises, which is the better method, the 

pressure method or the tamp method? And both methods are 
admittedly good if the pressure or the tamp is uniform. All 

block men agree that to have a successful block made, one 
that will withstand the elements, a slushy mixture must be 

used. 
Somers Brothers, of Urbana, Ill., have been for the past 

few years placing on the market a block machine that so far 

BUSINESS, FOR YOU 

THERE IS MONEY in the METAL CEILING 

Contractors and Builders Should Read This 

make a special proposition on our line. 
for every building and our prices are low. 

all kinds of SHEET METAL BUILDING MATERIAL. 
you want and ask for catalogue. 

New York Detroit Chicago 

Why don’t you sell METAL CEILINGS? It’s a profitable business the 
year round for every contractor and builder, no matter in how large or 
small a town you live. We have simplified the work, from the taking 
of the measurements to the writing of the order and erecting the ceil- 
ing. We want a man in every town in the country to whom we can 

We have the RIGHT designs 

We also make expanded METAL LATH, METAL ROOFING, and 
Tell us what 

The Kanneberg Roofing and Ceiling Co., Canton, Ohio 
Kansas City Dallas Baltimore 

D O WW 

Wire & Iron Works 
tmoerporated: 

KouraevitLwk, KY. 

Beams, Angles, Anchors, 

Ornamental Ceet Irom Fromte amd @Stairwvaye. 

IRON LINTELS 

Hangers, 

Union Fibre Co., 72 Fibre Ave. , Winona, Minn. 

Dear Sirs: Send Samples and Specifications | s00 mitice Yards is Bes 

(for sheathing and sound-deadener) of the new| “ecu dtlies 

linen building felt—LINOFELT— ‘ «58 times | ™™ Philip carey Company 

as effective as BUILDING Paper.'' Cincinnati 2a 

(Sign your name and let us prove it to you.)| F cata und pm 

LINOFELT is Made by the Makers of “LITH’’—the Cold Storage and Refrigerator 

Not Expensive 

Branches & 
in all 

penne mt 
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Rea” Oe Pee? ee a: 
Asbestos “Century” Shingle ‘nd—Teete ‘Gm Club, Dayton, Ky.: William Lampe, Newport, Ky., 

Architect; R. L. Brown, Covington, Contractor 

Asbestos “Century” Shingles 

“The Roof that Outlives the Building’ 

What roofing could the architect or builder recommend if not Asbestos 

“Century” Shingles. 
Weather-proof—moisture hastens the crystallization of the cement particles about the inter- 

lacing asbestos fibres. Elasticity defies even continuous freezing and thawing. 

Fire-proof—asbestos and cement are indestructible by fire. 
Accident-proof—asbestos fibres reinforce the cement in every direction. 
Uniform in size and shape, easily and quickly laid, need no painting and no repairs. 
Three attractive colors—Newport Gray (silver gray), Slate (blue black), and Indian Red. Numerous 

shapes and several sizes. Ask your Roofer for new quotations. Write for Booklet ‘‘Roofing 1908.”’ 

The Keasbey & Mattison Company, Factors 

Ambler, Pennsylvania 

‘Triple “First Cost ‘ 
Asphalt 
Coated “Gal; tom “Cost” 

Mica- aw VA Ly 
Plated.” VEL 

When you put GAL-VA-NITE on a building you can leave the job with the satisfaction of knowing that the ep ding is well roofed. 
‘Well roofed’ means no more trouble from leaks and the expense of coating or painting every year. GAL-VA-NITE i is waterproofed 
with mineral asphalt and is weatherproofed with a heavy “armor plating” of flaked mica. GAL-VA-NITE Nil not “‘run”’ in the 
hottest sun on the steepest roof, neither will it fail to give entire satisfaction on a flat roof. 
GAL-VA-NITE is put up in rolls containing one hundred and eight square feet complete with nails, lap cement and directions 
This pliable mineral-faced ready roofing is such a great improvement over all similar products and it is so much easier and cheaper 

to lay than shingles or tin that it is no wonder that it is being called for all over the continent. 
We have warehouses all over the country and can make prompt shipment at the very lowest freight rates. Let us send you our 

FREE samples and convince you that ‘the first cost is the last cost’’ of a roof of GAL-VA-NITE. Our FREE roofing booklet “The 
Inside of an Outside Proposition”’ sent on request. 

‘‘For Roofing Right—Know GAL-VA-NITE.”’ 

wwe, UNION ROOFING & MFG. CO. Sint, 

THE MANUFACTURE OF 

CONCRETE HENS’ NESTS 

Pays enormous dividends on a very small investment 

They are Sanitary—Will Last Forever. "be effeig7r°'t| No Competition 

ONE SALE MEANS A DOZEN 

Every man who owns chickens is a SURE CUSTOMER 

OUR FOLDER TELLS ALL ABOUT THEM. WRITE TODAY 

B. M. BANGS & CO., take mmis. towa 
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has been uniformly successful, and has caused quite a stir 

among cement block manufacturers. First and foremost, their 

method is the pressure method, and by the construction of 
their machine a pressure of over 80,000 pounds is exerted 

directly upon the block. One does not have to be well versed 

in mathematics to know that with such an enormous pressure 

a very dense block can be made with the wettest of mix- 
tures. 

Laboratory tests in the University of Illinois show that 

one of these blocks made in the ordinary manner carried a 

maximum load of 338,000 pounds. This test will convince 

even the most skeptical that a block capable of sustaining 
such enormous weight must be good. With the Somers ma- 
chine blocks can be made very rapidly, and with a minimum 

amount of labor, the machine doing all the work itself and 
not relying upon the non-uniform work of man. A man be- 

comes tired, and his feeling is reflected upon the efforts he 
puts into his tamping. With the pressure machine this is 

done away with, giving an absolute uniformity of pressure 

and consequently an absolute uniformity of block which is 
the absolute essential of concrete block manufacture. 

Somers Brothers, of Urbana, IIl., will be glad to send you 
their catalogue and descriptive literature. Drop them a card. 

Willis Skylights and Wall Ties 

Every carpenter and builder will be interested in the newly 
improved Willis ventilators and skylights now being placed 

upon the market by the Willis Manufacturing Company, 

Galesburg, Ill. The high-class sheet-metal goods of all kinds 
manufactured by this company; their fireproof metal window 
frames, sashes, stamped architectural zinc and copper work, 
cornices, skylights, metal ceilings and hip shingles have been 
known very favorably to the building trade, and their excel- 

lencies are well attested. This company is now making a 

Work, China Cases, 

We Offer Spectal Inducements 

Console No. 4653 

OUR 
CATA

LOG 
SAVE

S MO
NEY 

==
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To Contractors, Builders and Owners 

There are economic reasons why we can save money to contractors, 
builders and owners on millwork specialties. We have a combination of years 
of experience and a plant equipped to save money in manufacturing. You 
get the benefit in better goods for less money. 

We are Specialists in the manufacture of 

Embossed Mouldings, Plate and Chair Rails, Grille 
Side Boards, all Interior 

Mill Work and Anything in the Cabinet Line. 

Write to day for our New Catalog No. 17—112 Pages. 

CHICAGO EMBOSSED MOULDING CO. 

specialty of a line of ventilators and skylights, which are de- 

signed to be sent in the knock-down, and can be easily set 

up by any person of ordinary ability without the use of 
special tools. This is very easily accomplished, there being 
no solder required to make a water-tight joint. That they 

can be sent in the knock-down reduces freight expenses ‘con- 
siderably, and also lessens the chances of damage while in 
transit. These skylights can be fitted with any style of glass, 
which these people also furnish; the glass being packed in a 

separate crate. 
We are informed that carpenters and building contractors in 

large numbers in all parts of the country are using these 

Willis ventilators and skylights, and that architects are speci- 
fying them for all kinds of buildings. Their use has been 
everywhere successful, the owners of the buildings being well 
pleased with the architectural appearance and substantial 
construction, and the builders being well pleased at the ease 

The Willis Manufacturing Company are also distributing 

Colonnade Opening 

No. 4538 

683-87 Austin Ave. 
CHICAGO 

Ne. 13 Corner Post 

4 

PePrrerrrer 

+ Se PPP PEPPER RED, a 
— 

The COULSON PATENT 

Store Front Construction 

is the best. You will be convinced of this after 

the first trial. 
Don’t experiment, but specify Coulson Store 

Front Construction to be used, and you will have 
the most practical and neatest appearing store 

fronts obtainable. 

Write for catalogue D-800. 

J. W. COULSON & CO., ‘tesstecttrers 
Main Office, 234 N. Third St. COLUMBUS, O. 
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Ventilation Without Risk 

IVES PATENT VENTILATING LOCK 

A safeguard for ventilating rooms, allowing windows to be left open 
at the top, the bottom, or both top and bottom with entire security 
against intrusion, a permanent fixture easily applied and quickly 
operated, affording three times more protection to the window than the 

ordinary sash fastener. 

THE H. B. IVES COMPANY 

NEW HAVEN. CONN., U.S. A. 

88-page Catalogue Hardware Specialties mailed free 

“SEAVEY” MITRE BOX 

meets every requirement 

Cuts any angle— 

special or regular. 

Needs no special 
saw. 

Lightest box made 

= Can be instantly 
= applied. 

rhe only Mitre 
Box. 

Made so that it is attachable to inside or outside work 

without a special attachment. 

Prices to-day from your jobber or write for the 
- ‘“Green Book’ —— 

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO. 

108-110 Duane Street, 

NEW YORK BA U. S. A. 

The Roof that Proves—Sun-proof and 

Rain-proof: Needs no Paint or Repairs 

Dulier ROOFING | 
SAAD 

SG 

If you are interested in Roofs—the best 

and most economical Roofing to use, for 

all kinds of buildings—let us send you 

samples of ‘‘Rubber Sanded,’’ and our 

32-page booklet. Write today—before 

you forget it. 

ASPHALT AND ASPHALT PAINT 

The Pioneer Roll Paper Company are 

refiners of Asphalt and manufacturers of 

Asphalt Paint—which they supply direct 

from their factories in Los Angeles. 

Ss 

California Agents for North- 

western Compo-Board Company. 

PIONEER ROLL PAPER COMPANY 

Address Dept. 21, Los Angeles, California. 

We will ship you @ 

5 (0 DAYS FREE TRIAL =): on approval, freight 
prepaid to any place in the United States without a cent deposit in advance, and allow 
ten days free tal from theday you receive it. Ifit doesnot suit youin every way and 
is not all or more than we claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get anywhere else 
regardless of price, or if for any reason whatever you do not wish to keepit, ship it back 
to us at our expense for freight and you will ot be out one cent. 

LOW FACTORY PRICES 
We sell the highest grade bicycles direct from factory 
to rider at lower prices than any other house. We 

Save you $10 to B25 middlemen’s profit on every bicycle—highest grade models with 
Puncture-Proof tires, mnested Rollerchains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap mail 
order bicycles; also ‘reliable medium grade models at unheard of low prices. 

MU RIDER AGENTS WANTED 
in each town and district to ride and exhibit a sample 
1909 Ranger Bicycle furnished by us. You wil 

astonished at the wonderfully low prices and the liberal propositions and special offers we will 
give on the first1909 sample going to your town. Write at once for our sfeciaé offer. 
DO NOT BUY a bicycle ora pair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive our catalogue 

fy and learn our low prices and liberalterms. BICYCLE OBALERS: you can sell our bicycles under 
your own name plate at double our prices. Orders filled the day received. 

4...» nae eGo ta BSc bn ag number taken in trade by our Chicago retail stores will 

TIRES, COASTER "BRAKES, : 

« Descriptive bargain list mailed free. 
ingle "Caeue fener tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs and 
everything in the bicycle line at half the usual prices. 

pao. dhgystd WAIT but write today for our Large Catalog beautifully ill and < g a great fund of inter- 
ing matter and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. Write it now. 

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept. t:122 CHICAGO, ILL. 
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the well-known Willis: wall tie. The illustration shown here- 
with will call to mind to thousands of builders a very well- 

known article. This wall tie is made with all the care and 
thoroughness which characterizes the other products of this 

company. It is a standard article and is distributed at rock 

bottom prices. 
Every reader of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER who 

desires exact information concerning all classes of architec- 
tural sheet-metal work should write for a copy of the Willis 

110-page, illustrated catalogue. It will be found very valu- 
able, the information being up-to-date and reliable. It will be 

sent without charge to readers of this journal. 

*“A Talk with Dad”’ 

On another page in this issue will be seen the advertise- 

ment of the Dutro Manufacturing Company, of Mason City, 

Iowa. This firm is putting on the market a tool that will 

meet with the unqualified approval of every man who has 
had his trouble with sash and door fitting. A post card ad- 
dressed to this company will bring to you, their little book- 
let, entitled “A Talk with Dad,” and this will interest you. 

Write for it today. 

The Asbestos Market 

The Keasbey & Mattison Company, of Ambler, Pa., hold 
the usual annual convention of the managers of their various 
branches throughout the United States during the last week 
in March to plan the future development of the rapidly 
growing asbestos “Century” shingle, and the general asbestos 
business of that concern. 

The Keasbey & Mattison Company is one of the “Big Four” 
companies controlled by Dr. R. V. Mattison, who, in addition 

to being president of the Bell Asbestos Mines, Thetford 

Mines, province of Quebec, Canada, popularly known as “the 

largest and most productive asbestos mine in the world,” 
which is owned by the Keasbey & Mattison Company, is also 

president of the Asbestos Shingle, Slate & Sheathing Com- 
pany, and the Asbestos Manufacturing Company, Limited, 
of Lachine, near Montreal, a recent acquisition, which is the 
first factory in. Canada to be equipped for the manufacture of 

asbestos products upon a large scale. 
Dr. R. V. Mattison is also a director in the Amalgamated 

Asbestos Corporation, Limited, of Canada, which will con- 

trol 70 per cent of the world’s present supply of asbestos, 
which is 80 per cent of the supply from the districts of 
Thetford and Black Lake, Province of Quebec; 90 per cent 
of the world’s present supply coming from that province. 

Protection Against Fire 

The manufacturers of Amatite, the best known of the 
mineral-surfaced roofings, received the following letter from 

Hot Sprinks, Ark.: 
“Dear Sirs: I want twenty more squares of Amatite and 

I will tell you why. 
“T had a house gutted by fire three weeks ago, and it was 

covered with Arkansas shingles, thin shingles and a rubber 

roofing. One kitchen was covered with Amatite, and it 
seemed to the only fire-resisting roofing on the house. All of 
the other roofing was entirely destroyed. After the fire was 
put out, the Amatite roofing was standing with the exception 

of some places where the sheathing had torn out and broken 
holes through it. In fact, the major portion of the Amatite 
would have turned water after the fire. 

“As I am going to rebuild, I want enough Amatite to cover 
“Yours respectfully, 

“G. F. MALpIne.”’ 

If any of our readers are not familiar with Amatite they 

should send and get a sample at once. This roofing needs 
no painting and is fire-retardent as well. Address the near- 

the entire house. 
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FREIHOFER BAKERY, PHILADELPHIA. 

The device that meets any condition. OQme gear operates a double line of sash 300 feet long, as shown. 
Power is TRANSMITTED BY TENSION to levers hinged at side of windows. All bearings are Phosphor-Bronze; gears immersed 

in oil. This insures permanent working conditions. 
Erected anywhere. Positively guaranteed. No charge for special details. 

You will be interested in LUPTON ROLLED STEEL SKYLIGHT—LUPTON FIREPROOF WINDOWS. 
Our complete organization is described, and unequaled facilities are illustrated in catalogue, Read it and you will understand 

how the Lupton Standard of Workmanship is maintained. Write to-day for catalogue. 

DAVID LUPTON’S SONS COMPANY, 

POND OPERATING DEVICE 
(PATENTED) 

Weikel and Willard Sts., 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND RUILUER 
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A Test of Toughness 

Not that you are expected to use your pencil as a chisel or an 
awl, but just to prove its toughness, this pencil was actually driven 

through a half inch plank. The illustration was drawn from a photograph. 

E. C. S. Carpenter Peneils 

are made of straight-grained, seasoned cedar and first quality graphite, toughened 
to stand rough usage. It is soft, smooth and uniform in use—no hard spots 

or grit. Beautifully finished in lustrous paint and silver leaf. 

If not at your dealer’s, write to us for free sample and we will tell you where 
they may be had. 

poss on \\ \ WS SIMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY (Incorporated), 
q MANO ST. LOUIS and NEW YORK, U.S. A. 

Slate Ro ofing 

Use Slate Blackboards, Steps, Risers, Wainscotting, 
Hearths, Fireboards, Urinals, Grave Vaults, 

Platforms, Catacombs, Sinks, Etc. 

USE SLATE ROOFING 

It is Fire Proof. Lasts a Lifetime. 
Makes Clean Water for Cisterns. 

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS 
Write Us for Prices for Anything in the Slate Line, Before Buying Elsewhere. We Furnish Best Goods at Lowest Prices. 

BANGOR STRUCTURAL SLATE COMPANY, Bangor, Penna. 

Sheet Metal Work 

Large stock of our catalog designs on hand for 
prompt shipment of orders. 

We have a large assortment of garlands, modillions, 
enriched mouldings, capitals, finials, tympanum 
panels, rosettes, faces, etc., which can be readily 
applied to wood or metal work. 
Catalogue No. 12 K, just issued, shows full line of 

above lines, also cornices, building fronts, skylights, 
fire-proof windows, metal tile roofing and steel 
ceilings. 

If you have not received a copy of this catalog 
write us today and we will mail you one. 
Our prices arelow. Our work is strictly first-class. 

Send us architect’s drawings for estimate. We 
will return promptly with our proposition. Dis- 
counts to the trade on application. 

THE W.H. MULLINS COMPANY 

Manufacturers of Architectural Sheet Metal Work, Statuary, Fireproof Windows and Skylights 

214 Franklin Street, Salem, Ohio. 

Architectural Q 

Ge 

“wae 
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est office of the Barrett Manufacturing Company, New York, 
Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, St. Louis, Cleveland, Pittsburg, 
Cincinnati, Kansas City, Minneapolis or New Orleans. 

Improved Tools 

Among the new pro- 
ducts of the L. S. Star- 
rett Company, Athol, 
Mass., makers of fine 
practical tools for me- 

chanics, is an attachment 
for combination squares. 

The use of this at- 
tachment is so well 
shown by the _illustra- 
tions that a further de- 
scription is hardly neces- 
sary. The attachment 
is made to fit the 12, 18 
and 24 inch blades of 

their Nos. If, 23 and 33 
Se. squares, and can be used in 

ah connection with any of their 
2 3 regular rules as wide as I inch, 

: or with their flat steel square 
No. 21 for laying out key seats, 

Dd 

Se No. 289 

My) THE L_S. STARRETT GO 
| ATHOL.MASS. U S.A. 

etc. 

Automatic Sash Holder 

The Automatic Sash Holder Company, 277 Broadway, New 
York, has just placed on the market a successful automatic 

sash holder. It is designed to automatically hold in any posi- 

tion required both upper and lower window sash, without 
using sash cord, weights or pulleys. The idea grew out of 

the necessities of portable house construction, where large 
window frames with weight pockets were impossible and 
superfluous material was discarded, the same conditions being 
adaptable to houses of cement and concrete block construc- 

tion. The principle of this holder has been thoroughly tried 
out for several years in portable house construction, and now, 
greatly improved in every detail to satisfy more exacting con- 

ditions, is offered for permanent structures. The body of the 
holder requires only an easily made mortise in the stile of 
sash, about 3% by % by 1 5/16 inches, all of which can be 
done with a %-inch auger bit and chisel, mortises for new 

work being machine mortised at the mill. When in position 
the wheel runs up and down on the jamb of window frame 

and the holder is absolutely out of sight. The two portions 
of the frame are formed by special machinery from 5/64-inch 
sheet steel. A binding or holding friction pressure is obtained 

by means of two electro-galvanized piano wire steel springs, 
which are 9/16-inch diameter and held securely in place by 
large bosses stamped top and bottom in both plates. The 
wheel pinions revolve in two elongated or oval holes with a 

play of about 3/32 inch, so that as the sash is raised the 
wheel revolves, but when lifting ceases the wheel axles move 

upward in the slot, and the ratchets engage with each side 
of the upper plate sufficiently to hold the sash at any desired 
point. The company emphasizes some of the following ad- 
vantages, viz.: that hardwaremen and others can buy them 

in sets of four, so as to retail profitably for less than the 
cost of weights, cords and pulleys; that while equally suit- 
able for old or new construction, in the latter case there can 

be a great saving, both in material and freight, as well as 
bulk, by having window frames made without weight pockets ; 
that owing to constant side pressure, windows, regardless of 

| 

the hinge. 
Diehl’s. 

Diehl’s Screen Door Hinge No. 17 | 

STRICTLY MALLEABLE IRON 
Door can be taken off without removing 

No other hinges made like 
Ask your dealer for them. 

The Big 4 Corner Brace and Coupling 

for putting up Storm Houses, Porch 
Screens, Portable Screen Cottages, and 
fastening Box Corners used by all 
Practical Builders. Ask for the Big 4. 

Samples sent upon recetpt of 10 cents in stamps to pay 
for packing and postage of same 

Manufactured by 

DIEHL NOVELTY CO. 
SHEBOYGAN WISCONSIN a! 

This Looks Good to Others, How Does It Look to You? 

$110 to Be Given Away in Prizes. 
: We want you to know us, and to know our goods, and their superior qualities and conveniences over all others. We take the 

lead in a practical line of builders’ hardware. To satisfy yourself of this fact send 10 cents in stamps for sample of any article that we 
manufacture. Seeing is believing. Send for catalogue and satisfy yourself. 

In order to introduce our goods to the contractors, we are offering the following prizes to contractors that use the largest amount 
of one goods J vet ewe Ame re 1909, and December Ist, 1909, 
1st Prize,—Gentleman’s Watch, 16 size, 17 jewel, hunting case, Howard movement, value $35.00. You can show any of these prizes 
2nd Prize,—Gentleman’s Gold Watch, 16 size, 17 jewel. hunting case, Hamilton movement, value $5 00. to your local jeweler and if he does 
3rd Prize,—Gentleman’s Gold Watch, 16 size, 15 jewel, open face, Elgin movement, value $15.00. = — p ge ogee “er oo 
4th Prize,—Gentleman’s Solid Gold Watch Chain, value $12.00. press company or. banker ‘and we 
ot Neral pom soar os P24 el egy $1 __. will forward for the amount. 

rize,—Gentleman’s So i et, diamond set, value $8.00. 
7th Prize,—Gentleman’s Solid Gold Locket, value $5.00. DIEHL NOVELTY CO. Be gy the. pH ag 

2 ° fill out this coupon and mail it to us 
Diehl Novelty Co., Sheboygan, Wis. at the end of each month 60 that we 

may oe able to award prizes to the i re ee ee ee BO IO rr arr. ere er ree ee ight rtl t th T of 
Name of Dealer from whom goods were purchased...............0es00- RS sos cisuws wis enue | convest. ie ee . 

Fill in with amount of goods used: | — ——— — 
..Doz. No. 1 Hangers and Fasteners. ....Doz. No. _2 Screen Hooks. | ....Doz, No. 19 Basement Window Catch. 
Ae “1 Hangers only. ON Oe a ** 17 Screen Door Hinge. eaahee ** 45 Inside Turn Button. 

is “1 Fasteners only. sae ** 18 Screen Door Hinge, extra part. I Bes “ 55 Corner Brace 
Zs _ 1 Screen Hooks. eee ** 21 Basement Window Hinge. Fas « 60 Coupling. 
e hee Hangers and Fasteners. eden “* 22 Basement Window Hinge. od “ 28 Base Knob. 

2 Hangers only. sonar ** 9% Basement Window Hinge. wee “ 6560 Screen,Door,Catch. 
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FOX WjACHINE COMPANY 

756-776 North Front St., CRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 

No. 3 Mitering 

Machine 

Cuts a double miter 
on small mouldings 

In One Stroke 
and in two or more 
strokes on larger 
mouldings. om 28 

FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST 

Adjustable Saw 

Dado 

1—Smoothest Grooves 
2—Fastest Cut 
3—Greatest Range 
4—Quickest Adjustment 
5—Longest Life 
6—Least Trouble 
7—Perfect Safety 

—————4 

(= Te as 

Here’s the Roofing 

You Ought to Use 

Just as ready roofing has demonstrated its super- 
iority over shingle, slate and tin roofs, so has MON- 

ARCH Asphalt Roofing conclusively proven its 
superiority over the usual ready roofing. 

Genuine asphalt is acknowledged to be the most 
satisfactory roofing saturation and coating so far 
known. We use genuine Pitch Lake Trinidad As- 
phalt and all wool felt in the manufacture of MON- 

ARCH, and our method of applying the asphalt 

saturation, coating and mineral surfacing makes 
MONARCH a solid and perfectly combined whole— 
impervious to water and proof against flying fire- 
brands. 

Know what you are buying—there is no substitute 
for genuine asphalt roofing. Send for Sample 

know Monarch will 
You cannot find a better Roofing 
earnestly — it a 

trial. your dealer does not carry Monarch we will 
see that you are supplied direct. 

Stowell Mfg. Co., Jersey City, N. J. 

Philadelphia Chicago Kansas City 

The Successful Room 

Must have character and character de- 

pends largely on the finish—it must be 
appropriate—‘‘in keeping.’? Thus high 
class interiors demand high class finishes. 

Lowe Brothers 

Interior Finishes 

are of the highest quality, as every scientific test proves, and con- 
tinued use by most discriminating architects, builders and owners 
for two generations, still further demonstrates. 

You will get most satisfactory results for all concerned by usin 
Lowe Brothers finishes because you £now they are dependable an 
produce beautiful results. Besides, they save the owner money— 
last long—wear gradually and givea room ‘“‘that prosperous look" 
even when old. 

You can tell Lowe Brothers Varnishes and Interior Finishes— 
Linduro, Vernicol and the others, also High Standard Paints— 
equally dependable—by the Little Blue Flag on thecan, It in- 
sures the owner satisfaction and hence, protects you. 

Write for our practical booklets, ‘‘Hints to Archi- 
tects,’ and ‘“‘High Standard Specifications.” They 
will help you solve your paint problems. 

Consult Sweet’s Index (1909) pages 1282-1283. 

THE LOWE BROTHERS COMPANY 
PAINT MAKERS VARNISH MAKERS 

450-452 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio. 
Boston New York Chicago Kansas City 

and _at the same time 
rigidity, and the most 

set from the outside. Patent 

Store Front 

Construction 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

491 Weet Fort Si. 

in the window is the demand of 
the modern merchant. You can get the 
maximum light by using the Petz System, 

strength, 
artistic construction. 

_ The Petz corner posts and transom bars are 
light, strong, and handsome in appearance. They 
give the greatest possible display room, and are 
quick and easy to install. They allow glass to be 

Our booklet, ‘‘Modern Store Front Construction,’’ 
explains and illustrates the different forms of bar in de- 
tail. You should have a copy. 

DETROIT SHOW CASE CoO., 
(Sole Makers) 

or Sale by Pittsburg Plate Glass Co.. at all Branches. 

Write today to 

DETROIT, MICH. 
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AN EDWARDS Tit SROO# 

COSTS NO MORE THAN A GOOD TIN ROOF 

Artistic and Ornamental in appearance and is posi- 
tively guaranteed to be Fire, Lightning, Rain, Storm 

and Wind proof. 

Its extreme lightness (about one-eighth that of slate), 
durability and moderate cost commend it to those 
wishing something out of the ordinary in roofing. 

Manufactured from best quality Worcester Grade 
Terne Plate, furnished painted or galvanized (galvanized 

after being formed) size 10x 14 inches. 

Descriptive Booklet sent free on request. 

The Edwards Manufacturing Co. 

“THE SHEET METAL FOLKS’”’ 

401-417 Eggleston Ave., CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Central 

Mantels 

are distinctive in 

character, work- 
manship and finish. 
Twenty years’ ex- 
perience catering to 
the wants of the 
home builders en- 
ables us toknowand 
meet their wants. 

Our factory being 
equipped with all of 
the most modern 
labor-saving devices 
and keeping on hand 

constantly an enor- 
mous stock of raw materials, places us in a position 
to sell better mantels cheaper than it is possible 
for you to buy elsewhere. 

We can furnish any style from Colonial to Mis- 
sion, and in any wood or finish, at prices ranging 
from $10.00 up. 

The above is one of the many designs shown in 

our 112 page catalog, which is the finest and most 
complete mantel catalog everissued. Catalog sent 
free on request to Carpenters, Builders or anyone 
building a home. 

CENTRAL MANTEL COMPANY 
No. 1247 Olive Street - - St. Louis, Mo. 

“Reputation and Quality Count’ 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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swellings or shrinkings, will always fit snugly and thus not 

rattle. For the average window a holder on each side of 
each sash up to 20 pounds will answer every purpose, they 
being especially suitable for residences in town or country, 

apartment houses, factories, cottages or any of the innumer- 

able structures requiring windows. The holders, it may be 
said, have been successfully used on sash as heavy as 35 

pounds each, the only objection to using them on very heavy 

sash being the greater strength needed to raise and lower the 

sash. For sash weighing 8 pounds each or less one holder 
on a sash is sufficient, thereby reducing the cost one-half, and 

for sash heavier than the average four holders could be used 

on each sash instead of two, if necessary. 

Who Makes What 

A book of great interest and value to all buyers, makers 

and sellers of hardware products or machinery has_ been 
issued by the Hardware Dealers’ Magazine, of New York. 

It is called “Who Makes What.” 
It is really five valuable directories in one book—as will 

be seen by the following synopsis: 
Part I.—Directory of wholesale hardware houses and jobbers, 

United States and Canada, with the history of each estab- 
lishment. 

Part II:—Directory of more than .10,000 manufacturers, ar- 
ranged alphabetically and geographically. 

Part III.—Directory of products, arranged alphabetically, of 
more than 10,000 manufacturers—shows “Who Makes 
What.” 

Part IV.—Directory of important foreign merchants in all 

parts of the world furnished by, with a letter from, each 
American consul, direct to the publisher. 

Part V.—Directory of export commission houses and buyers 
in New York City. 

You Are Missing Something Worth 

While, Mr. Contractor and Builder, 

lf You Do Not Know About 

BERGER 

PRONG 

LOCK 

STUDS and 

FURRING 

for use with 

: | expanded 

=| metal lath. 

It is a system you ought to be posted about. It is 
both simple and effective. One man can hang the lath 
on the prongs and clinch them securely with the tap of 

a hammer. Berger Prong Locks save time and money. 
There’s no wiring and the lath can’t get away. 

Write TODAY for catalog F-55-S, which shows how 
this system is applied to various classes of construction. 

THE BERGER MFG. CO. 

CANTON, OHIO 

New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis, 
San Francisco, Atlanta 
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CLASSIFIED +DEPARTMENT 

Do You Want Help? 

Do You Want a Situation? 

Have You Anything for Sale? 

Do You Want Machinery or Supplies? 

Carpenter Agents 

WANTED 
Our agents earn $10.00 a day in- 

atallieg the 
CLIMAX 

AutomaticVentilating Sash Leck 
ABSOLUTELY BURGLAR-PROOF 

| Applied in 3 minutes without mortising. 
Locks the window automatically when } 

oar 

open or shut 
It is jimmy-proof and — 1000 An advertisement in the “Classified Department” of the pnnm A a 
Cannot be picked by insertion of blades. American Carpenter and Builder will be the least expensive 

and the most thorough way of letting your desires be known. PREVENTS RATTLING 

1 Rates: 5 cents a word each insertion. P wee 

GASH MUST ALWAYS ACCOMPANY ORDER The lock cannot be opened by reach ’ Climax Lock & Ventilator Co. 
ing over or under open sashes DEPT. CB. 

a Send 25c for two 50c Soules Ellicott Square, BUFFALO, N. Y. 
For Sale. 

: ~ CARPENTERS—I have just the ‘book you want. Written on roof 
framing; gives full length of common, hip, valley and jack rafters, 
from 4 to 12 inches rise to the foot and from 4 to 15 feet run. po 
Sent postpaid on receipt of 50 cents. Descriptive circulars sent oofing Slate for 8 + le lig lin a _— 
free. — Address F. N. Mapes, 1918 Ww. 3rd St., Sioux Cty, Iowa. R proce bane tal, rela, pee phe fireprool. 

lackboards io Schools, Colleges, etc., are being used all over the 
Help Wanted. orid, need no better commendation, “it is just the thing.” 

eee OOOO Stectera and Electrical Stock, Steps, Sink Tops, Wash Tubs, 
WANTED— Mechanics “familiar with floor scrapers to represent us dow Sills, etc., superior to all other stone for such purposes. 

in every city. Fox Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. laters* Supplies, Hand-made Slaters’ Tools, Snow Guards, Slaters’ 
Cement, Nails, Felt, Slate Punching and ‘Cutting Machines, = 

CARPENTERS WANTED—Good intelligent carpenters to repre- Write for prises and will tell you all about Slate. D. McKenna, Slatington, Pa., U. S 
sent a large manufacturing concern, soliciting orders spare time or JAMES CRAIG, Manager 
evenings. Every building owner buys. Profits large. Yankee Mfg. 
Co., Box 2108, Bridgeport, Conn. 

Patents. 
PDD DI LLP PPI DIDS AAD AY 
0. L. PARKER, Solicitor of Patents, McGill Bldg., Washington, “Creole” a 
D. O. Handbook for inventors sent free upon request. “*Ktewah'’' 4 

“*Cherokee”’ t 

SLATE You WANT | | THESEORGIA MARBLE CO, - - TATE, GA. 

In Roofing Slate, Slate Blackboards 

Stractural and Plumbers’ Slate 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED IN QUALITY AND PRICE 

ASK FOR DELIVERED PRICES 

. a" Seu tio tw vl wile uc 
J K HOWER Station C., Slatin on Pa SCALE FREE ested or want to buy Hot Water ‘Heating Pl: ants ‘and | 

e a 9 9 e we willsend you our Architect’s Scale. Back inches are divided into 6, 10, 12, 
16 20 and 40 parts. Also free catalog on request. See our two-page advertise- | 

H. J. KICHLINE, Sales Agent ment in the February, 1909, issue of the pn Sty Heating Bide Builder. lis. 
eating ide. Sy Ss. 

Andrews Heating Co. 37g {ssnisuiue Chituan*tit 

THE FRANCISCO BLOCK MACHINE 
builds all of the walls shown in cut, down face, wet process, coarse material, with no 
extra expense, with the exception of cores for wall No. 3 and No. 4, using "the same 
allettes for all 5 walls. You also make on our No. 4 machine the 32 inch block, 24, 
0, 16 and fractional block, using the same pallettes; also all of your long stone to 

5 ft., the 8, 10, 12 inch block fon width of wall, with no extra expense for ow or 
face "plates. The machine is adjustable in width to 20 inches, in len = to 5 ft., in 
height to 16 inches. Send for new catalog ‘‘G.’’ AGENTS WANTE 

FRANCISCO BLOCK MACHINE CO., 338 North High Street, Columbus, Ohio. 

SHELDON’S 
Sheldon 
Steel Rack 
Vises 

$2. => and up, sold on approval, 
an unconditional money-back guar- 
antee. 

i ——s MMM 

STEEL BAR CLAMPS 

Guaranteed 
Indestructible 

We solicit privilege 
of sending samples 
and our complete cat- 
alogue. 

E. H. SHELDON & CO. 

Patent Malleable Clamp Fixture 
E. H. SHELDON & CO,, Chicago, Ill. Ve 

Gentlemen:—We are pleased to state that the 25 dozen Clamp Fixtures which 
we Bought, of you a little over a year ago are giving excellent service. Weare well 
= : — — ey — be pleased to ——— yon whenever we want any- 84 N. May St.. Chi thing additional in this line. ours truly, 7 ’ - Ma . icago 
“Sioux City, Iowa. CURTIS SASH & DOOR CO. RAPID-ACTING WOODWORKER'S VISE No. 3 dite s 
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GENUINE BANCOR 2:2. 

Large Facilities, Prompt Deliveries 

BANGOR CONSOLIDATED SLATE CO. - + East Bangor, Pa. EAST 

Established 1862. THE ONLY PRODUCERS OF CENUINE Certificate Issued with Every Shipment 

Roofing Slate, 

FRANKLIN TUNNEL =: 

Structural Slate. 
SEND FOR PRICE SHEET 

SLATINCTON SLATE COMPANY. Slatington, Pa. 

60,000 columns at 
an average of $5.00 
each,or 6, at $50.00 
each, gives you an 
idea of the annual ca- 
pacity of our plant. 
We own the largest 

THE NEW CEILING AND SIDE | tctory balling inthe 

WALL ON THAT ROOM vee. pd Rar 

What shall it be? Steel, of course—be- a ne 

cause it is the most modern, sanitary and “kth een ee 

inexpensive, practically lasts forever. oe See Boe ane 

Write to-day, giving dimensions and 

particulars. We will go into the matter 

with you thoroughly. 

“(When it has the Eller trade-mark, st's 

the best in steel.” HARTMAN =-SANDERS COMPANY 
Sole Manufacturers of 

KOLL’S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS 

Elston and Webster Aves., CHICAGO, ILL. 
Eastern Office, 1123 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY. 

| ELLER MANUFACTURING CO. 

Canton, Ohio 
The Best Columns for Porch, Pergolas or Interior Use. 

NOTICE CARPENTERS! | faa UNION 

The Fifth Edition of METAL COLUMNS 

The Lightning Estimator | For Porches and Pergolas 
: Will not split, check or rot. is enlarged and brought up to date. Teaches you to estimate ae: pits 7 

housework in an easy, rapid, accurate and practical manner, TWH ogg —— hes eae eng 
Gives actual cost of each separate part of the labor and material. ae _ Pg < Prcrte m= i any up to h 
Guards against errors and omissions. Based on actual experience, cues 28 es inish to matc d 
not theory. Quickest reliable method in use today. Now is the any pa , —= y: —— - 
time to post yourself on this vital part of the business. Price more durable than wood. Last longer— 
postpaid, $1.00. | cost no more. Write now for booklet O-5, 

describing = <a Columns, 
Patente 

1260 Michigan Ave. Jackson, Mich. —) eee 
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rapid; large range; 
All blocks made face down; automatic in CONCRETE BLOCK MA HINES AND IXER 
action, great strength; easy to operate; very 

simple in construction. 

Porch Column Molds, Spindles, Balls, Lawn 
Vases, etc. Best Quality, Latest Designs. 

Send for Special Mold Catalog Before Buying. 

Molds, Power Tampers, Cars, etc. 

The Hayden Concrete Mixer 
mixes sand, gravel or crushed stone—any proportion. 
Maximum capacity 70 yards per day. Water arrangement 
perfect. Uniformity and thoroughness absolute. 

The Hayden Down Face Machine 

NEW YORK AND FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE 
H. W. REMINGTON 

19 SouTnw STREET, New Yoru, N. Y. 

Three sizes—24-inch, 32-inch and 16-inch. The Hayden Automatic Block 

Machine C 
112 West Broad St., Celumbus, Ohio 

Send for Our General Catalog “‘M’’ Today View of mixer on steel skids showing clean-out door open. 

ol Steeland Brass «ronen 

CORNER POSTS, MULLIONS ayo TRANSOM BARS 

Bandtomest, Strongest 
and Most Practical Bar 
on the Market. Long 
Lile—nothing to rot out. 
Glase Bedded on Spanish 
Cork, preventiog crack- 
ing or Crushing of glass. 
No putty, yet ABSOLUTE. 
LY WATER AND DUST ' 
PROOF. 
Simply incomparable 

i 

ARE LOW IN COST. 
Architects, Contractors 
end Owners are invited 
towrite me for descrin 
tive literature, prices or — 
estimates. 
Alse Shultz Patent Barg- 
ler Proof Coal Chutes. * 
All Steel Cork Bedded 
aod Ventilated Botiem . with old fashioned styles. 

They adé Immensely 4 z 
to the Beauty, Utility and 
Benial Vaiue of Build- 
ings. 

—— =—— 

(OF 5 Pa LTZ. MANUFACTUR ER. JOSEPH, 

COAL CHUTE 
he Neatest,Strongest 

and Most Convenient 
Coal Chute Made. 
Prices also Lowest. 
No modern ressdence 
complete without it. 

yg Locks itself when 
m™ closed up. Can only 

be opened from inside. 
Architects, Contrac- 
tors and Owners are 
invited to write for 
discriptive circular. 

Cc. H. SHULTZ, Manufacturer, St. Joseph, Mo., U. S. A. 

MO. 

“Standard” Concrete Machinery 

*§ Machines of Quality’”’ 

Handles wet or dry mix; requires little power to 

operate; mixes both perfectly in one minute; self-clean- 

ing; easily charged and dumped; 3 sizes, 

Send for catalogue giving complete line of Mixers 

and Brick Machines, 

South Bend Machine Mfg. Co. 

General Sales Offices 

40 Dearborn Street Chicago, Ill. 

$25.00 Pays for 

Porch Column and Chimney Molds 
Sizes from 8x8 inches to 20x20 inches 

A Set of 
Twenty-One 

variety of other purposes. 

A profitable business can be worked up by using our molds for 
ornamental Porch Columns, Gate Posts, Chimneys and a great 

There is no limit to the variety of designs or number of sizes. 
Our molds are noted for giving the natural stone effects in blocks. 

Send for catalog. It gives illustrations and all the facts about 
these molds. Also Brick and Block Machines. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILLER 
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Cassens 

rt, No more clogged 
one eaves troughs; no 
ae more rusted eaves 
iF troughs; no more frozen 
mY and bursting eaves 

ore troughs in cold weather. 
a The Ideal is the only — = 

ay practical eaves trough on aaa 
AS the market. It’s the gutter CASSENS IDEALEAVES TROUGH a that lets the water in and PAT-NOV.1306 OTHERPATENTS PENDING, 
fe keeps everything else out. For 

it has a lid on. 
ie . 
in The illustration is explanatory. Instead of the . £. 
BG trough being left open it is covered. This cover is eee. 
ar curved in such a way that 180 gallons of water can setae 
% enter each running foot per hour. But leaves, dirt € rs 
# and other rubbish are carried over the side. Birds a "4 
ee cannot nest in it and it is always clean inside. : tone 
[a Contractors have waited fifty years for this proposi- OR 
bet tion. Houseowners are clamoring for it. Architects ye. 
es are specifyi ing it. So right now is the time for contractors “zy 
*¥ to get in line. iw 
Pe oy 
Pa SPECIAL OFFER TO CONTRACTORS 
‘eh We are offering special inducements to contractors putting aS 
x up the first job of Ideal Eaves Troughs in each locality. 
e% We give exclusive agency to progressive dealers and con- é 
m tractors, and assist them in obtaining business. 5 
Bs? Send now for a free sample section of this novel trough, 
€% illustrated book and details of our offer. 

“),  GASSENS MFG. GO. “*iis32" a a s illinois. 

eRe % SECS ES oo ES a PINE OED ay nay TR ae 
Pe ee rE 

The Universal 

Sash Bar 

Makes any angle, allows for set- 
tling of building, keeps windows 
from frosting. 

Standard Store 

Front Construction 

of the World 
Glass set from the outside. 

Write for latest catalogue 

Voltz Manufacturing Co. 

1101-1103 8. Sth St. - - St. Joseph, Mo. 

Phone Monroe 1631 Write for estimates 

Cut, Ground, Beveled, 

Mitered and Stained 

GLASS 

for all purposes 

W. H. HELMERICH & CO. 

.*. oe «’? MANUFACTURERS OF ART GLASS .:..°. .°. 

145-153 Fulton Street . . . Chicago 

its Knowledge that Directs 

THE CYCLOPEDIA OF 

Architecture, Carpentry 

and Building 

is the most exhaustive, comprehensive and authoritative work 
on the building trades ever published. Thoroughly covers 
every branch of building construction, from plans to finis 
touches. Contains 4,670 pages, size 7x10 inches, printed on 
special paper, in large, clear type. 

: are: Plans, color plates and phe- 
Special Features tos of buildings completed Hg 
the course of construction. Diagrams and sections be F. 
all details. Over 400 full page plates. 3,000 aw drswin 
diagrams, etc. Just the thing for the student. ractica 
guide for the experienced carpenter and an ever = y refer- 
ence work for the expert. 

Examine These Books at Our Expense 

To show you just what the books are and how necessary 
they are to every man connected with the building trades, 
owners, real estate agents, etc., we will send a full set, ex- 
press prepaid, for five days’ FREE examination. Just fill in 
and mail the coupon. The books can be returned at our ex- 
pense if not what ag want. 
SPECIAL OFFER: introduce our Oorrespondence 

alien from which the Oyclopedia is 
compiled, we offer this set of books at the special price of 
$24.00, payable $2.00 after 5 days and $2.00 a month. Re 
lar price is $50.00. This offer is good until June lst. Orde 
now and save over 50 per cent. 

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS COVERED 

Building Superintendence— Building Materials— Masonry— 
Carpentry—Stair Building—Reinforced Sy) peng If meena 
ing—Contracts and Specifications—The Law of Contracts 
and Liens— Hardware— Plastering— Painting — Heating— 
Ventilation— Wiring for Door Bells—Burglar Alarms— Steel 
Construction— Elevators— Sheet Metal Pattern Drafting— 
Mechanical, Architectural, Freehand and Perspective Draw- 
ing— Lettering— Blue Printing— Shades and Shadows— 
The Greek and Roman Orders of Architecture—Rendering 
in Pen and Ink and Wash— Water Color Hints for Draftsmen. 

Without Extra Cost, we will Include for One Year, as a 
Monthly Supplement, the 

TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE 
$1.50 is the regular price. A thoroughly reliable, clean, up- 

to-date monthly. Gives you an insight into the real things of 
life—things that every one should know. Covers the latest 
developments in science and discovery in a popular and inter- 
esting manner. 

American School of Correspondence 

CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

FREE OFFER COUPON 

American School of Correspondence: 
Please send set Cyclopedia of rchitecture, Carpentry and ame & for 

$ days’ free examination; also Technical World fori year. I will 
io .00 nee og 5 days and $2.00 a month until I have paid $24.00; qherelen 

will notif ¥ ree and hold the books subject to your order. Title not to 
pass until ly. paid. 

IIIS aia ak deccedcus cbccdasducersckubaddaedeuueds sauce 

IE ao ko ocls Sin ho ee hae o ren Secccccsacsecenadens 

IN. dae eeacncdehuanecudss satdbeaedauneeuseaeauns 
Am, Carp. and Bidr. 5-09. 
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Don’t! Tamp Y 

Make 100 Strokes to produce a block 

Make 100 Blocks a day 

You can produce a block with one stroke 

You can make 2000 Blocks a day on 

WHY?p 

WHEN 

[May 

our Life Away 

Money “ 

a machine that doesn’t cost any more. 

We could not show cut of 

Multiplex here and do it 

“R”’ illustrates and ex- 

plains it in every detail. 

You can make all styles 

and sizes as well as chim- 

ney block on the one ma- 

chine. 

These statements are not 

advertising statements, 

we can prove it. Write 

for catalog ‘‘R’”’ and you 

Mult will readily see the rea- ’. 

justice. But our catalog son. Our chimney block 

is the only one of its kind. 

e 

8, 

THE MULTIPLEX = 

\ 

CONCRETE MACHINE CO. a 

ELMORE, OHIO 

Miracle 

Brick 

Machine 

Price 

Rapid, 

Durable, 

Strong, 

Everlast- 

ing. 

Ask for our Catalogue ‘‘K’”’ covering full line 
of Concrete Tools, Machinery, Pipe Molds, Culvert 

Forms, Concrete Mixers (batch and continuous), 
and all kinds of equipment for Cement workers 
everywhere. 

s 
Miracle Pressed Stone Co. 

Minneapolis, Minn. 

Largest Mfrs. of Concrete Machinery in the World. 

One-Man | 

PRACTICAL 

Concrete Block Making 

A Simple Instruction 

7)\| Book for the Use 

of the Practical 

Workman 

By CHARLES PALLISER 

76 Pages, (6x7 inches) 

il Eldborately illustrated and Hand- 
somely Bound In Cloth 

Only 50 Cents Postpaid 

|| money Refunded If Net Satlstied 

‘THIS new, practical book, written 
by a well known expert, gives re- 

liable directions in simple language 
about every step necessary to make good, substantial concrete 
locks. The book will be especially valuable to the beginner in 

this line of work, as the hints about how to avoid faulty work 
will save him the loss of many dollars. 

The book tells about cement, concrete, blocks, molds and 
machines. How to select sand, gravel, crushed stone, how to 
find the right quantity of cement and sand to use, how to mix 
the aggregates, how to make the blocks and bricks, curing and 
seasoning, placing in wall, coloring, how to make wood molds 
for special ornamental work, rock facing, together with many 
practical hints and suggestions on how to obtain the best archi- 
tectural effects, the standard specifications, and directions;for 
testing the strength and durability of bloeks. 

industrial Publication Co. 

16 Thomas Street, : : ° NEW YORK 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Announcement to Builders 

of CEMENT HOUSES! 

To Meet the Great and Growing Demand for Special Frames Designed for Cement 

Houses, We Have Invented New Style Material Adapted to This Popular 

Class of Buildings, Which We Offer at BARGAIN PRICES. 

Box Window and Door Frames for Brick, Cement, 

Concrete Block or Stone Buildings 

Window Frames ¢ i The boxes on all frames are nailed together, properly fitted at top and bot- 
tom (as indicated by cut to left) to receive sill and head jamb. The brick 
molding is not mitered at the head as a better job can be made after the frame 

ri is fully nailed up. No arch boards or spring pieces are included in the frame, 
ie ¢ but can be furnished for lle apiece extra per frame. The arch boards can very 
He i readily he nailed right on top of the head brick molding. 

ite } : | Size of Price per = = 
i Size of | Opening Frame ne . 

' Glass D. : rt. is. Fe et 2. 

Upper half of [iM TWO LIGHTS D F 
sketch shows how }iit aa 20x24 | 2 O%x4 6 | $1.95 i "79 rames 
top end of box ' 20x26 2 O%x4 10 1.96 

; 20x28 2 O%x5 2 2.14 
om pe = vi i 20x30 2 O%x5 6 2:15 $ 
tg ry a BB \ 20x32 2 0%x5 10 2.23 
and fitted re: ie 20x34 2 O%x6 2 2.37 
vaca a 29x24 2 Digxd 6 1.95 =... 

i 22x26 2 2% x4 10 1.96 
' 22x28 | 32 2 2 2.14 

nag occdingine ' box30 | 2 2x5 6 | 2120 
how bottom end (itt 22x32 | 2 2%x5 10 2.29 
cf box and sill Me 24x24 2 4% x4 6 2.14 
are machined ' 24x26 2 4%x4 10 2.14 

a tt : 24x28 2 4%x5 2 2.14 
ye ee 24x30 2 4%x5 6 2.15 
gether. 9 24x32 2 4%x5 10 2.30 

, 24x34 2 4%x6 2 2.38 
26x24 2 6%x4 6 | 2.14 Door frames are carried in 26x26 2 6%x4 10 2.14 stock in sizes listed below All 26x28 2 6%x5 2 $2.15 eager -ne abe: tele 26x30 2 64%x5 6 2/28 frames are shipped knocked 
26432 a 6 inxs 10 2°38 down, one complete frame to a 
amare a ea ‘ bundle, consisting of head and 

1 met : rt fear on as ate jombe wich brick malding. 
Window frames are carried in stock in “exact sizes.’” } 28x28 2 8%x5 2 2.25 idee esi Pe aie i - = Brick mould is 14x2 inches, with beaded oder. Bind {i ' 28x30 | 2 8%x5 6 2.28 scribed below. Brick molding 
Stop $4x48 inches. Pulley stile }2x44 inches, fitted ML Van: 28x32 2 8%x5 10 2.29 is 1%x2 inches with beaded 
with pulleys and pocket. vigen ew, 4x} inch. if 28x34 | 2 8%x6 2 2.38 edge. “Frames are pet a in rs ining ?3x4{ inches, rab ted for extension |W i 30x24 | 210%x4 6 2.25 i two widths of jambs jamb. Back box lining §x44 inches. Head jamb MBM 30x26 | 2 10%x4 10 2.25 inches over all for 9-inch wail Mf is 12x47 inches with j x1 inches blind stop. © Sill i 30x28 210%x5 2 | 3.27 ME ona t1% inches ower all for is 1x6 inches. 8 Ht 30x30 : = 10% x5 o 3°9 and 11% inches over all for 

i Xo S XD 6 28 13-inch wall, rabbeted %x1% 
30x32 | 2 10%x5 10 2.29 oe sgl I peat Me aa th 
30x34 | 2 10%x6 2 2.38 No evel iad coal 
poner . 0% x4 6 2.25 pieces are included, but can be 
Ln S 0439 2 2.34 furnished for 11 cents apiece 

All exposed portions of the frames are made from S<x30 3 O%Xx5 6 2.60 extra per frame. The arch 
practically clear lumber. The frame as shipped is 82x62 3 0% x5 10 2.64 pieces can very readily be 
a regular standard for 9-inch brick wall with furr- 36x28 3 4%x5 a“ 2.82 : nailed right on top of the head 
ing and lath, but can be — in a 13-inch wall, as aan : rt er = + brick molding. 
the inside lining is plowed to receive a 13-16-inch cer ‘ Cy gear —— 
extension jamb. = per ; Sias ; S'e0 

lit é F Size of Price per 40x32 | 3 8%&x5 10 2.65 
Size or Opening Frame 40x34 | 3 8%x6 2 2.66 
Glass |¥t, In. Ft. In.| K. D. 

FOUR LIGHTS cee 
12x24 2 5 x4 6 2.14 
12x26 2 5 x410 2.14 
12x28 oS xo 3 2.14 ° h f . Fi R H 
1230 | 2 5 38 6 | 3.15 Millwork and Lumber for this Fine 7-Room House 
2x32 2 5 x5 10 2.30 

12x34 2 5 x6 2 2.38 | | | | | | 
With Architect’s Plans, Blue Prints and Complete Specifications 36 1 9 00 

r) 
= Including all Doors, Windows, Exterior and Interior 

Finish of Guaranteed Quality. The above offer is an 
example of the tremendous saving on material for any size and style of house, if 
you buy direct from us. 

Contains.44 Complete 
Book of Plans for Houses and Barns FREE $"'%i"s;*4 Complet« 

Cottages, Bungalows, Barns of all kinds. Latest Architectural Ideas. Best Plan 
Book in Print. Enclose 10 cents for postage and mailing. 

Write for FREE Millwork, ines and Roofing Catalogs that Save Half Your Money 
The prices will astonish you. 5,000 bona fide Bargains in an almost endless variety of Mill 
work Styles. Every article guaranteed for quality. Safe delivery and Satisfaction by the 
Biggest Building Material Plant in America. With a paid-up Capital of $250,000.00. No 
matter who you are or where you live or what you plan to do in the way of building or re- 
pairing, we positively agree to save 50 per cent of your money. Isn’t an offer like this 
worth investigating? In writing to our Bank Reference or the Editor of this paper enclose \& 
2-cent stamp for reply. We want you to have our Grand Free Millwork & Roofing Catalog. 
Write to us for it today. Address 

GORDON-VAN TINE CO., 466 Federal St., Davenport, Iowa 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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machine strong and rigid. 

THE ADVANCE 

MAKES GOOD 
IT’S BEST 

FRIEND 
The Man 
That 
Owns 
One 

ean: encanta eaten 

HOIST 

ployed. 

The Advance 

Contractors 

Hoist 

Boosts Bend for 

Profits and 

Building Material 

The Advance Hoist meets the re- 
quirements of the busy contractor— 

the man who wants to get through—who 
has work ahead. It elevates loads of from 

200 to 2000 pounds, according to the power em- 

The Advance Hoist combines greatest lifting qualities 
with least horse power. It isa light, durable and low-priced 

outfit—thoroughly well made. Every 
guaranteed to do all we claim for it and will be sent on 
trial to responsible parties. 

Holton & Weatherwax Co., Ltd. 

JACKSON, MICH. 

Advance Hoist is 

Address Hoist Dep’. 

THE “NEW OLIVER” 

AUTOMATIC BLOCK MACHINE 

With the “Oliver” all changes for making all the different 
sizes of blocks are made without the use of a wrench. Simply fF 

pick out one set of platesand place in another. The ‘‘Oliver” makes *: 
blocks running every inch from 2” to 24” in length, and from 4” to 12” * 

in width; also 4”, 6”, and 8” height blocks. 
The “Oliver”? makes porch piers blocks (both hollow or solid), from 

16” up to 24” square, faced on all four sides. One movement of the lever 
releases all plates from block, the reversing of the lever closes and locks the 

Study its principles! Write for free illus- 
trated catalogue, full particulars etc. It will amply pay you. 

Concrete Stone Mould & _— Co. 
CLARK'S es M omnes 

every builder should 
have my little works 

and be a constant 
reader of the “Cement 

World,” the leading pa- 
per of its kind pub- 

y lished. 
STEEL — POCKET BOOK........... $ .60 
FOLDER case with peocke -: Paes -26 
DESIG e (fine ly illustrated)............. .60 
ok ee pee 1.0€ 

All fer fs. 
DWIGHT L ODDAED, Author of ‘‘Steel Square Peeket 

* 328 W. Raymon a St., Indianapolis, Ind 
er Oombination Offers. 

[May 

$2.25 

STEEL POSTS 

Waliter’s Metal Shingles 

Won't Rot Like Wood 

Won't Crack Like Slate 

WALTER’S 

Shingles That Last. Never 
Leak. Never Need Repairs. 
Made in Painted Tin, Gal- 
vanized Tin and Copper. 

NATIONAL SHEET METAL ROOFING CO. 

ARE 

Cheaper than Wood 

These clothes or fence posts are 
made of tube steel, filled with con- 
crete, and are therefore 

Indestructible 

Are easily removed, leaving lawn 
free for mower or other purposes. 

Catalogue on Application 

Milwaukee Steel Post Co. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 

ly ial 

1883 2 1909 
It is a superlative article that increases 

in demand after 26 years in use. 

We want an Agent in every city and town. 
A profitable business and satisfied custom- 
ers is the experience of the man who han- 
dles WALTER’S Shingles and Tiles. 

Write for Catalogue, Samples and Price. 

JERSEY CITY, N. J. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

Ghe only absolutely pro- 

tected or covered Lock. 

No chance here for the 

lock to flood and leak. 
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Hotel Seneca 

Rochester’s New Fire Proof Hotel 

EUROPEAN PLAN 

350 Rooms and 300 baths; located in the heart of the 

business and shopping district; next door to Lyceum 

Theatre, Rochester's leading play house. Service and 

cuisine unexcelled. Rates, $1.50 per day and upward. 

Write for booklet. A. M. WOOLLEY, Manager. 

Art Leaded 

Glass 

Makers of Memorial Figures and 
plain Decorative Windows, also reei- 
dence work in L’Art Nouveau styles 
and beveled plate in metal copper 
finis: Designs submitted on a 
cation. Grand Prise Lowisians 
postison. Correspondence solicited. 
Established in 1883. 

The FLANAGAN & BIEDENWEG 
PANY COM 

57 te 63 Iilineis St. CHICAGO, ILL. 
(Near Franklin) 

Telephone North 218 

Hand - Power Elevators 

@We furnish the iron work complete with 

plans and instructions for building the plat- 
form and overhead frame; your carpenter 
can do the rest. 

YOU SAVE ONE-THIRD 

q@Our data sheet, sent on request, helps you 
tell us what you want. 

@We also manufacture Electric and Power 
elevators for any service. 

@ Estimates cheerfully furnished. 

HOLLISTER-WHITNEY CO., QUINCY, ILLINOIS 

AND BUILDER 

** I’ve Noticed An Improvement.”’ 

Promoted! 

Don’t you worry about the boss not 

having his eye on you and noticing the 

improvement in your work. Remem- 

ber that he is human—he is on the 

look-out for good men—his own suc- 

cess and the firm’s depends on his 

ability to select the right man. 

If you are a little better than the other 
man— if you know more about your work 
than he does—do you suppose the boss 
would pass you by and boost the other 

fellow? 

You wish you had a better job. You wish you 
knew more, then you could do more and earn more. 
Fill in the blank form below and let us tell you how 
your wishes can be realized. Our advice, based upon 
experiences of our successful students and graduates, 
will cost you nothing. It may start you right and 
change your whole future. 

The American School is an educational institution. We 
employ no agents or collectors. Our reputation and the merit 
of our work make it unnecessary. Advice regarding the 
work you want to take up and our complete bulletin will be 
sent for the coupon—be sure and mail it to-day. 

WE HELP MEN HELP GHEMSELVES 

FREE INFORMATION COUPON 

American School of Correspondence, Chicago, U.S. A.: 
Please send me your FREE Bulletin of Engineering In- 

formation and advise me how I can qualify for position 
marked “X” 

—Municipal Engineer 
—Railroad Engineer 
—Structural Draftsman 
—Heating and Ven. Engr. 
—Plumber 
—Sheet Metal Pattern- 

Draftsman 

—Contractor and Builder 
—Building Inspector 
—Architect 
—Draftsman 
—Electrical Engineer 
—Civil Engineer 
—Mechanical Engineer 
—Stationary Engineer —College Preparatory 
— Structural Engineer Course 

NSS ieee ceeded Rew RS eC R ER haat ees 

Occupation 

Amer. Carp & Bldr. 5-09. 
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for distribution 

SKY-LIGHTS 

for any purpose. Our nares illustrated a is heey 

THE CANTON ART METAL COMPANY 

CANTON, OHIO 

ALFRED W. WOODS’ 

KEY TO THE STEEL SQUARE. 

This is it. 

The Key, 

Book of 

and 

Morocco 

Case. 

Full Size 

mon steel square for all kinds of framing. 

Instruction 

STEEL BEAMS & 

5 aes LS Fs 
— 

pps BOL 

INDIAN®: 

CAST-IRON 

COLUMNS: 

SIDEWALK LIGHTS 

4x5 inches. 

It tells the whole story of how to use the com- 

Price $1.50, Postpaid 

185 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO 

American Carpenter and Builder 

= a 
So SSF DESIGN 

; 1. Sixteen years in or "7 ELECTRA” 

| —_— Cay 

Our designs are Get Our New 
} strictly up-to-date 

1909 
| We show a large PRICE 

line of column- Be Dy 

openings l a Se 

=| CHICAGO GRILLE 
——s WORKS, 243-251 

oO _£ Wells St., Chicago 
Mention this paper 

ROOF SLATES 

BLACKBOARDS 

The E. J. Johnson Co. 

38 Park Row, New York 

QUARRY OPERATORS 

BLACK, GREEN, PURPLE, RED 

Booklet, Samples and Prices on Application 

NEW YORK 
SAN FRANCISCO 

EUG ENE DIETZGEN CO. 

181 Monroe Street, CHICAGO 

DRAWING MATERIAL 

Drawing Instruments, Drawing Paper, Blue Print Paper, Tracing Cloth, Builders’ Levels 
Everything for Drafting and Surveying. Send for catalogue A 

wey CaLBANS 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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SEND US YOUR PLANS 

FOR ESTIMATE 

We 

Furnish 

STOCK 

Millwork 

ET US make you an esti- 

mate on your next job. 

You'll be surprised at 

the big saving we can 

show you over local 

prices — on both stock and special 

work. 

Send us your plans and specifications. 

We will make up a list of the Millwork 

and submit you an estimate showing 

the cost of each item and the freight 

to your station. And we guarantee 

the freight. 

Schaller -Hoerr Co. 

133 Douglas Station 

Chicago Illinois 

If you haven’t a copy of our 1908-9 Catalog, 

cut off and send us this coupon, and 

we will mail one to you 

We 

Furnish 

SPECIAL 

Millwork 

Use 

This 

Goupon 

for Catalog 

SCHALLER-HOERR CO. 
133 Douglas Station 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

Send, without cost, your new 
1908-09 Catalog, showing your com- 

plete line of Guaranteed Millwork and 
Building Material and explaining your 

Credit Plan. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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The Very Latest in Concrete 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER [May 

This Beautiful House was Built by 

The Jackson System of Economic Building 

F. M. JACKSON CO. 

It is concrete; strong and warm. It is fire-proof. It is 
absolutely damp-proof. It costs less than a frame house 
of the same size and design. 

The Jackson System is not a ‘‘stucco” method. It uses 
a solid, durable, poured concrete wall. A dead-air space 
makes it damp-proof. With it no lumber is wasted for forms. 

These are astonishing statements; but they are true. 
Let us prove them. Write to-day for particulars and for 
money-making proposition. 

oa Akron, N. Y. 

“The Miles’ 
Improved 
Block 

Machines 

Make the Best Blook 
Face down, Adjustable, 
Rigid, no Springs or Cogs 
to bother. Wet mix used. 
Prices right. Ask about 
our Metal Lined Univer- 
sal Adjustable Sill, Cap 
and Step Mold. 

The Miles 
Mig. Co. 

a (Ine.) 
shaman ‘ihe ae 109 Cortland 

& Street, 
Jaokson, Mioh. 

= 

EUREKA MIXER FOR 1909 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

Eureka Machine Co. 
835 May Street, Lansing, Mich., U. S. A. 

30 Tons’ Pressure 

GUARANTEES 

UNIFORMITY OF PRODUCT 

2 Blocks Per Minute 

FASTEST MACHINE MANUFACTURED 

The machine does the work, 

THE SOMERS 

uses the ‘‘wettest’’ mix 
of any block machine 
on the market. 

The Somers Makes Money 

We can prove it} You 

OUR CATALOG 
Is FREE 

not the man 

It makes an absolutely 
damp-proof wall 

can guarantee it 

SOMERS BROS., Urbana, Ill. # 

“The Best in Colorado” 

Denver, Colorado, Feb. 12th, ’09. 
THE KNICKERBOCKER CO., 

Jackson, Mich. 
Gentlemen:—We have been using one of your Mixers for 

three years. Have never failed to speak of it in the highest 
terms, and do say this—it is the best Mixer ever offered to the 
public here in Colorado. 

Yours truly, 
BOYD SKELTON. 

The Coltrin Concrete Mixers 
SHIPPED ANYWHERE IN UNITED STATES ON TRIAL 

Manufactured by 

The Knickerbocker Co. Jackson, Michigan 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Badger Quality Always Leads 

We manufacture a complete line of Cornices, Skylights, Ventilators, Metal 
Ceilings, Roofings, Sidings, Eaves Trough, Conductor Pipe, Tanks, etc. 

ESTIMATES FURNISHED 

i Badger Steel Roofing & Corrugating Co.*" tx crosse Wis. 

} 

Labor Cost comes high and poor material always means added 

labor cost, so be wise in time and avoid imitations of the 

Genuine Cortright Metal Shingles 

The Cortright Kind lay well and easily; they stay where they 

are put and give satisfaction to your clients, which is most im- 

portant of all. 

Our reputation of 22 years for good workmanship of the best 

materials has materially aided many contractors and builders in 

their reputation, because a pleased customer means more business 

and better advertising for you, which in turn means ‘Dollars in 

Your Pocket.” 

You should read the new edition of our catalog, ‘‘Concerning 

that Roof,’’ because there are many helpful suggestions in it. 

Yours for a postal. 

— 

Cortright Metal Roofing Co. 

Chicago and Philadelphia 
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The Latest in 

Leaded Glass 

We Will Mail 

FREE 

a copy of our 
new door book 
No. 107F, if you 
haven’t one. 

ar --/} This book shows 
=== -.| new patterns of 

Leaded Art 
Nouveau Transom Lights. Special Lace patterns 
and 68 patterns of our new innovation 

WIDE STILE FR9xt 

These are full 5S-inch face and permit the use of any 

Have given entire satisfaction for the past 
twenty vears. No experiment. You are sure of 
large profits and pleased customers when you lay 
MONTROSE METAL SHINGLES. Easily and 

quickly laid with hammer and nails; no soldering. 
Fire, Storm and Lightning proof. Light. Durable. 
Artistic. Inexpensive. Write for catalogue and 

prices. Address 102 Erie Street. 

MONTROSS METAL SHINGLECO. CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY) 

$250 103500 

PER MONTH "x 

Real Estate Business 
I will teach you the Real Estate Busi- 

ness by mail! and appoint you my special 
representative. I handle Keal Estate on 
the co-operative plan, the only 
profitable way, and need you, no size lock. 
matter where you are located or - 
what business you are in. ‘i dol- . a Veneered Doors, Painted Doors, Store Doors and ars Ww star’ ou. w elp ou make ° : : 
money. You should make $200 to $900 ‘per month. Store Fronts, stair work all shown in this book. 
Ww site formy bey —., ‘The Real er Suines 
an ts. Present pportunities. It is a guide to 
the Real Estate Business and it is free. Address We sell to dealers only 
C. H. GRAY, Pres. Gray School Real Estate, Th M . SA 

287 Reliance Bldg., Kansas City, Mo. efoster- unger (6.ChicadoU 
Mention the American Carpenter and Builder. 
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By NAME. PEERLESS” 

:: THE WONDER OF THE PRESENT DAY :: 
By use of the ‘‘Peerless’’ with material mixed, 

one man can turn out over 

12,000 Brick Per Day 

The Sensation of ALL the Shows 
HIS machine is a marvel of simplicity and dura- 
bility. It has been brought to the highest standard 
of labor-saving and profit-sharing efficiency, and 

stands alone and in a class by itself. 
No other machine of like character has ever been in- 

vented, so far as we know, that can produce one-quarter 
the number of brick in the same time as the Peerless. 

The Peerless is in general use throughout the United 
States, and its friends are numbered by the thousand. 
WHY? BECAUSE Brick are made face down and delivered 

face up. Brick are of uniform size with sharp edges 
and true to the square. Brick are more firm and durable than 
pressed brick. Brick are tamped, not pressed. The Peerless 
makes ten bricks at one operation. 

Our catalogue tells you all about it. Write for one to-day. 

Peerless Brick Machine Co. Mimecpoii: Ming: 

Anchor Machines Make 

Continuous Air 

Space Blocks 

The wall that’s 
uaranteed 
rost and mois- 

ture proof. 

A perfect dead ai: space from cellar to garret. 
oe Machine makes blocks 8x24 in.—any width from 8 to 

in. 
Junior Machine makes blocks 8x16 in.—any width from 8 to 12 in. 
All blocks tied together in construction by four quarter-inch gal- 

vanized iron rods 8 in. long and turned | in. at each end, guaran- 
teed rust proof and everlasting. 

Write for Catalogue and Special Prices. 
All Machines sold direct to the trade. 

Anchor Concrete Stone Co., Rock Rapids, la. 

JOIST HANGERS 

as shown by 
University Tests. 

Made from OPEN 
HEARTH STEEL. 

SAVES cutting and weaken- 
ing of timber. °°" * 

SAVES labor in installation. 

LOWEST FIRST COST. 

All styles and sizes for brick 
and Concrete Walls, Steel and 
Wooden Beams. °° °° °° 

WRITE TODAY FOR PRICES 

Te SPECIALTY DEPT. 

TRUSSED CONCRETE STEEL CO. 

624 Trussed Concrete Bidg., DETROIT, MICH. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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(@ “THE ROOFING TILE WITH ARCHITECTURAL STYLE” . 
OLDEST 

Concrete 

Roofing Tile 

Machinery 

Manufacturers in United States 

Europa and New Era 

Concrete Roofing Tile 

Handsome, Sanitary, 

Enduring, Economical 

The crowning triumph of mechan- 
ical skill and genius 

Costs less than any other Roofing 
Material, presents a much hand- 

somer appearance; outwears all 
other Roofing. 

Europa and New Era Concrete Roofing Tile, Showing Different Size and Form of Tile 

Made in practical sizes; all colors; not affected by heat or cold; does not absorb the <arbonic acid 
of the atmosphere; will not radiate heat. Lowers Insurance Rates. The Manufacturing of Concrete 
Roofing Tile is one of the most profitable industries in the country. We Build Roofing Tile Machinery. 
Information cheerfully furnished. Write for catalogues. 

THE AMERICAN CEMENT ROOFING CO. 

623 Columbus Savings & Trust Building COLUMBUS, OHIO 

LJ i — = v — The Best Cement Building 

Li Si ; Block Machine Still 

28 Mal J} | Further improved | 
| THE 

S Mr. Block-Maker | | ¥-s-staxparp 
waits not until crowded 

Wet Process is Right. by competition, but rath- 
Face down is Right. er leads all competitors, 

Three blocks at a time is Right. ps Regen“ Sel — 

Triple Tiering is Right. rapidly developing ce- 
Damp Curing is Right. ment building block in- 

a ie . dustry. The New U.S. 

The Mogul Invincible Block Machine |] Serene" a Starve 

COMBINES ALL THESE Write for our literature. 

The U.S. Standard 

IT IS RIGHT Concrete Mixer 

automatic in all its essential operations, is pre-eminently 
accurate in measuring and 
proportioning the different 
ingredients, very thorough 
in mixing, simple in con- 

struction, handy 
for the medium 
size operator, me- 
dium in price, etc. 
Now we have 
them all on the 
run. Write for 

It is 48 inches long and will make three 16” or two 24” 
blocks at one operation. It makes sills, caps, copings, 
rails and steps, faster and better than a special sill 
machine. It hasevery adjustment that any other ma- 
chine has and many that no other machine has. 

PRICE—Machine and Outfit, $75.00 

WRITE FOR CATALOG 

a. a ae our literature. 

Meta n Te eee Nts || THE ASHAMD STEEL RANGE MAMFLTURING 6 
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THE SHARON FLEXIBLE No. 1 | META 
BARN and WAREHOUSE DOOR HANGER L AT 

The Strongest and Best Hanger Made. 
The Reinforced Frame Gives Double Support to the 

Drop Straps-and Axle 

The lath that is posi- 
tively different to any- 
thing else made ; different 
because it combines more 
good features. 

Cup lath is the only 
Expanded Metal Lath 

that can be plastered on either side—cannot be 
applied wrong because both sides 

are 
alike. 

We make two kinds—Sykes Ex- 
panded Cup Lath, and Sykes 
Trough Lath. Both 

are supreme for their 
own purpose. 

The top illustration shows 
Trough Lath, bottom cut 

depicts Cup Lath, 
NO PICKLED LATH 

Sykes Lath is absolutely guaranteed 
not to have been pickled in an acid bath. 
This means that the weight and thickness 
is not reduced and is less susceptible to rust. 

Requires no furring out from studs 
because it is self furring. 

It has been approved by U. S. Government and by leading 
architects, carpenters and builders throughout the country. 

In fact, when we say it is the best ever made we are sim- 
ply stating a proven fact. 

Samples and prices mailed upon request. 

Sykes Metal Lath & Roofing Co. 
NILES, OHIO 

Wa WN My, yh AY 
BAN 

"OS1A & OX! 400Q Oy Sd1zD 

NYT 
NSN , 

PATENT PENDING 
Write for our Illustrated Hanger Booklet. A post card 

will bring it. 

SHARON HARDWARE MBG. CO., 

Builders’ Hardware - - - Sharon, Pa. 
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Wood-Working — ots 

Machinery P= 

Invented and Built By 

The Defiance Machine Works 

Defiance, Ohio 

For Manufacturing General Wood-Work al 
Also Special Machines for making Hubs, Spokes, 12” Hand seahtiale 

with or without Boring Attachment 
Wheels, Wagons, Carriages, Automobiles, Rims, 

Shafts, Poles, Neck-Yokes, Singletrees, Hoops, 

Handles, Spools, Bobbins, Insulator Pins, Balus- 

ters, Table Legs and Wood Dishes. 

No. 8 Variety Saw No. 3 Power Feed Rip Saw 24” Single Surface Planer 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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FOR THIS FINE HOUSE 

ee 

Including Architect’s Plans, Blue Prints and Complete Specifications FREE 

The above offer is an example of the tremendous saving on material for any size and 
style of house, if you buy direct from us. Any Carpenter or Contractor can take our 
Free Book of 44 Complete Plans and figure from our Catalog the exact cost of ma- 
terial for any house there shown. 
We will furnish all the material needed to build this handsome home complete with 
porches and art windows, as shown above, for only $619. This includes all the Mill- 
work and Lumber to build this house, together with correct and easily understood 
Plans, Blue Prints and Specitications. See Floor Plans in space at the right. Un- 
doubtedly the greatest house bargain ever offered. Our prices save you at least half. 
A house like this is easily worth $3,000 when finished. We carry a tremendous stock 
and can ship promptly at lowest prices in America 

Direct to Carpenters, Contractors and Builders from 

World’s Largest Building Material Plant 

Quality, Safe Deliver§f and Satisfaction Guaranteed 

We sell over a million dollars’ worth-of building material a year. We have no trav- 
eling men—sell only for cash. We are the only large sash, door and lumber concern 
selling direct to the consumer. Our“fow prices will save you big money. We have 
customers in every locality. Ask any of them about our goods, our methods, our 
prices, our guarantee, our prompt shipment. Your local banker or any bank in 
Davenport, Iowa, will tel! you we are.responsible. See our rating in Dun and Brad- 
street. If goods are not satisfactory we guarantee to refund money and pay freight 
both ways. You take no risk. Why pay double? 

ry 
We Undersell Everybody on Guaranteed 

- . y ‘ * 7% 
Building Material. We Ship Everywhere 

No other concern ean duplicate our prices. We control our sources of timber sup- 
ply and operate the largest building material plant in the world. We ship direct 
from our own warehouses and lumber yards. All our ‘material is guaranteed up to 
the official grades of the Sash & Door Manufacturers’ Associations. Our lumber is 
first air-dried, then put through a scientific drying process. There is no “come 
apart” to our work. 

Write for Grand FREE CATALOG 

of 5000 Bargains in Materials for 

New Buildings or Remodeling Old Houses 

Write for this great Free Millwork and Building Material Catalog, which pictures, 
describes and puts a bargain price on over 5,000 different building material items 
Saves you the huge profits of the retail dealer. Offers everything needed to build, 
remodel or repair, at an actual saving of 50 to 75 per cent. May save you hundreds 
of doliars. An endless variety of styles. Latest architectural ideas. Many illustra- 
tions in colors. Gives freight rate to your nearest shipping point. A postal brings 
you this valuable catalog by return mail—FREE. Write now. 

Gordon-Van Tine’s Famous Book of Plans FREE! 

44 Complete Houses, Bungalows, Cottages, Barns 

The most popular collection of plans for beautiful, practical homes. Up-to-the-min 
ute in style. Correct in every detail. Designed by licensed architects. See these 
handsome homes before you build the next house. The complete Book of Plans 
mailed free on receipt of 10 cents to cover cost of packing and postage. Send for it. 

GORDON-VAN TINE CO. 

463 Federal Building Davenport, Iowa 

FLOOR PLANS OF HOUSE 
See Fioe Arrangement 

$1667.00 
builds this 9-room house complete, as 
per itemized prices below 
Excavating 
Foundation 
Lumber 
Carpenter Work 
Plastering 
Millwork 
Painting 
Hardware .. 
Ee WOE ois ss 
Chimney 

25.00 
~25.00 
415.00 
4366.00 
~25.00 
204.00 
125.00 

5.00 
20.00 
23.00 

Tots al $1667.00 


